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Colofon
3"How fragile we are "(famous singer and perfor-
mer Sting)
"Ieder nadeel hep se voordeel" Each disadvan-
tage has its advantage, (Johan Cruyf, famous
Dutch soccer player, coach and philosopher).
Two messages, that tell us a lot about the work
of communication professionals. You (or an
organization) cannot reach a 100% success
and please everybody. There will always be dif-
ficult choices that will hurt people (or yourself),
even if your communication vision is one of res-
pect for other people's meanings and efforts.
However, you can try to help people to search
for a 'sunny side of the street'. After all, framing
is a core competence of the communication
consultant.
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Introduction
6
7Much of the literature on strategic and corpo-
rate communication is based on two assump-
tions. The first assumption is the existence (or
design) of a strategic communication policy
plan, based upon organizational goals, supple-
mented with one or more communication activi-
ty plans. It should be used in addition to all
sorts of other policy tools. Developing a strate-
gic communication policy is seen as a task for
communication specialists: a communication
manager or a communication consultant. The
second assumption is that all communication is
manageable or at least should be manageable.
In this publication we also believe that a (writ-
ten) communication (policy) plan is important,
but we do not believe that the possession of
such a plan is a guarantee for good communi-
cation and we certainly do not believe that all or
even most communication is manageable or
that you should strive to manage all communi-
cation.
Nevertheless and maybe somewhat in contra-
diction to what we said above, successful
management of communication requires the ful-
fillment of a number of conditions. Firstly, the
foundations of the communication policy and its
goals must be determined. Secondly, manage-
ment, including line management, must appre-
ciate that communication can play a part in the
achievement of the organization's goals.
Thirdly, direct access of the communication
manager (or consultant) to senior management
should be possible. To ensure that any pro-
blems that might occur within the organization
can be responded to adequately, and to dis-
cuss the role of communication in special
events, such as press presentations, New
Year's speeches or kick-off meetings. Fourthly,
employees must be convinced that there is a
strong positive relation between identity and
image, and reputation. 
This book is about communication in organiza-
tions, between organizations and between
organizations and the general public, although
we try to look at the general public as a collec-
tion of organizations. It is also a book about the
communication consultant. Therefore we will
elaborate on the special relation of the consul-
tant operating in an organization. However, first
we will talk about the entry barriers that could
play a role in deciding whether a consultant is
needed and under what conditions. 
Unlike, for example the accountancy consultan-
cies there are no legal barriers for entry, with
the exception of people who are in the accredi-
tated lobby business. There is no certification
body for the communication consultancy
branche. Of course there are cost barriers rela-
ted to the reputation of the consultancy firm and
there are discretion or credibility barriers for
situations when a consultant has been, is, or
will be involved in strategy development of
competing organizations. Or sometimes, he is
involved in organizations that use or sell protec-
ted high tech processes or software. There are
also specialization barriers. For example do
you choose an agency that can manage all
your visual identity problems or do you choose
agencies that specialize in document design,
packaging design and logo design, and so on.
And if, as an organization, you choose for a
multi-service agency, are they outsourcing for
specialized services or can they do it all by
themselves? And how are they organized, are
they in the business of cross-selling*? 
If you are asked to help an organization you will
have to convince them of your expertise and
added value. Usually, you tell them about your
experiences. Clark and Salaman (1996) argue
that the metaphor of the consultant as a story
teller is appropriate here. 
This story telling function can become rather
complicated because the consultant sometimes
has to interact with different organizational 
layers. For example, his first contacts are with
the CEO or somebody else from the board of
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directors, or may be with a corporate communi-
cation manager. He has to convince them to
hire him and they are telling him their problem
definition. However, he has to do his job in 
another organizational unit. There he encoun-
ters middle management with probably another
problem definition and other interests, and so
on. And still he has to report back to the board
and to middle management and at the same
time he has to keep his credibility to all stake-
holders. Not an easy framing job.
Meyer and Rowan (1977) describe manage-
ment consultants as organizational myth
makers. These myths are used as rationality-
surrogates. '[] being perceived as knowledge-
able is more important than being knowledgea-
ble. The knowledge required to achieve this is
knowledge of the management of meaning, of
myths and of rhetoric (Clark and Salaman,
1996, pp. 176-177). The roles of management
consultant and communication consultant are
comparable. However, we do not agree with the
rather cynical point of view about knowledge. 
But of course, being an excellent consultant
means having excellent competencies in sym-
bolic or impression management. Consultants
frame situations with words. They use words
like the concepts in the TOCOM-model to show
their knowledge; they use management jargon
to show that they identify with management and
to frame the problems they meet. Presenting
consultancy knowledge can not be separated
from the rhetoric of persuasion (Alvesson,
1993, 1994), and metaphors are important rhe-
torical tools to persuade people.
Although, this book is usually about 
designing communication from a communica-
tion consultant's perspective the introduction is
also about management. There are three 
reasons. Firstly, in the diagnosing process the
communication consultant should take the qua-
lity and importance of strategic management
into account; secondly, he should carefully con-
sider the role of (communication) management;
and thirdly, we want to stress that managing
communication is an honorable and necessary
activity but also, almost a mission impossible.
We will return to this issue later.   
The approach and choices reflected in the pro-
cess of the design of a communication plan are
based on the Twente Organizational
Communication Model (Woudstra & Van
Gemert, 1993; Van Gemert & Woudstra, 1993;
Van Gemert & Woudstra, 1999b, 2000) as a
framework. The characteristics and the compo-
nents of the model will be discussed in
Chapters two, three and four. 
By developing TOCOM, we tried to establish a
model that could be used to understand com-
munication in, from and between organiza-
tions.. Did we succeed? Our answer is positive,
but regrettable there are also some negative
points. On account of the literature it appeared
very difficult to formulate suitable definitions for
the concepts we used in our model. Try, for
example, to define communication climate
based on the literature and compare this with a
definition of organizational climate or culture
and you will see that the dimensions underlying
these concepts are partly the same. Of course
we tried to formulate our own definition, but if
you want to say something about the relations
between the concepts of the model it is prefera-
ble that these relations and concepts are de-
scribed in the same way in the empirical litera-
ture. 
Is there any empirical evidence for the relations
in the model? Yes, there is. We see TOCOM as
a rather neutral model that can help you ana-
lyze and design organizations by helping the
consultant to be aware of the existence and
importance of the concepts used and the possi-
ble interdependency and integration of these
concepts. Empirical evidence for the 'filling' of
the model can be found in for example the work
of Quinn (1983), Quinn and Rohrbauch (1998),
see also the special issue on applications of
the Competing Values Framework (Journal of
Human Resource Management 1993), and par-
ticularly Burton and Obel (1998). 
We borrowed the concept of design from the
engineering studies. Design is not just the pro-
cess of developing something tangible like a
car of a software programme, but it is the inte-
grated process of analysis and diagnosis,
research, developing solutions, and the imple-
mentation and evaluation of these solutions.
Part of this integrated process is also the com-
munication process.  
Strategic communication primarily refers to
communication used to execute or stabilize
long term changes in an organization or in the
organization's environment. Although, in some
communication literature (Van Riel, 1995, 1999,
2001) there is a strong focus on the (communi-
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cation) management perspective we would also
like to emphasize the role of the (ordinary)
organizational members. They make choices
too. Moreover, organizational members' choices
are often strategic in the sense that they in-
fluence, in one way or anther, the course of the
organization.   
Our definition of strategic organizational (or cor-
porate) communication logically ensues from
what we said about 'strategic' before. 
Strategic organization communication is the
process in which members and units of an
organization act and manage meaning within a
changing (long term) context of policy, structure
and culture strongly influenced by the 
(perceived) environment. 
Like the researchers who advocate the critical
theory approach, for example Deetz (Cheney,
Christensen, Zorn & Ganesh, 2005), we do not
look at communication as some kind of neutral
phenomenon. We believe that in all situations
an organization (and individual) has to cope
with for example power, emancipation, and 
ideologies. Our point of view is that an organi-
zation should strive for an open and honest
communication. This view is supported by
research done by the consulting firm Watson
Wyatt that did a communication Return On
Investment Study in 2003/2004. They did a sur-
vey among 267 relatively large organizations in
the United States. They found that companies
with a very high level of effective communica-
tion could offer a 26% total return to share-
holders. What is defined by effective communi-
cation? We mention, among others, a formal
communication structure with feedback oppor-
tunities, use of communication technology, con-
tinuous improvement, dealing with strategic
issues at once, dealing with behavior of 
superiors and behavior towards customers or
clients. 
Parallel to the development of TOCOM we
have developed the so-called Consultant's
Communication Problem Approach. The CCPA
is an instrument for consultants and other com-
munication professionals. It is a (design)
method for tackling strategic communication
problems. It consists of strategies and sets of
questions to help the consultant in forming a
picture of the communication problems.  
We also developed a glossary. In this glossary
one could look up relevant elaborations.  
How to use this book
Before using the CCPA, we assume that you
have sufficient knowledge about TOCOM and
its individual components. This knowledge is
important because otherwise you might lose
sight of possible interdependencies of the com-
ponents of the model.
Furthermore, these components can also be
seen as (interdependent) problem areas and
serve as a basis for the choice of a consultancy
design strategy. Communication problems can
be approached by means of one of the CCPA
strategies and questionnaires. A third and more
thorough mode of analyzing communication
problems is by means of research instruments.
The various types of communication research
instruments are not fully explored in this book.
Once more, we assume that you have some
prior knowledge of these instruments if you do
your consultancy job. 
Thorough knowledge of these research instru-
ments is important but not necessary to under-
stand the content of this book. We have a 10
year experience in using the model in case
situations just combining various, more general,
analysis techniques like fishbone, causal field
model, problem matrices with TOCOM-varia-
bles.
In some cases, however, we have put down
some additional information about research
instruments in the glossary appendix. In this
glossary you will find not only references to
communication concepts but also to concepts
of the field of strategic management. Concepts
and approaches from strategic management
are not only very valuable for the design of
strategic communication but it is also important
that communication consultants understand
management by speaking the same jargon. 
Because we wanted the elaboration on
TOCOM as concise as we felt necessary, we
used asterix in the text. Readers can choose to
read on, or to consult the glossary for suppor-
ting information. 
If an asterix is used in the text one finds in the
glossary for instance a definition, a summary of
research, recommendations or ideas to help
you in the consultancy process. For example,
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the reader will encounter Communication policy
plan* and can search for this item in the glossa-
ry under P. In word combinations with commu-
nication, we usually used the next word as the
entrance to the glossary.
For both communication students as future pro-
fessionals as well, as communication alumni,
we have put down in the glossary many refe-
rences to relevant research. We expect that
(future) academics are interested in research
and are curious enough to compare their own
views on a certain issue with the views of
others. And of course, part of the process of
comparing different views ought to be the
search for more recent research. 
Finally, we wrote this book primarily for the
bachelor students of our communication pro-
gramme and students from other fields than
communication who participate in our (pre-)
master programme Communication Studies. By
studying this book, students become familiar
with the concepts of organizational and corpo-
rate communication on an introduction level. If
we succeeded in getting our students interested
in these fields of communication science by
making them curious about what scientific
knowledge might be available beyond the con-
cepts in this book, we have reached an impor-
tant goal.   
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2. 
TOCOM: Your mental
framework!
1Fig 1: the TOCOM model
2
13
The Twente Organizational Communication
Model aims to provide a frame of reference for
designing strategic communication. By means
of this conceptual framework, communication
within organizations as well as communications
between organizations can be analyzed.
Subsequently, interventions* can be made or a
communication plan* can be drawn up and
implemented. We first discuss the characteris-
tics of the model. 
TOCOM characteristics: 
1. It is a communication model that takes orga-
nizational variables into account. However, with
the exception of organizational goals, structure
/processes, and climate/culture these organiza-
tional variables are not made explicit. Important
variables as the kind of products and services -
the core business of the organization- are men-
tioned in the mission and the strategy of the
organization, while the process of manufactu-
ring or services can be found in the
structure/process component and partly in the
climate/culture component. 
Usually mentioned in the mission or strategy, is
also the goal for profit or to reach a healthy
financial situation. Although TOCOM is a com-
munication model, we cannot say cleary
enough how important it is to take the financial
situation into account. This financial situation
can influence all decisions of an organization
and therefore all communication: the communi-
cation goals, the communication processes, the
communication climate and all other compo-
nents of the model. It is also the reason that the
communication manager should strive to esti-
mate the return of investment (ROI) when star-
ting a change project or executing a communi-
cation or activity plan.
2. The model is applicable to the organisation
as a whole as well as to its various parts (pro-
ject groups, departments, business units, natio-
nal and international head and branch offices
and even to individuals). See the figure below
for showing (some) subsystems. As a result, it
is therefore possible to define the environment
in ever-changing ways. This means that the
terms 'internal communication' and 'external
communication' are only relative. The external
communication from a department is at the
same time (partly) the internal communication
of a division. Looking at the model as a (set of)
subsystem(s) and at the same time as a whole
system implicates the introduction of the con-
cept of system wholeness and system 
hierarchy. The way systems are connected to
each other can also be described as system
networks. Organizational members like organi-
za-tions (or units of organizations) can be seen
as representatives of a (sub) system; they are
part of one or more networks (see the pictures 
further on).
With its interdependencies of organizational
units and its strong relation to the environment,
TOCOM is clearly a systems theory model.
However, while systems theory originally
emphasized the external environment as the
2. TOCOM: Your mental framework!
How to 'read' the model: the characteristics of TOCOM
Key terms
Communication model
Return on investment
System wholeness
System hierarchy
System networks
Subsystems
Individuals, units, bu's, corporation
Open system
Conversation
Interdependency
Design
Contingency
Managing communication
Consultancy TOCOM
environment of the corporate organization, the
TOCOM model definition of environment is
more complex. Each unit, even each individual,
has its own external environment. This TOCOM
perspective is compatible with Cutlip, Center
and Broom (1994) and Broom, Casey and
Ritchey (2000). They emphasized the mutually
dependent (stakeholder) relationships in the
organization as as well as outside the organiza-
tion that must be monitored continuously.
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3. Stressing the importance of the environment
it is easy to understand the importance of the
identity* and the image*, and reputation* of an
organization. It gives us the opportunity to
stress the importance of how people see
themselves and others. By using the concepts
of identity, image and reputation we try to unite
concepts used in organizational communication
with the concepts used in the field of corporate
communication (for instance Van Riel, 2001
and Schulz.et al, 2000), and public relations
(Heath, 2001).
Fig 2: TOCOM can be used for every organizational level each on its own
4. It is an open system model. This has three
consequences. Firstly, the boundaries of the
organization allow information to pass in two
directions (as represented by the interruptions
in the lines of the organizational border).
Secondly, the continued existence of the orga-
nization depends on this exchange of informa-
tion. And finally, the incoming and outgoing
information is modified along the way (input,
throughput, and output). In contrast with most
literature on open system models TOCOM does
describe the (re)construction of the environ-
ment. In other words, it does not restrict itself to
the adaptation of an organization to its environ-
ment. Talking about systems is also talking
about boundaries of systems with a question
like, whether the environment of a corporate
organization is part of the system or not.
5. An organization's contact with its environ-
ment gives a rise to different kinds of networks.
These contacts (other organizations, etc.) also
have their own goals, cultures, structures, etc.
Therefore a separate TOCOM model can be 
filled out for almost each contact in the environ-
ment* of organizations, their units and indivi-
dual members (see the figure of a network
below). An organization's contacts with its envi-
ronment can be described in terms of strength,
or in terms of the type of organizations. If an
organization depends on certain contacts for its
success or its survival, these contacts can be
defined as stakeholders*.  The changing
strength of interaction with the environment is
represented in the model by the irregular line.
We agree with Taylor (2000). He assumes that
an organization is formed through interaction:
organization is conversation. His ideas are also
applicable to networks of corporate organiza-
tions. Such a network can be seen as a new
organization with its own conversation rules.
The network concept is strongly connected to
organizational boundaries and therefore to the
system concept. The question is here: where
are the boundaries of an organization. It is an
interesting and relevant question from a theore-
tical perspective as well from a consultancy and
research perspective.
6. There is a relationship between all the com-
ponents of the model. Design changes in one
of the components means a change in the con-
struction of the other components either directly
or in the long run. Particularly the components
of the triangle and the environment cause con-
struction or design changes. This is expressed
in the model by directly relating them to each
other. The communication and organizational
components are mainly based on theories of
organizational communication (Goldhaber,
1993; Jablin, Putnam, Roberts, Porter, 1987;
Jablin and Putnam, 2001) and organization
theories as published by for instance Minzberg
(1985).
7. The model contains a framework for desig-
ning strategic organizational communication by
means of filling in, or changing the concepts of
the model with the 'reality' of the organization
and its environment. TOCOM is a descriptive
model, however using the filled in components
of the model in contingency situations, some
prescriptive value can be added. For instance
Mintzberg (1983) tried to predict the relation
between organizational structure and the com-
municational structure even in relation to cul-
ture aspects. Generally speaking, however,
organizations differ from each other so much
that, even though it is possible to some extent
to classify some types, it is difficult to set a
standard for communication. See, for example,
Goldhaber (1993), on contingency theory*
which states that not all organizations are alike
and therefore problems and solutions differ.
With contingency is meant that organizational
characteristics (or the components in TOCOM)
are interdependent and different for each orga-
nization. To become an effective organization
there should be a good fit between the compo-
nents and the environment. What counts is
that, by means of this model, the consultant
/designer is provided with a framework in which
to work. With this contingency restriction in
mind, some strong empirical evidence about
relations between TOCOM-aspects can be
found in the work of Quinn a.o. on the
Competing Values Model*(1993) and the work
of Burton&Obel (1998). 
8. Although in the introduction we mentioned
that managing communication is almost a mis-
sion impossible, communication is considered a
management tool. This implies that communi-
cation can, to a certain extent, be directed and
controlled. A prerequisite for good management
is the prior definition of basic policy principles
that can serve as points of reference; in this
case, it requires a vision of communication deri-
ved from the organization's vision (its mission
statement*). This is expressed in the model by
15
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placing the organization's vision and goals, and
its vision of communication and communication
goals, at the top. 
The notion of management, however, needs
some further clarification. As indicated before
not all communication can be managed.
Besides, it is paramount that one should not try
to manage all communication because it would
kill all creativity and diminish the member's atti-
tude for taking responsibility. One should rea-
lize that, even when there is a minimum of
communication management*, members will
create their own communication structure just
to get the things done, which they think are
important for themselves and the organization.
This idea that patrons of interaction are esta-
blished anyway is described in the so-called
complexity theory. This theory is consistent with
the ideas of Taylor about organizations as a
form of conversation and discourse (Taylor
1996, 2000). 
9. The model is less suitable to convince orga-
nizations that a consultant should be hired. All
complex models have a negative impact on
clients because they give the impression that a
lot of research ought to be done before some
results are available. The complexity of the
model is in the eyes of the client equivalent to
spending too much money. If one wants to use
the model in the process of briefing we recom-
mend the consultancy version*.
Fig 3: An organization (at any level) has changing environments and is part of a network that
can diminish or enlarge, and has strong or weak ties.
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3. 
The central part of
TOCOM
18
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In this chapter, we discuss the central compo-
nents of the TOCOM model as well as how
these components relate to each other.
Although the design of the triangle components
has the most influence on the design of the
whole organization because of the strong coup-
ling of organizational and communication
aspects, we start with the description of the
central part of the model. This central part con-
sists of the visible components of communica-
tion. These are:
- self representation (identity, image and 
reputation)
- mix of communication means (communication
mix*): corporate media
- message,
- symbolism, 
- behavior (and skills), 
- organizational members
- emotion.
At the core of the model we find the members
with their group and individual characteristics,
as the base for the level of analysis. People are
an important asset of an organization. People
are the organization! They use and are subjec-
ted to the communication mix, including techno-
logy, messages, symbolism and behavior and
skills. Emotion is present in all communication
and in many cases responsible for the commu-
nication climate and the well- or ill-being of
members.
The whole of the visible communication is the
self representation of the organization, an orga-
nizational unit or an individual member. The
interpretation of this self representation by the
environment (other TOCOMs!) contributes to
the image and reputation of the organization.
This image can reflect the identity of the organi-
zation. We have chosen to describe the con-
cepts image, reputation and corporate branding
in relation to identity and therefore not in the
environment section. However, a particular
image is a crucial concept for understanding
the relation between organizations.
After describing the central parts of the model
in more detail in this chapter, we will discuss
the triangle components in chapter 4, and the
strategies to approach communication pro-
blems in chapter 5.
3. The central part of TOCOM
Understanding the central part of the
model in a nutshell
The components, or problem areas, of the
central part of the model are the visible parts.
You can observe them. Of course a consultant
has to know how to look. He has to keep in
mind that he is looking at the top of the ice-
berg. Culture and climate characteristics and
part of the emotion component, can only be
made visible by research.
TOCOM difficult to understand?
The world around us as individuals, consists
of organizations, organizational units, commu-
nities and of individuals who are part of one
and usually more organizations. All these kind
of organizations can be described with
TOCOM. The design or construction of all
these organizations in terms of TOCOM is of
course different. No organization is precisely
the same. However, the designs can have a
lot of predictable commonalities. The consul-
tant should be able to see differences and
commonalities and whether they are causing
communication problems. Besides, the con-
sultant has to have a sharp eye for the level
of analysis and the influence of the environ-
ment.
3.1 The central part of the
model: Self Representation
The strongly interwoven components of the
central part of the model reflect the identity of
the organization (unit or individual member)
and they also form the basis for judging the
organization - its image and reputation. We call
this reflection the self representation of an
organization (or organizational unit, or indivi-
dual). Identity may be seen as the personality
of the organization or department. An organiza-
tion's personality, however, can only be partially
understood in terms of the core of the TOCOM
model. That is, personality is only partially
reflected in the various ways in which commu-
nication is expressed by an organization. Such
expressions may be viewed as the tip of the
iceberg: the important attitude part lies under-
neath and is located in the climate/culture com-
ponents. 
What you see, is what you get (?)
Interactions (i.e., communication) determine the
identity and the image of the organization. New
ideas about the organization as well as new
rules for the organization arise from the fact
that people talk to each other, negotiate or
communicate in other ways with each other.
These ideas and rules constitute the identity
and the image of the organization. 
The view that people have of the organization
is the image. To a considerable extent, this
view determines the demand for an organizati-
on's products and services, and therefore also
directly affects its future survival.
To explain the process of identity development
(identification) we introduce our Identification
Transparency Theory. Identities are formed by
comparing your own values and behavior with
those of others. And others, as we know, can
also be other organizational units, its represen-
tatives or stakeholders like for example collea-
gues from other organizations, or people like
your neighbors or friends. If they confront you
suddenly with negative news published in a
newspaper or corporate magazine, they can
influence your commitment to your organizati-
on. Image therefore can be used as a tool for
identity change. Now we arrive at Identification
Transparency Theory. We believe that you can
build corporate identity by making the commu-
nication processes in your organization as
transparent as possible. If people know what is
going on in the decision process, know the
relevant arguments, and have an opportunity
for feedback, you can discuss values and beha-
vior, or at least understand the reasons for cer-
tain decisions. Understanding the reasons pre-
vents embarrassment when people confront
you with news you are not prepared for.
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To help the reader understand the model, try
to use the model in your own situation. You
are probably part of a family, but at the same
time part of other organizations like a hockey
club. May be within this hockey club you are a
member of the committee that runs the bar.
Apart from these organizations or organizatio-
nal units you could also be a member of a
student's dispute. And so on. All these organi-
zations can be described in TOCOM-con-
cepts. How do you as an individual fit in all
these organizations? 
Key terms
Self representation
Interaction
Identity
Image
Identification Transparency Theory
Framing
Branding
Reputation
A formal connection between two or more
organizations has impact on identity and
image.  
For example what could happen with the
image and  identity of a very client-friendly
organization -like in the Netherlands the Tax
Department- and an organization with a bad
image -like in the Netherlands the
Employment Office- which are forced by politi-
cians to cooperate?
The words identity thefts are used in situa-
tions where your computer is invaded by a
virus, like Trojan. Could you think of other
situations in the context of this book where
these words could be used?
Transparency is an absolute precondition for
the building process of identification. If not, a
process of alienation from the organization has
started.  
We have already mentioned the importance of
transparancy and an open communication cli-
mate for the identification process. However,
there are several other supporting aids, like the
use of metaphors, stories and myths, rituals
and ceremonies, logo's, visual identity design.
Used by management to lead and change an
organization in a desired direction, it is called
framing. 
For the analysis of identity one can distinguish
between the current identity and the desired
identity by answering the questions: 
- Who are we? Who do we think we are?
- What do other people think about us?
- Who do we want to be?
- Wat do other people think we should be?
This distinction can be made for an image too.
The way we appear and the way we think we
appear (the present situation), compared to
how we want to appear and how others think
we should appear (the desired situation).
Should identity and image be identical as sug-
gested by Van Riel (1995, 1996)?  Generally
speaking, identity and image should be in line
with each other, otherwise people are fooling
themselves and others, with bad consequences
in the long run. 
'Be what you would seem to be'-or if you'd like
it put more simply-'Never imagine yourself not
to be otherwise than what it might appear to
others that what you were or might have been
was not otherwise than what you had been
would have appeared to them to be otherwise'
The Duchess from Alice in Wonderland, chaper
IX.
Following the TOCOM philosophy about 
changing environments dependent on the level
and unit of analysis, the answers to the identity
and image questions can differ from unit to unit
and from management versus different types of
employees. In this context one could introduce
concepts like corporate branding, unit branding
and personal branding as results of identity and
image or reputation. As product branding is
about the positioning of a product into the mar-
ket, the same is applicable for corporate bran-
ding. It is not always easy to make a difference
between product branding and corporate bran-
ding. Look for example at an NGO, or at a
company like Grolsch where their beer products
are sold under the same name as the company. 
One can speak of a strong corporate brand if
everything fits and the organization is able to
radiate this to the environment.  
Before going to the next section some words
about the differences between image and 
reputation. Dependent on the literature some-
times a difference is made and some times not.
Bernstein (1984) is one of the researchers who
saw no differences "Reputation is another term
loosely trading places with image".  One reason
to choose for reputation instead of image was
the negative connotation of image.(Rindova, in
Gotsi & Wilson 2001).
Some researchers who think that image and
reputation are different concepts do not have
the same opinion about how they influence
each other. The most accepted view nowadays
is that image is a broader concept that could
encompass all kinds of associations and repu-
tation has more specific dimensions and there-
fore reputation follows image (Fombrun 1996). 
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ITT, a theory? 
If ITT is a theory, what kind of theory could
that be?
And in case you are tempted to answer the
question with the words "a bad theory", -
because we are all human beings! -  we are
curious to learn from you what the criteria for
a good theory are and to what extent ITT fits
those criteria. A deal?
Could you reflect on the words of Foppe de
Haan, Dutch soccer coach, on an exchange
visit in South Africa: 'In Holland we often think:
what might somebody else think about us?
Because of that, we play a lot of roles and by
doing so we make our lives unnessessarily
complex. As a consequence many people find
it difficult to judge who they are and what they
are able to.' (Translated, and from the
Volkskrant, March 12, 2005).
3.2 The central part of the
model: Corporate
Communication Media Mix* 
Both within as well as between organizations,
several means (the communication mix) are
used to provide both internal and external tar-
get groups* with the desired information. A dis-
tinction may be made between oral, written and
digital means and communication systems
(e.g., the 'chain' of documents and oral discus-
sion to facilitate decision structures: communi-
cation chain management*). 
Leaving budget questions aside, the choice of
means, known as the communication mix, is on
the one hand determined by the communication
goals, and, on the other hand, by the other
components of the model. 
This is perhaps best illustrated by means of an
example. 
It is important for an organisation to make sure
that it communicates clearly with its employees
about the conditions of employment. This
implies that the communication specialist will
have to determine what information is distribu-
ted orally, in writing, or digitally. To make sure
that this information is in accordance with the
current knowledge and interests of the
employees, it is important to obtain understan-
ding of the appropriate times to communicate
with staff about the conditions of employment
(e.g. at meetings about work) as well as of how
current means of communication are apprecia-
ted by the staff. Based on this understanding it
is possible for the communication specialist to
make a judicious choice. 
The communication strategy is directly related
to the organisation's communication goals and
its target groups. That is, the communication
goals are not only derived from the organisatio-
nal goals, but also from the organisation's 
vision of communication and the desired cha-
racteristics of its image and identity.
We want to emphasis the importance of having
a well formulated mission statement, or other
documents that contain the necessary policy
information on which all activities can be based
(e.g. management charters). Moreover, mission
statements can play an important role in an
organisation's communication with internal
and/or external stakeholders (Van Gemert &
Woudstra, 1996). 
An organization, organizational unit and an 
individual as well, is or should be, always 
mission driven.
Janov (1994) argued that a mission-driven
organization has the characteristics of the older
and goal-driven adaptive organizations while
network organizations with its emergent multi-
ple interaction patrons and its capacity for inno-
vation and renewal are vision-driven.  Although
we sympathize with his ideas about allocating
mission and vision to different kinds of - diffe-
rent evolutions maybe- organizations, we are
not convinced that a network organization prin-
cipally cannot have goals and therefore a missi-
on statement. And can't even a very traditional
organization have a vision? Is this all about a
definition of vision and the extent of abstract-
ness?
The communication strategy exactly defines
how the communication goals are to be achie-
ved. It therefore indicates which means of com-
munication are to be applied for whom, when
and for what goals. Target groups and individu-
al goals have already been defined by the com-
munication goals. However, it may be necessa-
ry to divide an existing description of a commu-
nication goal into separate, more specifically
defined communication goals for each of the
choices made in relation to the communication
mix, and for the choices related to the other
components from the core of the model.
Such choices cannot be discussed in a mea-
ningful way without involving the other compo-
nents of TOCOM. It is an unavoidable integrati-
on of components. It may be useful to consider
the following points when choosing one of the
characteristics of the communication mix*:
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Key terms
Communication mix
Mission-driven
Vision-driven
Mix characteristics
Technology and ICT
E-communication
Points to consider:
- Complementarity.
- Type of message and target group 
characteristics
- Size of the message.
- Complexity of the message. 
- Reach and distribution 
- Time available
- Sender characteristics 
- Situation characteristics
The communication design strategy indicates
the moment(s) at which communication should
occur. These moments are often determined by
the need of management to provide or get
information. It must be acknowledged that
these moments do not necessarily coincide with
the moments at which employees need infor-
mation. 
For example, the provision of information often
occurs after the implementation of a new regu-
lation or the amendment of existing regulations.
However, communication about regulations is
relevant to employees at the moment they
require it. Information should therefore be avai-
lable at the moment the target group is in need
of it.
The question: What do we want to obtain?
An integrated strategy (the organizational stra-
tegy and the communication strategy) is abso-
lutely necessary to determine the communicati-
on mix. 
Above, we have emphasized the importance of
the communication strategy in relation to the
communication mix. It is clear that the compo-
nents of the message, symbolism and beha-
vior/skills can neither be viewed in isolation
from the communication mix nor, of course,
from the target groups and goals. Naturally, it is
necessary to take into account the role of the
message and symbolism that are associated
with communication means when working out a
communication goal (e.g. corporate identity
style and marketing communication*). 
In addition, to realize the desired image by
means of symbolism one should pay attention
to material means like a reception area, office
furnishings, and clear signs in the building. 
With regard to behavior and skills, this does not
only mean displaying the desired behavior by
means of, for example, employing a good
receptionist, a client-friendly secretary or call
center, or members with a problem-solving atti-
tude. However, it also means the indication of a
training programme, or a Human Resource
Programme. 
The analysis of the current communication mix
or the execution of a new communication stra-
tegy can be presented by means of various
matrices, for example, to make clear which
means will be applied to which target groups or
the relationship between the means used to
achieve certain goals. Media Richness Theory*
can be of some help here. See for examples
the glossary under communication mix*.  
Until now we paid no particular attention to the
role of technology for communication. In order
to do so, we first make a distinction between
technology as such and ICT. In the section
about structures and processes we mention
'communication chain management' as an
example of the impact of a production process
on the communication and vice versa.
Changing production processes, for example by
using robots, changes communication drasti-
cally. It may become clear now that the strict
distinction between this kind of technology and
ICT cannot be made anymore. Almost all tech-
nical processes are monitored by computers
and their information must be interpreted and
communicated. 
Technology can help you organize your busi-
ness and communication processes, but 
because of the relatively easy way of getting
and distributing information, there is always the
danger of making things more complex than
they were before. You need more time for ana-
lysis, more time to discuss, more time to con-
sult and more people to communicate to.  
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Looking at the impact of computers on organi-
zations you have to talk to older people to
understand the tremendous differences
between the past and now. What changed by
the use of lap-tops, e-mail, intranet, internet,
video-conferencing, websites, webcams, digi-
tal photography, mobile telephones, and by
the use of compatible software systems?
What changes will occur in the near future?
Will networking and globalization grow faster?
Will virtual organizations become the trend? Is
e-business the future, and e-education? E-
vacation, e-emotion, e-thinking, e-medicine, e-
households, e-democracy, e-sex, e-dating and
e-religion? 
There is growing attention for technology in the
fight against terrorism. E-mail correspondence
is intercepted and interpreted with the help of
semantic codes that show certain patrons fami-
liar to network analysis. Of course, e-mail inter-
ception is only one of the information sources.
Another concept is called Total Information
Awareness Systems. Its goal is to connect all
kinds of information. It looks like the concept of
business intelligence on a national and interna-
tional level. 
Security has its price for democracy; therefore
framing the system with words as in TIAS was
not very practical. Nowadays, intelligence
bureaus like the National Security Agency
(USA) avoid these words. 
3.3 Message  
Messages can be considered from different
perspectives.
Firstly, whether its function is to inform, to
instruct, to persuade or motivate people.
Secondly, whether its function is to tell, to
share, to explain, to sell or to involve. 
Thirdly, whether it comprises policy information,
task information, management information or
motivational information (Koeleman, 1995, pp.
20-26), or, in the categorization by Goldhaber
(1993, pp. 146-149), whether it is a task mes-
sage, a maintenance message, a human mes-
sage or an innovativation-related message. 
Fourthly, whether it has an organizational
memory or knowledge function. 
The message functions are of course, strongly
connected to the kind of organization people
want to live in, or less idealistic, the manage-
ment wants to create. For example, to give
innovative messages a change, you need an
innovative organization. Looking at the func-
tions in this way, you are able to relate them to
the concepts of vision, structure and culture.
Also see types of organization, in the glossary.
For the receivers of a message it is important
that they can quickly identify whether the author
has the right authority to send a message, or to
interact with the receivers.
Within the functional approach, messages can
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What can you tell about the role of weblogs in
the context of corporate communication?
Keywords: representation and reputation,
issue management, climate, stakeholders,
content, organizational membership? 
It is interesting that recently, the concept of
reputation is part of the security discussion.
Organizations like the NSA, now talk about
the dynamic tracking of reputation. Is it com-
parable with a simple security system for
entering a building? You put your card, with
photo and special code into a slot and you are
allowed in? Is the concept of dynamic tracking
of reputation usefull for 'normal' organiza-
tions?  
Happy in your future home?
The house of the future, or better the home of
the future, will be provided with a lot of intelli-
gent computers; it is called ambient technolo-
gy. We are already familiar with programmed
video and dvd equipment, with programmed
heating and lights and other equipment. Well
known is also the example of the intelligent
refrigerator that will look after your daily sup-
ply of milk. Not much of a communication
theory here. Or don't you agree?
But what about a future in which you can see
yourself or your partner, virtually dressed in a
mirror with all kind of combinations from your
closet? You will probably discuss the mirror
images with yourself; it could easily happen
that you shout to yourself in the mirror. Again,
no communication and therefore, no commu-
nication theory?
Keywords
Functions
Language
Thematic communication
Strategic messages
Corporate messages
Emotion
Sense making
Overload and underload
Ambiguity
Enactment
Issue management
Equivocality
Framing
Memory and memory management
Competitive intelligence system
Knowledge management
Story telling and corporate story
also be analyzed from a language* perspective.
A language perspective refers to text structure,
style dimensions, argumentation, persuasive
effects, lay-out, jargon, visualization or symbolic
language. The approach the consultant has to
select for analyzing or design of the message
depends on how the problem is defined. 
It is important to realize that verbal information
can have many different forms (e.g. information
about a change in the organization's travel 
allowance or news about the end-of-year
results). Moreover, messages can also deal
with particular themes, such as quality, safety,
working conditions or a turnaround. Thematic
communication requires much more planning,
because it involves a large number of integra-
ted communication media. In addition, the or-
ganization's vision of communication also con-
stitutes a message, functioning as a sort of
'umbrella-theme'.
We would like to avoid a rather fruitless discus-
sion about what would be a strategic message.
A few words about this matter are nevertheless
necessary.  Strategic, in our view, affects prima-
rily long term changes. However, for instance a
message about an already existing human rela-
tions programme may not seem to be strategic
but we consider it as such because the policy
from which this message is a result, can be
seen as strategic. We said 'primarily long term'
because in some crisis situations, for example
when an important company building is on fire,
the long term changes may not be that impor-
tant but communication how to handle the 
situation, how to survive, is certainly strategic.
From these examples we can learn that an
urgent message can be strategic and that a
strategic message is not necessarily urgent. 
By using words as persuasion and involving as
functions of message design as we did earlier
in this section, we already implicated that mes-
sages not only contain information but also
emotions. Certainly in times of organizational
change or in times of a crisis, but almost in
every other situation also, attention for emo-
tional aspects - showing respect - is crucial in
communication processes. 
The difficulty with message analysis is the com-
plexity of it. Linguistics, cognitive psychology
and social psychology can be part of the analy-
sis especially when you choose a functional
perspective. Besides, there is the problem of
ambiguity, of interpretation and misinterpreta-
tion and the problem that a message is not
always tangible. Parallel to this, the message
can more or less been hidden in rules, symbols
and behavior. In short: sense making.
We only discussed verbal messages. However,
in face-to-face communication the role of non-
verbal messages has often more impact than
the verbal part. Certainly in multi-cultural situa-
tions the importance of the non-verbal part
becomes very important.  
3.3.1 Message: Overload and underload of
information
The concept of information overload has be-
come more important recently due to the 
growing importance of information and commu-
nication technology. The cognitive capacities of
people have its shortcomings with such an
amount of information. However at the same
time, people expect that more information is
attainable. Therefore the overload of informa-
tion as a result of ICT, asks for information cha-
racteristics as structure, simplicity, accessibility,
transparency. Besides, the information should
be appealing to enhance a proper selection.  
The term underload is hardly used anymore.
Unfortunately, a characteristic of many organi-
zations is that top management communicates
insufficiently with other organizational members
about policy matters. In such a case one could
speak of underload.
3.3.2 Message: Ambiguity
Because the concept of ambiguity has always
played a central part in the literature on organi-
zational communication, we will further elabo-
rate on the concept here. Under all circumstan-
ces functionalists would choose for clarity,
openness and authenticity in the communica-
tion between people. From an interpretive 
theory perspective, however, Eisenberg (1984,
p246) argues that:
'[.] ambiguity can be used strategically in
interaction to further the accomplishment of an
organization's goals, build effective interperso-
nal relationships, and help stabilize the social
order within an organization.''
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It must be acknowledged that Eisenberg does
not deny the importance of clarity and open-
ness in organizations. He does warn, however,
not to be too ideological. People do have multi-
ple, and sometimes conflicting, goals and they
act by them to satisfy their own goals.
Communication is now not only facilitating pro-
duction processes (the classical-structuralist
view of organizational behavior) but serves to
build self-image and establish personal rela-
tionships. ''From this perspective, organizational
communication is the process by which organi-
zing occurs, not something that takes place in
organizations." (Eisenberg, 1984, p.247). See
also, Putnam (1983). 
If an organization formulates (only) very strict
goals, for example in its mission statement and
other policy plans, there probably will occur a
conflict with members of the organization who -
as a rule- strive for maximum individuality. 
We describe ambiguity in this section more or
less as a characteristic of messages. However,
if you look at ambiguity as a process variable
you will encounter concepts like equivocality
(see the section on environment), enactment*,
issue management* and framing*.
By making messages ambiguous (e.g. by the
use of metaphors* or symbols), people will
have the idea that they foster organizational
values* and, at the same time that they have
room for an individual interpretation. In interper-
sonal relations people use ambiguity to avoid
conflicts and to avoid face-threatening behavior.
Examples of metaphors used in organizations:
Our organization is like a symphony orchestra"
"We are like an American football team"
"We are an Olympic games sailing ship"
"We are a pack of wolves"
"We are an adventure"
As a method to develop a new organizational
vision, you could ask members of the organiza-
tion (by survey or focus group), to describe and
visualize the metaphor that fits their ideas of
the current or desired organization, or both. Ask
them for arguments. Whether one should do
this anonymously or not, and who should parti-
cipate, is one of the choices you will have to
make.
We added visualization as a good method to
discuss different metaphors later on. In the dis-
cussion visual elements can be often added to
a chosen metaphor to complete the picture.
Besides, often it is more easy to make a picture
than to put a vision into words.   
Leaders have special responsibility using ambi-
guous messages. Their task is to stimulate the
development of meanings (and creativity) by
using language strategically. They search for a
level of abstraction that will multiple (groups of)
people satisfy. Weick (1978) mentions as the
required language attributes: abstract, evangeli-
cal, poetic. The concept of framing* is also
applicable here. Framing in an organizational
context is a management skill by which words
are used to focus people's minds in the same
direction. 
Strategic communication is also about timing. It
is very important to realize that not providing
information when people are expecting to get it,
not communicating, can cause a lot of uncer-
tainty (and emotion). Not providing a message
is also giving a message, not communicating is
also communicating! 
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To what extent can you compare a car with
an organization?
Our car has all normal attributes, plus:
Anti blocking system (no blocking of wheels
while using your brakes)
Impact Protection systems (air bags)
Whiplash protection system
Stability control
Blind spot Information System
Intelligent Driver System
Lane Departure warning
Lane keeping Aid
Emergancy lane Assist
Water repellent glass
GPS Navigation System and Search System
Climate control
Cruise control
Metaphor
What would be suitable metaphors for some
of the organizations you are a member of?
What methaphor would you choose for your-
self?  "I am a ..."
And why did you choose these?
What could the role of ambiguity be?
3.3.3 Message: Memory
So far, we talked usually about the analysis of
messages. However, from the point of view of
the consultant, strategic information about the
organization and its environment is paramount.
Where can he find this information? When he is
lucky the organization has stored all relevant
information in a database. When he is not that
lucky, he has to do a lot of research, usually by
doing interviews.
Information should also be accessible and avai-
lable for management and other organizational
members. It should be part of a competitive
intelligence system (Kahaner, 1996; Tyson,
1998) which gathers data about the organiza-
tion's results, the environment in general and
the competitors in particular. 
Relevant questions are: "How did we perform in
the past?" How did our competitors perform?"
"What were our goals?" "How did she manage
that project two years ago?"
Without a good memory an organization cannot
act in a strategic way.
The availability of information for the organiza-
tion is one of the conditions for a learning orga-
nization. It is the memory and knowledge func-
tion we mentioned before. Without available
information an organization has to re-invent the
wheel every time and cannot even think about
something like managing organizational memo-
ries or knowledge management (Wijnhoven,
1999). Knowledge management or corporate
memory management is about use and re-use
of data and information, the knowledge and
experiences of organizational members, the
accessibility, and the archive function indepen-
dent of place and time (ICT). 
Related to these concepts are business 
intelligence (a system or process to obtain rele-
vant information), issue management (a system
or process to detect trends, issues and events
and enact upon them), and equivocality.
The memory concept is also used as the col-
lective memory of an organization, as the result
of a construction and reconstruction process by
means of storytelling or, in a broader sense, by
interaction. Stories are told by members of the
organization, for example by asking them to tell
about success and failures (critical incident
method) and why they thought this were impor-
tant incidents. The (continuing) result of story-
telling can be a so called a corporate story. 
3.3.4 Message: corporate messages
Usually corporate messages are defined as
messages that represent the organization as a
whole. The annual report, the website, corpora-
te advertising, public interviews, press confe-
rences are all examples of corporate messa-
ges. However, if units of an organization have
their products to sell, and because of that have
their own website and publicity? And how to
define a magazine for the workers and a memo
of the CEO?
Probably, these messages have in common
that they point to the policy of the organization
in one way or another. If these messages also
point to reputation or image aspects one could
call these communication activities corporate
branding (Balmer and Greyser, 2003). Because
of the fact that the trend in society nowadays is
towards transparency and corporate responsibi-
lity, the concepts of corporate branding and
reputation are of a growing importance. In the
literature there is a discussion about the influ-
ence of a corporate brand upon a product.
Berens (2004, p.5) argues that [] some 
people sometimes take corporate actions into
account in their behavior toward companies.
We can think of consumer boycotts, for exam-
ple. However, it is not clear which people do
this when, in other words, under what condi-
tions people do care about the companies
behind the products they buy.'  
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A corporate story according to C.B.M. van
Riel is:
'An ideal (normative) sustainable corporate
story is a realistic and relevant description of
an organization, created in an open dialogue
with stakeholders the organization depends
on.' (Schulz, Hatch & Larsen 2000, p. 158)
What could be the corporate story of one of
the organizations you are a member of? For
example, the corporate story of your family, of
the groups of students you live with? What is
your corporate story, and how do you cope
with the definition of Van Riel in this respect?
3.4 The central part of the
model: Symbols
By symbols we mean all information carriers
(including emotion again) that an organization
uses to express its identity and which as such
contribute to the image of the organization, but
which cannot simply be classified as a form of
document or consultation (Dandridge, Mitroff
and Joyce, 1980). Examples of such symbols
are a characteristic office building (Camp,
2003), an attractive reception area, offices
decorated with works of art, a company laptop,
a good canteen with pleasant service, a com-
pany uniform, the company letterhead, clear
routing in the building, parking spaces for visi-
tors, ingenious websites, striking job advertise-
ments, and a logo* which reflects (or not) the
identity of the organization. See for an overview
described by Miller (2003) the glossary under
symbols. Corporate visual identity design can
contribute to an organization's performances by
stimulating identification and image building.
"How I like you in this dress.
Which, so perfectly undresses you"
(Theophile Gautier, 1850, in Rounding 2003,
p135)
Company-specific jargon, the stories that circu-
late about the performance of the organization
and its employees and rituals also constitute
symbols. Jargon does not only have a symbolic
effect (it demonstrates the existence of a com-
munity with a shared language), it does also
serve to ensure that processes run efficiently.
One of the main reasons for 'in-company' trai-
ning is the assimilation of members of the orga-
nization. Obtaining the same language is an
important aspect of this assimilation aspect. 
3.5 The central part of the
model: Behavior (and Skills)
Behavior is the way in which the members of
an organization act. This is reflected, among
other things, in the style of management, in the
way certain parts of the organization work toge-
ther, in contacts with the press and customers,
in contacts with government departments, and
in how day-to-day work proceeds. Behavior can
be analyzed on various levels: the organization
as a whole; parts of the organization; the indivi-
dual member of the organization. 
In addition, an analysis can be made of top
management, middle management, floor wor-
kers or any other functional groups. One could
for example look at leadership styles, the assi-
milation process of new team members, of the
co-operation among departments, among mem-
bers of project teams, among individual
employees and between employees and
clients.  
By relating behavior to communication goals
(the desired behaviour), it is possible to gain an
initial impression of the difference between the
actual and the desired level of the skills. Like
with the other components of the TOCOM-
model, we are concerned with the visible
expressions of behavior. Here, visible refers to
those expressions of behaviour that may be
revealed by research. A commonly used metho-
dology for the research of behaviour is the
behaviour determination analyses, in which atti-
tude, social influence and self-effectiveness
(theory of planned behaviour*) are the main
variables. These variables form a bridge
between the core components of our model
and the communication climate* or culture com-
ponent. See the figure of the TOCOM-model.
An interesting concept is (the metaphor of)
organizational citizenship behavior. It refers to
the extent to which people are willing to help
colleagues with work related problems while
this help is not a one of their own job conditions
(Organ and Konovsky, 1989). The opposite of
course is withdrawal behavior. Examples are
sick leave, isolationism, closed doors, leaving
the organization (Kirkman and Shapiro, 2001). 
Behavior is -among other aspects- the (visible)
result of norms and values. More and more
organizations have a special protocol for beha-
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Chip Pitts, former Nokia director went to
Amnesty in 2000 and experienced a culture
shock: 'I used words like added value and
core competencies. My colleagues at
Amnesty couldn't cope with these expres-
sions' (Translated from the Volkskrant, March
14, 2005)
vior. Such a 'conduct bible' describes the way
members should act and communicate inside
as well as outside the organization. ABN
AMRO, one of the bigger banks in the
Netherlands has named these directions for
conduct "the Ten Commandments".
Examples from the Ten Commandments of
ABN/AMRO:
"We (the members) are the heart of the organi-
zation. We are all responsible for an open cul-
ture, based on regard, loyalty and trust.
Our aim is to maximalize stockholder value in
the long term.
.
We approach risks carefully and  professionally.
Our company is built on trust.
.
We are a company with responsibility towards
society. We respect the environment and
human rights."
Related concepts are job satisfaction, job per-
formance, life satisfaction (your life outside the
organization), commitment and identification.
Most concepts have strong correlations with job
satisfaction. 
3.5.1 Behavior and Skills: Leadership* 
communication
No other subject has received so much attenti-
on in the literature as leadership. CEO's and
consultants wrote numerous books about effec-
tive leadership based on their experiences.
There is also an excessive amount of empirical
research about leadership. A survey of the
research can be found in Hunt (1991).
As a result of empirical research, categorizati-
ons of leadership or management styles were
developed. Theory X and theory Y (McGregor,
1969) is a very well known categorization.
According to McGregor, managers of type X
strive for little delegation and for detailed and
reactive decision making. In addition, they do
not consider the motivation of their employees
as one of their core tasks. Of course, managers
of the type Y are the opposite. The behavior
and culture characteristics of managers (either
manager type X or manager type Y) and their
subordinates should be complementary other-
wise conflicts might arise. 
Are you a leader or a manager?
In other categorizations of management styles,
a distinction is made between leaders and
managers (Kotter, 1988). Whereas leaders
interfere with strategy and vision, managers are
more concerned with planning and control.
Other and more detailed categorisations of
leadership or management styles were develo-
ped by Kotter (1988). Not surprisingly, these
roles prescribe or suggest, among other things,
in what way managers should communicate to
be effective. Although, the roles are named dif-
ferently, they do not seem to differ very much
from the leadership roles that are developed by
Mintzberg (1980).    
Mintzberg (1980) distinguished instead of two,
three major leadership roles: 
a) Interpersonal: figurehead, leader, liaison;
b) Informational: monitor, disseminator, and
spokesperson;
c) Decisional: entrepreneur, disturbance hand-
ler, resource allocater, and negotiator. 
Mintzberg already argued that, to be effective,
a manager should apply all roles. Nowadays
the perspective of a flexible leadership is domi-
nant. A leader should have the proficiency to
apply different styles or play different roles. In
addition, a leader should be able to combine
the characteristics of each style dependent of
the situation. Needless to say that not every
manager has the personal skills - or can obtain
these by training or experience- to handle these
styles as desired by the situation he is part of.
Are you a leader or manager of the corporate
organization or only of the business unit you
work for? 
A rather detailed model was developed by
Quinn and Rohrbauch (1983). They developed
four types of organization (see glossary under
values*) with eight accompanying leadership
roles. They called it the Competing-values 
leadership approach. They made a distinction
between complementary values and contrasting
or opposite values. For example contrasting
values are flexible versus stable. Quinn and
Rohrbauch argued that managers should strive
to combine contrasting values in stead of the
more logical choice for complementary values
to widen their horizon. A more elaborated
description of the four types from the perspec-
tive of climate, change and leadership was
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done by Hooijberg and Petrock (1993).
More clearly than other researchers, Quinn and
Rohrbauch spoke of values instead of skills or
behavior. Besides they developed a framework
that combined leadership values with types of
organization as determined by
centralization/decentralization and competitive
/maintenance, and -as a result- strategic choi-
ces for direction. By doing so the relation
between strategic organizational values and
direction as present in a mission statement,
organization/communication structure and cul-
ture, and leadership behavior became more
explicit.
Most literature nowadays views leadership as a
function for developing the organization's vision
and lead the organization to an excellent and
profitable future. Two kinds of leadership can
be distinguished. The first one is transactional
leadership. Leader(s) legitimize their leadership
by their formal position and by their ability to
have an open communication with organizatio-
nal members. In their communication they
negotiate not only the desired task-related out-
comes but also more culture related topics, like
what is not done in this organization. Such
transactional leadership is built upon mutual
trust and respect. The second one is transfor-
mational or visionary leadership. It has the
same characteristics as transactional leader-
ship but also tries to transform an organization
by disseminating a vision and the mission of
the organization (or unit of course) and by
transforming ideas from members into a vision.
Such a vision must be realistic, energizing, and
challenging at the same time. A transformatio-
nal leader has some "tools" available by means
of framing techniques, but he also should have
charisma*.  
The more traditional view is restricted to organi-
zing, control and co-ordination, See Fayol in
the glossary under leadership styles. This kind
of leadership is called traditional leadership or
dictatorial leadership.
Goldman (1995) developed the concept of
Emotional Intelligence (EQ). Qualified mana-
gers should possess the following competen-
cies: able to listen, able to adopt, able to help
themselves in difficult situations, able to give
credible performances, ready to contribute to
the goals of the organization. A qualified mana-
ger should not start an assignment by seeing
problems, should not be a perfectionist, and
should not take for granted that his norms
should apply to others, should not strive to be
perceived as nice.   
We would like to ad an important competency:
being able to socialize. Managers have the res-
ponsibility to assess the members of the unit
they are responsible for. Such a position can
easily lead to situations where the manager is,
or feels excluded form his unit members.
Although the word 'top' should be used in a
relative way here, the expression 'it's lonely at
the top' is a striking sentence with a double
meaning. 
3.6 The central part of the
model: Member(s) of the
Organization as level of 
analysis 
Deciding who are actually in the centre of the
model is of utmost importance because they
are the level of analysis. Are we talking of all
members of the organization, or only of the
members of the marketing department, the
head of a distribution unit or middle manage-
ment? 
One could categorize members of an organiza-
tion in for instance corporate-level managers
(the CEO and board of directors), business
level managers (managers of a division and
their staff), functional level managers (for
instance the marketing or human resource
manager), and 'lower-level' employees. In this
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"You have to listen, to think, to come to a con-
clusion and act. In that order. That is quite dif-
ferent than develop a vision in isolation and
force it upon the organization." 
Jeroen van der Veer, CEO Royal Shell Group.
(Translated from a Volkskrant-interview
December 24, 2004)
"I try to communicate in an open way. If you
act in such a way, people understand why you
take certain decisions. Even if this decisions
are difficult to accept".
Tom Heidman, CEO, Retail Network (a.o.
Scapino, Perry Sport, Prenatal, Hans Anders,
Kijkshop.) Interview in Management Team, 4
juni 2004. Translated from the Dutch 
language.
categorization the first three have a task in
developing and implementing organizational
strategy. However, we already mentioned that
also lower-level employees are able to develop
and implement strategy just by interacting with
each other. Moreover, the term 'lower level' in
strategic management literature is somewhat
misleading. The main reason for using the term
is to simplify things; 'lower level' could encom-
pass all employees at any level in the organiza-
tion with the exception of management.
In a consultancy process, members' positions
and power are often more important than their
expertise. 
When analyzing organizational members, one
has to look both at their position within an orga-
nization in terms of position and power
(Monasch 2002) as well as study their compe-
tencies depending on the level of analysis (indi-
vidual, group, unit or on a corporate level).
Since the competencies of an organization and
its members mainly depend on the objectives of
an organization, they differ very much from
organization to organization. For example,
there is a considerable difference between the
competencies of university professors and
people working in a production unit. But the
competencies for university professors are
more or less the same in the western world.
The set of desired competences are called a
competence profile. Not only individuals can
have a competence profile; profiles can be
developed for groups as well. Competence pro-
files for an organization could be part of a mis-
sion statement. 
In this section, you may get the impression that
there exist only profit-organizations and univer-
sities, and maybe you could get the idea that
we deny the existence of matrix organizations.
That is, of course, not the case. There are all
kinds of functions, layers and networks and all
kinds of organizations. It is not our goal to de-
scribe all these members and their functions.
However, we make an exception for politicians
(and their organizations). Certainly larger profit
organizations and governmental departments
often have strong connections with politicians.
These politicians don't like to get involved in
situations without enough elbow-room; they
need escape routes. Communication between
politicians and other people is often a problem
if you are not aware of this particular competen-
cy of politicians to avoid commitment. 
Analyzing competencies is sometimes called
'competency modeling' (Grant, 1998, 117).
Competency modeling refers to describing and
estimating skills, knowledge, and attitudes.
Competence management refers to the human
resource process that will look at the process of
learning the skills and attitudes that are needed
to obtain the desired competences and perfor-
mances.
Example of a categorization of competencies at
the Amoco Corporation:
- Ability to achieve objectives: concern for
improvement, taking responsibility.
- Ability to solve problems: managing informati-
on and applying information in a systematic
way.
- Interaction skills: effective communication,
self-efficacy.
- Team work skills: focus on development,
coaching, building consensus.
(Grant,1998, p.117).
Describing these competencies as part of pos-
sible skills for individuals gives an opportunity
for analysis on an individual and a group level.
But analyzing a group also needs a view of
possible intra- and intergroup conflicts*. And,
talking about competencies*, is talking about
behavior and climate/culture too.
Besides, every individual entering an organiza-
tion brings along his own history, with one's
own values and one's own family history and
constraints. 
Also according to our model, people are mem-
bers from more than one community. They
have to cope with different loyalties and diffe-
rent identities. In the communication process
such a position can easily cause misunderstan-
dings and loss of credibility.
Which hat to wear? (Ashfort and Johnson,
2001, Which hat to wear? The relative salience
of identities in organizational contexts) 
In the research literature special attention is
given to the assimilation process of new mem-
bers in organizations from the perspective of
training as well from the perspective of identifi-
cation (Jablin, 2001).
Particularly in research by American-scholars
and textbook writers on organizational commu-
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nication there is a lot of attention for gender
and multi-cultural aspects.
In the Netherlands other than in many West-
European countries it is still not common that
women have a job when they raise their chil-
dren. And when they have jobs they usually
don't reach the top. Whatever the reasons are,
it is certainly the consultants' job to pay attenti-
on to the position of women in an organization.
The same attention applies to members of
other cultural groups. If they are part of the
organization, assimilation will take place but the
speed and the kind of assimilation will certainly
ask for attention. Multi-cultural differences can
have their grounds in race, religion as well as in
the country where one is raised. Negotiating
with people as the neighbours of the
Netherlands like Belgium or Germany, already
asks for a particular strategy. 
In an extending Europe Union, multi-cultural
relation inside and outside the organization will
become more important each year.
Globalization will force organizations to commu-
nicate and to negotiate with each other. 
3.7 The central part of the
model: Emotions, the Ring of
Fire
In our model we pay special attention to the
role of emotion because emotion is the most
important potential barrier to change.
Nevertheless we are unsure whether emotion
should have a different position in the model
compared to, for example, symbols. For prag-
matic consultancy reasons we position emotion
as visualized in the model to emphasize its
importance. We call it the ring of fire because
emotion is everywhere visible in the core of the
model and of course not visible, but neverthe-
less there, in the culture/climate field.  We also
call it the ring of fire because of the resemblan-
ce with a ring of volcano's where relatively
small outbursts underwater can cause conside-
rable problems.
Emotions refer to the feelings experienced
towards an object, person, or event that create
a state of readiness (McShane and Von Glinow,
2001). We experience emotions through our
thoughts, behavior, and psychological reac-
tions. Emotions -and their bodily expressions-
are socially learned; they are constructed. And
of course, making sense of emotions is also
socially constructed. Each emotion has an
object. It can be a person or a general feeling
of injustice or grieve. There are rules for emo-
tions and the experience of emotions. Rules
learned from the past, from interaction, from
knowing yourself. Depending on the situation
emotions can be framed differently. For exam-
ple, do you frame your emotion as fear of loo-
sing somebody or as heavily in love? 
Four kinds of rules that govern emotion can be
distinguished (Averill, 1986):
Rules of appraisal: what is the object and is it
negative or positive?
Rules of behaviour: how do you cope with your
emotion, are you showing it in public, to which
colleagues, or are you hiding it?
Rules of prognosis: how long will it take, are
there phases?
Rules of attribution: how are you explaining
your emotion? Justifying, denying your part,
how do you tell others?
There are no emotion-free zones in organiza-
tions and their environments.
In case of organizations, interest among scho-
lars in the concept of emotion has accelerated
rapidly during the last two decades. It is gene-
rally accepted that emotions saturate the work-
place. When studying emotions, most scholars
have concentrated on frontline employees inter-
acting with customers or with the general
public. Recently, however, organizational beha-
vior scholars have begun to call for a broader
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Is the presence of women in organizations
comparable with the balance between left foot
and right foot soccer players in a successful
team?
"In the end all problems we have are due to
culture differences. I have worked for five
years in Germany, and I know what I talk
about. You have to tell Germans exactly what
to do, otherwise nothing happens. You cannot
make a deal without a clear commitment and
expect that he will fill in the details by himself
later. You have to close all the gaps before-
hand." 
Gerard Jansen, director of Cadillac Europe,
translated from Management Team, June 4,
2004.
integrative view of emotions in organizations.
As a result, present-day research on emotions
in the workplace tends to be of three types. 
The first type is research primarily from a mar-
keting perspective that focuses on the instru-
mental uses of emotion in sales and service
work. From this perspective, emotional expres-
sion can be manipulated and cultivated to
achieve organizational goals such as increased
sales, customer satisfaction and larger tips. 
How to sell a feeling? People want a good story
in which they recognize themselves; emotion
first, and product advantages second. Good
stories, like emotional pictures have a large
stopping power when used in marketing com-
munication, like advertisement.
The differences between product branding and
corporate branding are diminishing. In both
types of branding emotion is of growing impor-
tance.
The second type is research that focuses on
'emotional labour' primarily in service oriented
interactions with customers and clients. This
work tends to be primarily critical of emotion
work in service oriented interactions, sugges-
ting it may harm those engaged in emotional
labour as well as the social fabric of society
more generally. 
Emotion displays, as the actual communication
of emotions, do not always openly express felt
emotions (Kramer & Hess, 2002). The construct
of emotional labour refers to the effort, plan-
ning, and control needed to express organiza-
tionally desired emotions during interpersonal
transactions. When interacting with co-workers,
customers, suppliers, and others, organizatio-
nal members are expected to abide by so-cal-
led communication display rules.
Communication display rules are prescribing
organizational members the appropriate or
inappropriate expression of emotions (Planalp,
1999). In other words, they are norms requiring
organizational members to display certain emo-
tions and to withhold others.
The third type is work that focuses on the role
of emotion in organizational culture manage-
ment, that is, emotion as an instrumental tool
for nurturing employee motivation/ identifica-
tion. From this perspective, emotional experien-
ces and emotional expressions are cultivated
through organizational rites, rituals, and langua-
ge as a means of unobtrusive control. 
However, managing emotions is a difficult kind
of sports. Personal characteristics play an
important role. Particularly people in higher
positions often have an ego problem. They
expect respect because of their position instead
of their capacities. 
In a consultancy process, members' egos are
often more important than their positions and
power. 
As indicated earlier in Chapter 2, one of the
assumptions of the TOCOM model is that there
is a relationship between all the components of
the model. Nevertheless, we here confine our-
selves to the relationship between emotions
and behavior. To explain how emotions may
affect behavior of organizational members, we
distinguish between a direct influence of emo-
tions on behavior and an influence of emotions
on behavior by way of attitudes. We will first
address this latter way.     
Emotions are related to the broader concept of
attitudes. Attitudes represent the cluster of
beliefs, assessed feeling and behavior inten-
tions towards an object. The joy we experience
when receiving a promotion is an emotion. Our
attitude towards promotions is more complex
and long lasting. It includes perceptions about
promotions, assessed feeling, and intentions to
perceive emotions.  
Emotions can also directly influence behavior.
In other words, organizational members some-
times react to their emotions rather than their
judgments (attitudes). When upset, for exam-
ple, an employee might stomp out of the 
meeting, bangs a fist on the desk, or burst into
tears. These are not carefully thought out 
behaviors. Rather, they are emotional respon-
ses that serve as coping mechanisms in that
particular situation. Emotions can, thus, directly
influence behavior. However, organizational
members are typically expected to manage
their emotions in the workplace.  
If members are not able to cope with the
expectations others (particularly management)
have of their behavior, of their job, and nothing
is done in time to help them, they can reach a
stress level that is called burnout. Workload,
role conflicts (clashing role requirements) and
role ambiguity (uncertainty about the require-
ments) are most frequently mentioned as stres-
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I don't sell beer, I sell a feeling.
Karel Vuursteen, CEO Heineken
sors (Miller, Ellis, Zook & Lyles, 1990). Other
causes could be reorganizations and conflicts
at home. It is not easy to accept a burn out and
find a way out of this mental state. It is a very
emotional period, not only for the person itself
but also for his family and friends, and most of
the times also for his colleagues.
Characteristics of a burn out are: fear to go to
work, fear to meet colleagues, isolation, a low
self esteem, fear to intervene because of fear
of overwhelming emotions, often physical sha-
king and lack of concentration.
The way we communicate, influence our well
being and can contribute to stress and eventu-
ally to a burnout. The tone, the discourse stra-
tegies we use when we talk, the inclusion or
exclusion of an individual in the decision pro-
cess, will all have their impact. Particularly
superior-subordinate communication is impor-
tant to overcome problems in socialization pro-
cesses (Graen & Scandura, 1987). Farace,
Monge, and Russell (1977), mention informa-
tion overload and information underload as a
critical factor for burnout. Too much and too
complex information can cause stress for 
people who have trouble to process all this
information. Too few and simple information can
cause a burnout while people feel disrespected
or feel bored.   
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"Death cannot be worse than my life. I do not
know what to do anymore, how to fill my time.
I loath of my life."
Mike Tyson (38) after his visit to Gleason's
Gym in New York. Translated from the
Volkskrant December 24, 2004. 
Perhaps not really a good burn out example,
although the despair is characteristic.
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4. 
The inner and outer
triangle
36
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Now that we are familiar with the concepts in
the central part of the model and we realize
that what we see is not always what we get,
since people hide part of their emotions and
part of their attitudes, we can continue.
In this chapter we describe the more funda-
mental relations between organizational and
communication aspects. The three 'orgcom'
combinations of goals, structures and proces-
ses, and culture/climate can also be considered
as more or less separate communication pro-
blem areas. We wrote 'more or less', because
of their interdependency, and separate because
they can serve as a start for problem diagnosis
and strategy.
We will focus on communication as much as
possible and only mention knowledge about
organizations if we feel that this is necessary to
understand the communication part.
4.1 The inner and outer 
triangle: Mission and Goals 
In some literature on organizations (Hill &
Jones, 1998), the concepts of organizational
vision* and organizational mission* are used
synonymously. Both concepts refer to shared
values and beliefs as well as to the medium or
long term goals of the organization. Moreover,
both concepts provide rather specific informa-
tion on certain subjects: the strategic intent.
In other literature, however, scholars and practi-
tioners do make a distinction between the orga-
nization's vision and mission. Whereas vision
refers to a short, general abstract and long
term message (where do we want to be in five
years), the mission statement is much longer
and it contains more information about the
medium term goals of the organization. In a
mission statement one finds the reasons for
existence of the organization.
Often mission statements do have a standard
text structure which encompasses the contribu-
tions and inducements of the internal stakehol-
ders and the inducements towards external sta-
keholders. The most important stakeholder for
any organization's survival is the client or cus-
tomer. Answering the needs of this stakeholder
should therefore be paramount. The mission
statement should be consumer-oriented first
rather than product-oriented.
The mission statement should also describe the
organizational values. These values can be for
example about the way the organization wants
to do business, the way of involvement of its
members in decision making, the way of 
leadership, the conduct of management and
4. The inner and outer triangle
The goal part of the model in a nutshell
If the corporate organization has formulated
its goals and values for instance in the form of
a mission statement, and may be even has
formulated a corporate communication vision,
than of course it is logical that all organizatio-
nal units should have goals and values that
are in line with the corporate (communication)
policy. Depending on the function of a unit,
there can be, or even should be, some diffe-
rentiation. However, if there is a severe con-
tradiction than something should be done.
Individual members also do have their own
goals and a vision on how to communicate.
Usually a member is in trouble when his goals
are no longer compatible with those of others. 
The mission is determined as a result of posi-
tioning process in the environment.
A mission should "act as the organization's
guiding light, pointing the way toward the 
future" and "articulate the organization's 
values in such a way as to be the motivating
force behind everyone connected to the orga-
nization." (Radtke, 1998, pp. 3-4).
members, the style of communication, the kind
of organization one wants to be. 
On this, and the following pages, you will find
examples of missions. 
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Mission Communication Studies (BsC and MSc) 
University of Twente
What are our core values?
We* wish to attract students who, in the course of their studies, will be willing to share the follo-
wing core values and adhere to them in their subsequent careers:
-  A keen interest in academic knowledge, professional knowledge and experiences;
-  Ambition, manifested in a targeted way of working; 
-  The courage to take responsibility for choices in decision-making processes;
-  The courage to take the initiative based on a sound analysis of the situation;
-  Respect for the ideas and feelings of others, shown by communicating openly and meeting
commitments.
We regard these values as fundamental to the good performance of communication experts in
their daily work. Creating a culture of open communication, in which relevant stakeholders partici-
pate, can help to make an organisation more effective. In this way, communication experts also
indirectly contribute to a better society. For the most part, these core values also apply to lectu-
rers and other staff at the Academic Service Centre (OnderwijsServiceCentrum).
We strive to reflect our core values in the academic programmes we offer, our interactions with
students, and the support provided by the Communiqué student union. We uphold these values
in a number of ways, including academic counselling, analysis and satisfaction surveys (at faculty
level through our own research; through the annual Elsevier survey; and through the Keuzegids
Hoger Onderwijs surveys). We pride ourselves on having been listed in both the Elsevier and
Keuzegids surveys every year for the past five years as the most highly valued communications
programme. We aim to maintain this position.
What are the hallmarks of our Bachelor's and Master's degree programmes?
Our degree programmes aim to educate communication experts. In this, they focus on applied
communication studies, the organisational context, new media and communication technology,
academic development, and small-scale and contact-intensive teaching.
-  Applied: The programmes' focus on applied communication studies is also reflected in their
design, expressed as a systematic form of problem-solving.
-  Organisational context: Situating communication problems in their organisational context
expresses the perspective on communication studies that we want our programmes to reflect. 
-  New media and communication technology: Our programmes also focus on new media and
communication technology, which is expected to play a greater role in determining how we com-
municate in the future.
-  Academic development: Attention is paid to academic development, on the one hand by pro-
viding the necessary expertise with regard to research methods, and on the other by reflecting on
academia, its methods and its place in society. 
-  Small-group, high-contact teaching: The fundamental principle for most subjects is that tea-
ching should done in small groups with many points of contact between students and teaching
staff.
In the Master's programme, students can further specialise by choosing one of the following spe-
cialisms: New Media and Communication Technology, Marketing Communication, Corporate
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Communication, Health Communication and Information, and Technical Communication. They
can specialise yet further by carrying out a final research project. Students can also choose a dif-
ferent course profile by taking courses from various specialisms. 
What positions do our graduates fill?
Our Bachelor's and Master's degree graduates are able to operate independently at high levels
as consultants/policy officers, researchers, designers and managers (the focus on the various
roles is, of course, different for the Bachelor's programme than the Master's programme).
We promote international experience, work placements and extracurricular activities.
We encourage our students to gain international experience through work placements, internatio-
nal Minors or studying at a university abroad. Students are also encouraged to take part in extra-
curricular activities that contribute to their personal development, such as part-time jobs, board or
committee work or voluntary work.
Where do we find our students?
For the Bachelor's degree programme, we primarily seek to attract students from pre-university
education (VWO) secondary schools in the east, south and north of the Netherlands. German
students from the border regions are another important target group.
For the Master's degree programme, the target groups are more varied. We seek to attract not
only graduates of our own Bachelor's degree programme, but also Bachelor's degree graduates
from Dutch universities of professional education (HBO) and students from abroad. We strive for
a consistent intake from the universities of professional education by making agreements with
them about the requirements for pre-Master's degree programmes. 
How do we ensure high quality?
In addition to high-quality teaching, we offer our students an excellent student counselling and
coaching system, and an excellent quality assurance system, supported by good IT and accom-
modation facilities.
-  Counselling and coaching: Counselling and coaching are provided in the form of personal
guidance with regard to choosing placements or final programme assignments in the Netherlands
or abroad, Minors, where to study abroad, and academic progress in general.
-  Learning environment: In addition, through websites, we support our academic programmes,
both directly (by providing curricular support via Teletop and the PROF digital knowledge centre)
and indirectly (by providing adequate information about timetables, grades, course descriptions,
transitional provisions and examination rules and regulations, etc). We provide good computer
facilities in our learning resource centres.
-  Programme evaluation: Each semester, we evaluate our academic programmes with the aim
of improving the quality of both the programmes and their respective lecturers. In addition, direct
contact with students through SOCOM (StudentenOverleg COMmunicatiewetenschap) and other
means plays an important part in gathering information about the quality of the programmes. 
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How do we capitalise upon the University's technical programmes and resources?
In addition to degree programmes in the behavioural sciences and social sciences, the University
of Twente offers many technical programmes. This distinguishes us from similar programmes
offered at other universities. Technology is not something to be afraid of. In many respects, it is
already so much a part of our lives that we barely perceive it as technology at all. The importance
of technology is reflected in the attention given to new media in the Bachelor's and Master's
degree programmes. New Media and Communication Technology is a specialism within the
Master's programme, but new media also constitute an important part of the other specialisms
within the Master's programme. In addition, the importance of technology is reflected in our pro-
grammes' systematic method of problem-solving. Our way of working is partly derived from the
design method practised in engineering studies.
How do we ensure sufficient support and enable career development? 
We select our lecturers on the basis of their teaching and academic merits. Throughout their
career, they are given opportunities to develop further. Non-teaching staff are selected on the
basis of the professional contribution they can make to the organisation; they too are given
opportunities for further development, by following training courses or by other means. 
In the Master's programme (and, to a lesser extent, in the Bachelor's programme), we strive to
ensure that teaching draws strongly on academic research, and the respective lecturer's
research provides the basis for this.
Our lecturers are members of various national and international research associations and sit on
the editorial board of various journals, and as such play an active part in academic activities. In
all this, a special place is reserved for NESCoR, the Netherlands School of Communications
Research, as the umbrella organisation for Dutch communication experts.
Staff receives feedback on their performance through annual performance reviews and other
means.
Support for the curriculum is ensured through regular consultations between teaching staff, both
formally, in faculty and examination committees and in the semester consultations, and informally,
through informal discussions and the annual Programme Day for teaching and non-teaching staff.
How important are our alumni?
The University of Twente values its contacts with its alumni highly. As their development has
been partly shaped by our programmes, they can provide valuable feedback on our programmes
from a career perspective. Alumni information is gathered through the contact days of the
Pheidippus alumni association, the uitstroommonitor (the survey of students who graduate from
one of our programmes) and the alumni advisory board. We are also trying to increase the role of
our alumni as experts within our programmes. In addition, our programmes can contribute to the
development of further expertise by offering postgraduate courses and making information availa-
ble through the PROF digital knowledge centre.
* Where the text refers to 'we' or 'us', reference is made to the entire Communication Studies pro-
gramme community, including students and the student union Communiqué, teaching and non-
teaching staff, and alumni. 
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Akzo Nobel Company Statement
Our Company
Akzo Nobel is a multicultural company. We are market-driven and technology-based, serving cus-
tomers throughout the world with chemicals, coatings, healthcare products, and fibers. 
Akzo Nobel conducts its diversified acitivities through Business Units, which report directly to the
Board of Management. 
We maintain a product portfolio with leading positions in important market segments.
Our People
Akzo Nobel regards people as its most important resource. We foster leadership, individual
accountability, and teamwork. 
Our employees are professionals whose entrepreneurial behavior is result-oriented and guided
by personal integrity. They strive for the succes of their own units in the interest of Akzo Nobel as
a global company. 
In return, our employees can count on opportunities for individual and professional development
in an international working environment. We offer them rewarding and challenging assignments
with room for initiative.
Our Commitments
We will focus our efforts on the succes of our customers.
We will provide competitive returns on our shareholders investments.
We will create an attractive working environment for our employees.
We will conduct our activities in a socially responsible manner.
Our Ambition
To be the first choice of customers, shareholders and employees, and to be a respected member
of society. 
The organization's vision towards communica-
tion utters the organization's coordinated view
of communication. If formulated correctly, this
communication vision ensues from the mission
statement of the organization and, it is related
to the communication culture and the organiza-
tion's desired identity and image. That is, how
does an organization wish to present itself and
what standards and values does it follow to pur-
sue this? The relationship between the organi-
zation's vision towards communication and
communication goals can be compared with the
relationship between a mission statement and
the strategic goals of the organization. Below,
we give an example of an organization's vision
of communication:
Until now we did not make an explicit distinc-
tion between strategic goals and operational
goals although it already may have become
clear that strategic goals are more abstract and
visionary than operational goals. In the 
development of a strategy this distinction can
be of value to avoid too detailed discussions
about policy execution in the wrong phase of
strategy development. (See in the glossary
under mission*). Since the formulation of an
operational goals is often more difficult than the
formulation (not the determination!) of a strate-
gic goal we pay more attention to the first.
The characteristics of operational organizatio-
nal goals do not differ very much from the cha-
racteristics of communication goals. 
In general they must have the following 
characteristics:
- precise (subject, target group, desired 
outcome)
- measurable (by which method)
- address important issues (critical for survival)
- challenging (not to easy to reach and showing
strategic intent)
- realistic (human and capital resources and
considering other TOCOM-aspects)
- coherent with and contributing to the organi-
zation's mission
- specify a time period (long, mid or short time
with in the execution phase specific mile-
stones).    
Communication goals should be formulated
according to the organization's vision of com-
munication, or they should at least not be in
conflict with it. Communication goals are usual-
ly formulated in terms of knowledge, attitudes
and behavior. Furthermore communication
goals describe the changes an organization
wishes to achieve in the target groups as well
as in the situation the organization wishes to
maintain. An organization may, for example,
seek to improve its employees' knowledge
about its financial policy. The communication
goals would then indicate which information the
target groups need to receive in order to im-
prove their knowledge. In a later section, we
discuss in detail the requirements that the pro-
cess of formulating communication goals
should meet. 
Communication goals are derived from the
goals of the organization. Ideally, the communi-
cation goals and the organizational goals
should be formulated together (also see the
section on the image/reputation strategy
below). Indeed, it may sometimes be impossi-
ble to realize organizational goals due to limita-
tions in communication. Van Riel (1996) men-
tions, that communication can function as a
mirror if it is included at the beginning of the
process of policy development. Consensus on
organizational goals is a requirement for the
continuity of the organization. Communication
plays an important part in achieving this (Haas
and Sypher, 1992).
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If you compare the two missions, what are
their differences? Can you explain them? 
In the glossary you can find more information.
What kind of communication is necessary for
the two organizations if they take their mission
states seriously? Taken from a TOCOM 
perspective of course.
Example of a communication vision
Allow colleagues or other departments to
share your knowledge and experience, and
also learn from their ideas and experiences.
Be an ambassador for your organization and
in this way enhance its reputation.
Thinking about the implications for communica-
tion from the beginning of a strategic organiza-
tional development process can prevent unba-
lanced organizational goals. 
The following relationships exist between an
organization's communication goals and the
other components of the TOCOM model. To
what extent the communication goals, which in
fact already carry the message, can be achie-
ved depends on:
(a) Capacities of the communication structure
(Does the structure enable rapid communica-
tion?), 
(b) Culture (Are the goals in line with the cur-
rent values and norms?), and 
(c) Core components of the model, in which the
skills of the target groups are particularly impor-
tant (Is the target group able and willing to
implement the change?). 
The vision on communication and the specifica-
tion of this vision in image and identifying cha-
racteristics, serve as guidelines for determining
an organization's communication goals. These
goals indicate which communicative functions
must be carried out: information, persuasion,
instruction, advising, agreement and approval.
Also see chapter 2. Where it concerns change
targets, a direct link to the target groups of
communication is made: what knowledge, atti-
tude or behavioral changes are being aimed
at? In addition to change targets, there are also
targets aimed at maintaining an existing situa-
tion, describing a status quo which is always
seen as the desired one; here too, knowledge,
attitude and behavior are indicated.
In practice, however, communication goals that
are distinctive for a particular kind of consulta-
tion (think of layers within the organization
whose tasks are to agree or disagree with a
proposal or to advice on it) are not described
as change targets, even though in principle all
instances of advice or agreement aim to either
change or maintain a situation.
A frequently observed phenomenon is that
communication plans fail to make a distinction
between organizational goals on the one hand
and communication goals on the other. For
instance, 'the promotion of employee safety' is
not a communication goal in itself but rather an
organizational goal still lacking a description of
the part communication will play in it.
Furthermore, it is noticeable in many communi-
cation plans that the organization chart often
forms the basis for determining the target group
for communication. Although this allows one to
make a functional division into groups with
common distinguishing characteristics (e.g.,
influence, knowledge and interests), the ques-
tion of who should get what information still
mainly depends on the problem and not on the
organizational structure. 
Communication goals can also be divided into
aims, targets and actions. In this division, goals
are general statements about what one hopes
to achieve: they are only an indication of the
direction to be taken, i.e., they describe the
'aim'. Targets and actions further concretize the
set goals, i.e., they describe what is 'obtainable'
(Hoogendoorn, 1996). In our view, communica-
tion goals and communication targets, if one
wishes to maintain this distinction, have to fit
into the vision of communication (directly or
indirectly) or at least not contradict it. The basis
for the vision of communication must be found
in a mission statement or another form of policy
documentation. In this manner, a direct link is
forged between organization and communica-
tion.
According to our approach, organization's com-
munication goals are determined by the pro-
blem description. That is, it should be clear
what the discrepancies are between the current
situation and the desired situation. Moreover, it
should be clear what limiting conditions have to
be taken into account so to get rid of these dis-
crepancies.
In formulating communication goals (and the
targets derived from them), the following ele-
ments should recur:
- the specific knowledge, attitude or behavior
for the target group to achieve;
- the desired change and effects;
- the consequences of the desired change for
the employees;
- the time at which the change must have been
achieved (long term versus mid and short time
goals);
- the method to measure effects
- an estimation of the transaction costs and the
return on investment*. 
In a process of formulating or analyzing a com-
munication goal the consultant always has to
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ask what the transaction costs are and what the
return on investment is. 
The idea that behavioural change will occur
automatically if the attitude has changed
because of certain knowledge or some type of
information must be avoided. Communication is
far more complex than this 'domino effect'
assumes. This complexity is also reflected in
the TOCOM model, in which culture is conside-
red to be of great influence on the possibilities
of behavioural change. Some scholars (e.g.
Hoogendoorn, 1996) argue that only behaviou-
ral intent should be tested, because the actual
behavioural change is influenced by all kinds of
advantageous or disturbing factors. We have a
somewhat different view. We do believe that the
effect of communication should be tested.
However, it should always be indicated in
advance to what extent communication is 
responsible for this effect. This view corres-
ponds better with our belief that organisational
policy and communication policy should be
developed simultaneously.
In addition, communication goals may be tested
on:
- Feasibility: Will communication indeed have
an effect on the organizational goal?
- Realization: Can the goal be realized in terms
of capacity (time, money, expertise, and 
people)? Is it a long term goal (strongly related
to the communication vision) or a short term
goal, striving for a faster change?
- Acceptability: Is the goal compatible with the
organizational norms and values (culture) and
with the related structure of qualifications and
responsibilities?
- Accountability: Is it possible to show on the
basis of formulated criteria that communication
has been successful?
- Coherence: To what extent do the goals form
a coherent whole (both hierarchically and non-
hierarchically) and to what extent have priorities
been defined? Based on analyses carried out in
the first phase of the design process, communi-
cation goals formulated elsewhere in the orga-
nization may also be taken into consideration
here, for instance, with respect to environmen-
tal policy.
- Vision of communication: To what extent can
the communication goal (directly or indirectly)
be derived from the vision of communication
already formulated?
Testing is done in consultation with the commis-
sioners (people with a problem) and people 
within the organization who are responsible for
communication. 
4.2 The inner and outer 
triangle: Structures and
Processes
The communication structure shows the lines of
communication. The concepts of 'consultative
structure', 'communication flows' and 'formal'
versus 'informal' communication are generally
used to categorize the communication structu-
re. Before going into an organization's   com-
munication structure, however, it is useful to
first describe some principles of organization
design. The main reason for this is, that these
principles are guiding for comprehending com-
munication. 
The principles of organisation design are 'com-
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Example
In order to diminish the percentage of absen-
teeism over the coming year with 15 % (orga-
nizational target) employees of a production
department (target group) must be convinced
(attitude) within a year (time) that working
according to the agreed rules (desired
change) is important for their safety, health
and well being. The organization must make it
possible for employees to carry out the rules
agreed upon (consequences). The training
programme with additional costs for posters
can be compared with cost reduction by dimi-
nishing absenteeism by 10%.
Example
If we want to attract more students in our
communication studies program and we belie-
ve that we should advertise more to become
visible, and we know that this costs about
30.000 euros, we easily can calculate the
number of students we need to return this
investment. 
plexity', 'co-ordination*', 'division of labour' and
'hierarchy'. Whereas the concept of configura-
tion is often used to present a typology of orga-
nisations in which elements of both structure as
well as culture are present (e.g. Mintzberg), the
concept of complexity is used to analyse struc-
ture only. The terms vertical, horizontal, and
spatial differentiation, are used to categorise
the concept of complexity. 
Vertical differentiation refers to the number of
hierarchical levels.  The depth of hierarchy
levels can be deeper in one part of the organi-
zation than in another part. One can measure
the vertical differentiation by counting the num-
ber of levels (Hall, Hass & Johnson, 1967). 
Horizontal differentiation refers to organizations
that are structured according to specialization.
The degree of horizontal differentiation can be
measured by the number of job titles, number
of people that possess advanced degrees and
the degree of specialized training (Burton &
Obel, 1998; Hall, 1991). If an organization has
a lot of different specialists there will be an in-
crease in information processing and therefore
an increase in (costly) co-ordination.
Spational differentiation refers to the geography
(locations) of an organization. Spational diffe-
rentiation can easily be measured by counting
the number of locations and the average dis-
tance to the head office (Hall, Hass & Johnson,
1967). Because of modern communication
technology this measure does not look too
important although time and cultural differences
may become a hindrance. 
The more differentiation in an organization, the
more integration is needed. Consequently,
more co-ordination and communication is 
needed to obtain organizational goals. 
Co-ordination to obtain all necessary informa-
tion for decision making includes control to
make sure that decisions that are taken are
carried out in time.  
If co-ordination is based on formal authority, it
can be centralized or decentralized. However, it
depends on the level of analysis. In the corpo-
rate organization there can exist a rather
decentralized leadership, while at a unit low in
the organization leadership may be centralized.
Co-ordination is also managing. Managing is
making use of control systems. An example of
a formal control system is the functioning and
assessment procedure in organizations.
Subordinates are being interviewed by their
superiors about their performances, their attitu-
des towards their job, their organization with its
policies and rituals, their colleagues and 
superiors/subordinates, and their future. Such a
system is called a rule-reward system. The
function of a rule-reward system is control.
However, it has other functions too. We men-
tion: motivation, avoidance of arbitrary treat-
ment, culture shaping, getting promotions and
more salary. And as a consequence, for some
people, there will be less salary, demotion, and
redundancy.
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The structure/process part of the model in
a nutshell
Managing an organization without communi-
cation is impossible. Managing is taking stra-
tegic and operational decisions, is sending
and retrieving information, talking about
issues, taking care of people, listening to
people and managing is co-ordinating. To do
so, one needs structures and information to
feed these structures.  These structures and
processes can be formal and in that case they
'follow' organizational structures (as described
in an organigram) and business processes.
However, they can also be informal: people
communicating with each other to exchange
all kinds of information outside the planned
structures and processes. 
To manage an organization and to manage
the communication, it must be clear how
structures and processes contribute to corpo-
rate and unit goals. There should also be a
notion about the approval and stimulation of
informal communication as an important tool
for innovation. 
Looking at the individuals' perspective, one
should look for their position and tasks in the
formal and informal structures and processes
of the organization and its different units and
levels. 
Of course an individual member can repre-
sent his organization in formal and informal
structures outside his organization, or of for-
mal structures his organization has in com-
mon with other organizations.
A rule-reward system is rule-based communica-
tion because it is a very structured communica-
tion process, usually supported with forms for
which content both participants have to sign.
Control systems are part of the surveillance
process by the management.  
A different control system is surveillance by
means technology. Think of e-mail monitoring,
web monitoring, telephone-registration or even
recording, looking into computer files. Some
technology is more accepted than others, as for
example videotaping for security reasons.
These parts of a control system are also part of
the communication mix. Therefore, they could
cause some ethical dilemmas for the communi-
cation manager of an organization. 
Centralization and decentralization are about
who is authorized to make decisions, particular-
ly those decisions that have strategic impact
and decisions that are not rule based. If deci-
sions are strongly rule based we call the con-
sultancy or decision making process* (and the-
refore the organization) strongly formalized.
Generally, high formalization and empowerment
do not go together. Executing greater responsi-
bilities at lower levels in the organization does
include decisions that are not formalized, deci-
sions about exceptions. 
Do high formalization and empowerment never
go together? If there are effective and efficient
feedback loops as part of the communication
process (tightly coupling) to those who have
formal authority, formal rules are not always a
hindrance. 
Even in organizations with highly integrated
processes there will always be a division of
labour. This division of labour can structure an
organization in departments and/or business
units but can also structure a department or
group of people. If an organizational unit does
tasks different from others we call it specializa-
tion. When coherent specializations are put
together in one unit we call this division of
labour functional. 
Related to the concepts of centralization-decen-
tralization, and the division of labour, is the con-
cept of span of control. For example the span
of control of a CEO is high if his company has
a large number of business units.
Specialization of individuals occurs in every
organization, sometimes it is encouraged as
part of the human resource programme and
sometimes it just happens. Usually it leads to a
greater job satisfaction. The danger of too
much specialization and personal development
is that there always will remain more general
tasks that have to be done also. People tend to
develop a kind of trained incapacity. They
become highly specialized in a rather small
field; as a result they cannot fulfill other tasks
any more. One of the other dangers of speciali-
zation is the organization's dependency of the
specialist.
Because of the division of labour (and speciali-
zation) there will always be a need for co-ordi-
nation of different actions. Usually co-ordination
is done by managers or supervisors who have
a hierarchical position but sometimes it is done
in self-organizing teams*.   
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Example
In a Dutch community called Drachten you
can find a roundabout at the Laweiplein.
Remarkable about this circle is the lack of
traffic signs with the exception of a sign that
tells you that you have to go round to the
right. The idea for the construction of this cir-
cle is that particular motorists with their
expensive cars pay more attention to each
other if there are fewer traffic regulations.
They really have to look other people in the
eyes. By giving motorists, cyclists and pede-
strians more responsibility, fewer accidents
occur.
To what extent is this example applicable in
organizations?
What kind of rule-rewards systems do you
participate in? Do you like them?
What do you think?
"In every organization there is a free choice
for the extent of formalization and 
empowerment."
What do you think?
Centralization and decentralization, and the
division of labour have nothing to do with the
concepts of system wholeness, system hierar-
chies and system networks.
4.2.1 Structures and Processes: the
Consultative Structure
Communication structure and organizational
structure affect each other. The manner in
which the organization is structured determines
in part what types of formal consultation take
place. Consultation which arises as a practical
response to a given situation may lead to a
change in the organization's processes.
Mintzberg (1983) in particular has made a sig-
nificant contribution to extending our knowledge
of this relationship. 
An adequate consultative structure is required
to enable an organization to function well (i.e.,
in distributing and coordinating tasks). Looking
at a traditional organigram (or organizational
chart), it is often possible to predict the type of
formal consultative structure the organization
has. Indeed, it is often possible to deduce
exactly where information exchange and con-
sultation is necessary from the hierarchical
levels and functions performed by the various
parts. Such consultation is usually guided by
managers who are at the top of the hierarchies.
For example with high vertical differentiation the
chain of command is long and therefore needs
much co-ordination, probably many meetings
ought to be held (linking pin principle).
In order to map out the consultative structure, it
is necessary to gain insight not only in the
organizational structure, but also in the organi-
zation's processes. The communication requi-
red to support these processes often run paral-
lel with them. That is, an organization's proces-
ses consist almost entirely of the passing on of
information and the processing of information.
This can be compared with the, often automa-
ted, workflow processes of banks or social ser-
vice departments. In other words, an organiza-
tion's processes consist of production or ser-
vice processes in which the communication, in
the form of consultation and supporting docu-
mentation, follows along with, in order to regu-
late the production and/or service processes. It
is a form of rule-based communication. 
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An example from a bookstore in Austin,
Texas, with an original Starbucks coffee
staint. 
What does this communication mean tell you
about the company from a TOCOM-perspecti-
ve? Their policies, their communication pro-
cesses and climate. Symbolism perhaps?
Behavior? Identity and image? How does
enactment theory fit in?
If organization process and communication pro-
cess are tightly locked and precisely managed,
we call it communication chain management
(Van Gemert and Woudstra, 1998). Many of
these communication and organizational pro-
cesses are laid down in procedures in order to
clarify who gives information to whom and
when. Together they form a communication
system. Sometimes these regulation systems
have a legal base as for instance in hospitals
(Van Gemert, 2003), nuclear plants and in the
aircraft industry and sometimes they find their
base in certification by organizations instituted
by trade organizations (for instance ISO- certifi-
cation) or accreditation institutes set up for uni-
versities.
Van Gemert and Woudstra (1998) describe
such communication chain management by stu-
dying the assembly process of the airplane
Fokker-100. Because of the risk factor this pro-
cess is highly secured by documents that go
with the process of putting the plane together,
by all kinds of (signed) forms, by feedback
loops and other forms of consultation by wor-
kers, quality managers, customers and certi-
fiers.  
Communication chain management, as de-
scribed above, can also be considered as a
form of a 'communication value chain'*. A CVC
can be defined as the contribution of communi-
cation (consultancy structure and process) to
the organizational value chain. Organization
processes can be described as a sequent of
activities in which different units of an organiza-
tion contribute value to each activity. A simple
value chain describes the sequence from input
of materials, to design, to production, marke-
ting*, distribution and service. A more elabora-
ted classification was developed by Porter
(1985). He adjusted the organization's support
activities like, for example, firm infrastructure,
human resource management (HRM), and
technology activities, to an organization's pri-
mary activities that describe the input,
throughput and output process (comparable
with the simple value chain). Of course different
kind of organizations have different value
chains but they will almost always have structu-
red information and communication processes
related to finances and performances. 
4.2.2 Structures and Processes: Formal 
and Informal Communication
In the organizational research literature the dis-
tinction between formal communication and
informal communication is rather easy. 
Formal communication refers to the consulta-
tive structure and all flows that are necessary
to support this structure and which are planned. 
Informal communication refers to all communi-
cation between members of an organisation or
an organisation's subsystems that is not plan-
ned but emerges. 
Informal communication includes all communi-
cation such as enquiries about other people's
health or gossip (i.e., the 'grapevine': Davis and
Connor, 1977). In this case, gossip refers to the
expression of negative or even constructive cri-
ticism of someone else's performance on inap-
propriate occasions. Moreover, informal com-
munication includes the contacts that occur
between people in the course of their work.
In communication plans, informal task related
communication is not included as a strategic
activity. It is considered an ad hoc activity, even
though it often occurs after or before formal
consultation. However, often a  more general
policy remark is made in the communication
plan or in the mission statement about the way
organizational members are expected to inter-
act with each other, for example by means of
an open communication.
As indicated above, informal communication
can be analyzed by means of interviews, obser-
vation or document analysis (e.g. compare with
the formal communication, analyze procedures,
the location of the members' rooms, informal
meetings). 
A more valid approach is network analysis'*.
Network analysis refers to the socio metric sur-
veys of the communication flows in an organi-
zation. The outcome is the identification of 
cliques (rather homogenous groups) connected
with strong ties and the identification of the
roles of people with weak ties (liaisons or isola-
tes). Another outcome can be an evaluation of
the informal network in comparison the formal
network. Do they match or do they interfere?
Should even the organizational chart be adap-
ted as a result of superimposing the informal
structure on the formal structure?  
A clique has two interesting conflicting charac-
teristics for a communication consultant looking
at an organization from a holistic perspective. A
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positive characteristic of a clique can be strong
group identification. A negative characteristic of
a clique, however, can be its lack of openness.
If an organization has a lot of cliques its poten-
tial for innovation is limited. Interesting for com-
munication consultants is also that weak tie
information has -as a rule- more impact than
strong tie information. One could call it the
strength of weak ties (Rogers and Argawala-
Rogers, 1978, 1995).
As mentioned before informal communication is
emergent communication (Taylor, 2000) and
therefore less stable than formal communica-
tion. It may be 'less stable' in the sense that
one cannot observe it as easy as formal com-
munication, but certainly not less important.
Emergent communication causes emergent
organizations; by interaction we change the
organization. Not necessarily its formal struc-
ture but certainly the relations between people,
units or corporate organizations, its body of
knowledge, and its policy.
To avoid misunderstanding: the terms 'formal'
and 'informal' are not used to indicate whether
the contact between individuals is formal or
informal in nature (the 'tone' of the communica-
tion). However, the terms may be used in that
meaning in relation to communication climate
and culture. 
4.2.3 Structures and Processes:
Communication Flows
Both formal as well as informal communication
may follow various lines. We distinguish
between vertical, horizontal, and diagonal com-
munication.
Vertical communication refers to the communi-
cation between different levels in the hierarchy.
A subsequent division can be made into
downward and upward (or bottom-up) commu-
nication. Upward communication is often consi-
dered to be a way of providing feedback. 
An example of downward communication is the
communication between management and the
production department. This is line communica-
tion. Here, line refers to the hierarchy in
management levels. 
Vertical communication can easily cause mis-
understandings. Factors that cause these mis-
understandings are: 
- The number of people, usually organizational
levels, that are needed in the process of distri-
buting the message. It is a well-known pheno-
menon that the message distorts if it has been
communicated by many links.
- Conflicting interests of people in the process.
Often, upper management communicates a
message to middle management with the pur-
pose that middle management sends this mes-
sage further along the lines. Since the interests
of middle management (subordinates), are not
always the same as those of upper manage-
ment they will change the message according
to their own interests. And, it must be added,
not always as a form of malicious intent.
Sometimes they just interpret the message dif-
ferently because of their own context, and
sometimes they believe that changing the mes-
sage slightly, is better for the organization. 
- Language barriers, not only the capacity to
understand English or Dutch, but also the use
or absence of jargon.
- The ambiguity of the message and the tone of
the message.
- The delay in time.
- The culture; is it an open culture where 
people ask for clarification or is it a closed 
culture where people mistrust each other.
Horizontal communication refers to the commu-
nication between units or individuals that are on
the same hierarchical level in the organization.
An example of horizontal communication is the
communication between the Purchasing
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Do lazy communication managers exist? 
According to the chaos theory, certain com-
munication patterns will always come into
being even when you are not managing the
process at all. Do you know examples of such
situations? Did any problems arise? Under
what circumstances can you -as the (commu-
nication) manager of a) a research group and
b) an administration office - afford such con-
duct?  
And upward communication? 
A manager: "I want to know everything about
what is going on in my organization." 
Right or wrong? What does this tell you about
the relation between formal and informal com-
munication? And why can this situation be
characterized as the filtering paradox?
Department and the Sales Department or
between the Registrar's Office and the Town
Planning Department. An important factor that
can cause misunderstandings is:
- Not informing other members or units who
have to know of the communication now or in
the future.
Diagonal communication refers to the commu-
nication between the staff departments and all
other departments of the organization. Factors
that can distort the communication are:
- Answering questions by staff departments or
communication in a more general sense about
policy matters without informing upper manage-
ment or the board. A staff department can
become real powerful if it operates that way. 
The term parallel communication is also descri-
bed in the professional and academic literature.
Parallel communication refers to the communi-
cation that is passed on to all members of an
organization or particular unit. It is subsumed
under vertical downward communication and is
generally viewed as the responsibility of the
communication department. A company news-
letter is a form of parallel communication, but
also a website or memo's by the CEO. Factors
that can distort parallel communication are:
- In the case of corporate journals or news-
letters, the freedom of writers to publish 
information.
- In the case of websites, the uncertainty whe-
ther the site is consulted.
- In the case of e-mail, the overload of mail
messages.
And of course some of the factors mentioned
before.
We use the concept of flow although this con-
cept is usually restricted to information and not
for communication. Information becomes com-
munication if people make sense of the infor-
mation and enact upon it.  
4.2.4 Structures and Processes: 
Information Exchange
Analyzing organizations from a communication
perspective means that we have to focus on
information processing, information exchange,
interaction, sense making, and emotion. The
exchange of information within organizations,
between organizations, between organizational
units, between organizational members and
between organizations and the general public,
assumes the division of tasks, co-ordination,
control, and of course communication. 
The 3C's, Co-ordination, Control and
Communication are not free of charge.
The 3C's should be cost-effective and as a
result, choices have to be made. Particularly,
the costs of formal communication processes
are relatively easy to determine. The time and
number of meetings multiplied with the salaries
of the employees who have to attend the mee-
tings, plus the costs of the meeting room, cof-
fee etc, and voila, there is your costs outcome.
The determination of the value of the formal
communication processes is of course a diffe-
rent cup of tea. You cannot do arithmics here,
but you can look at the outcome of decisions
and the contributions of the participants. You
could ask yourself what would happen if certain
people would not attend the meetings anymore. 
Changing the flow of information has an imme-
diate impact on the 3C's. For example, a
change in the flow of information due to a
change of functional managers in a manage-
ment team implicates that some people are
denied access to information and that they are
therefore no longer direct participants in the
decision process. 
Burton and Obel (1998) who wrote a book on
strategic organizational diagnosis and design,
argued information to be the 'nerve system of
organization' (pp.8-9) and assumed:
- 'individuals are rationally bounded (March and
Simon, 1958)
- organizational work is partitioned, i.e. there is
a division of labour
- information is costly to gather, transmit, store
and analyze (Arrow, 1974)
- information activities are not performed with
perfect reliability
- information is then scarce and imperfect
- and thus, co-ordination is problematic
and,
- individuals have self interest as well as orga-
nizational concerns.'
Because Burton and Obel use an information
processing lens for their analysis of organiza-
tions and the interpretation of research litera-
ture their work is very well suitable for own
approach. The main difference is that we con-
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centrate on communication. That is, interaction
and sense-making, and the (strategic) choices
for the communication mix.
4.3 The inner and outer 
triangle: Culture and Climate
Communication culture refers both to the way
in which members of an organization feel about
the way they communicate with each other and
with people outside the organization as well as
how members of an organization feel they
should communicate with each other and with
people outside the organization. In other words,
it has to do with the standards and values on
which behavior is based. 'How do people expe-
rience the communication between depart-
ments, between colleagues?', 'How do people
experience the communication between
management and subordinates?', 'How do
employees experience the communication with
clients or interest groups, and does this corres-
pond with what they or management deem to
be desirable?' these are all relevant questions
when analyzing the communication culture.
Communication culture therefore has a strong
relationship with the behavior component. In
the behavior section, it was primarily a question
of observation, in the case of climate and cultu-
re, it is perception and attitude. 
For organizational as well as communicational
aspects we distinguish between climate and
culture. We presume that climate measures
current attitudes (norms and values) that are
not necessarily the same as more permanent
attitudes. This particularly applies to situations
of organizational change or crisis. 
Denison (1996) supports our ideas of making a
distinction between climate and culture. The
current climate situation is embedded in an
evolved and evolving culture context.
Therefore, he argues that climate and culture
should not be seen as different concepts but
only as a difference in interpretation. This is
also supported by Poole (1985) who sees cli-
mate as a feature of culture.   
Culture measurement can be compared with
measuring the real temperature, while climate
measurement can be compared with the chill-
factor.   
In the research literature, the distinction
between organizational climate and culture is
often unclear. Schein (1992) has developed a
definition of organizational culture that has
often been copied. He defines organizational
culture as 'A pattern of shared basic assump-
tions that the group learned as it solved its pro-
blems of external adaptation and internal inte-
gration, that has worked well enough to be con-
sidered valid and, therefore, to be taught to
new members as the correct way to perceive,
think, and feel in relation to those problems.' 
In accordance with our view of organisations as
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The culture/climate part of the model in a
nutshell
Talking about culture and climate is talking
about continuing change. As a result of com-
munication people (organizations, units, and
members) negotiate sense-making. This is not
only sense-making about referential aspects
of the message but also about rules for beha-
vior, about emotions, about values and norms.
The difference between culture and climate is
only temporal, climate aspects can become
culture aspects. As in the other elements of
the model we can make a distinction between
the corporate culture/climate and those of the
units and other teams. These subculture/cli-
mates should be compatible.
Compatibility is also a minimal condition for
the functioning of individual members.
Important questions are what their values and
norms are, compared to those of others?
"I had a strong feeling that Shell had become
to much an I-culture. There was an exaggera-
ted self-positioning of managers and not
enough appreciation of teamwork. I really
wanted to say goodbye to this kind of culture.
A We-culture has also its weak points. Before
you realize it, nobody wants to give up his
security and to take responsibility anymore.
But after all those incidents (hiding the figures
about oil-winning and therefore cheating on
the stockholders and personnel, VGW) the
top-managers too said that they wanted a
We-culture."
Jeroen van der Veer, CEO Royal Shell Group.
(Translated from a Volkskrant-interview
December 24, 2004).
conversation, Schein (1992) too considers the
development of culture to be an emergent pro-
cess. Unlike most definitions of organizational
culture, Schein (1992) confines himself to attitu-
des and he seems to exclude behavior. Burton
and Obel (1998) argue, however, that behavior
is certainly part of the organisational culture,
and rituals, rites, and symbols of management
are its most explicit elements. 
As indicated earlier, we have separated these
elements (components) in the TOCOM model.
The main reason for this is that diagnosing
communication problems is our primary target
and that therefore a clear distinction between
tangible signs of communication within organi-
zations and 'hidden' attitudes and perceptions
can be helpful.    
In most communication literature, the concept
of climate is often used instead of culture. In
the TOCOM model, culture refers to a situation
that is ingrained and, consequently, difficult to
change. Climate differs from culture because
certain events may cause a temporal shift in
the cultural values. When you investigate attitu-
des towards communication, it is often difficult
to see whether you have found culture or clima-
te factors. When you study the literature on cul-
ture and climate, you must recognise that these
concepts are defined differently.              
How an organization communicates, is determi-
ned by the organizational culture too.
Organizational culture can be described as the
norms and values that have no primary rela-
tionship to the communication and that are
deeply anchored in the organization (Deal and
Kennedy 1982). However, in the research lite-
rature organizational culture or climate share
some dimensions with communication culture
or climate (Dennis, 1974; Welsch and LaVan,
1981). See also Jensen (2003) for arguments
to see communication climate as a different
concept from organizational climate. 
These norms and values Deal and Kennedy
talk about are also created in an organization
through the years, in which interaction (beha-
vior and communication) is the driving force.
Examples of organizational values are: people
don't steal things here; people don't make false
expense claims. 
Culture and climate are part of the identity of an
organization. The metaphor of the iceberg is
again applicable here. You can observe part of
the identity in the core of the model but you
have to do other research to complete the pic-
ture. Like identities and sub-identities there are
of course culture/climates and sub-culture/cli-
mates.   
Sometimes words like shared values, and
strong and weak cultures or identities are used.
We talk of a strong culture when members pos-
sess high levels of shared values. Weak cultu-
res are characterized as having less shared
values or value fragmentation and having sub-
cultures. 
In the section about organizational members
we talked about multi-cultural groups and about
the specific culture of people from foreign coun-
tries. It is good to realize that not only indivi-
duals, organizational units and corporate orga-
nizations have cultures and (sub) identities so
do countries and regions have. An example is
the slogan: 'Proud to be a Tukker', referring to
the people who live in the region Twente, in the
Netherlands.  There even is an official cam-
paign for the promotion of the territorial 
language: 'Twents, doar is niks mis met'
(Nothing wrong with speaking Twents).
Larger global communities have culture and
identity characteristics in common too. Although
it will probably take some time before people
describe themselves as European in stead of
English, German or French. Undoubtedly, the
acceptation of the European Constitution by the
members of the European Union will be 
another contribution to the identification pro-
cess of becoming more European. May be
Europe sometime will be a (corporate) brand. 
Regional cultures and regional languages often
become stronger in situations when they: 
- are or feel oppressed by national government
or other regions,
- are or feel economical or geographical 
isolated, 
- are or feel represented by institutions or 
people who fulfil a symbolic function.
For example: regional or local football clubs
(FC Twente and Heracles in the region
Twente), a university (our University of Twente),
or a national celebrity born in the region
(Performer Herman Finkers, or Olympic 
swimmer Marleen Velthuis).
From an organizational culture perspective it is
an interesting phenomenon that with the gro-
wing importance of the European Union people
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in a certain region identify stronger with that
region without resisting the EU.
For a theoretical approach in the context of 
globalization, see Crofts (2004). 
We all know that national or regional identities
do not always lead to a friendlier world. Some
identities can lead to extremism when certain
groups are excluded. See for example the dis-
cussion in many European countries, as in the
Netherlands, about the Islam. 
However, the example on the next page as a
sketch of the identity of the Netherlands is a
nice contribution to the establishment of that
identity and. a friendlier world? It is also an
example of issue advertising (Heath, 1994). 
It is a whole one-page advertisement in a 
nation wide paper (Volkskrant, December 31
2004), designed and formulated by worried
anounymous citizens, paid by four NGO's and
supported by another ten organizations, among
them trade unions and the Moslim Council. The
advertisement is the start of a campaign in
which well-known and un-known Dutch citizens
make a promise before camera, that will 
registrate what has become of this promise.
Total length of the campaign is 6 months. 
A well known Dutch columnist read this adverti-
sement on a poster at a railway station. Here
are some of his quotes: "This poster has a lot
of text. You think about the .of Luther on the
door of the church. [] You think of the
German occupation, who were also very good
in producing a lot of text. You go forward a few
steps and start to read. The first sentence
reads as follows, 'Holland is in trouble'. You
think: drop dead. Then the next sentence []
'Holland cannot be broken'. You think: ha, let's
wait and see. (Martin Bril in de Volkskrant,
Februari 10, 2005, translated). 
In the same paper there is a discussion about
the contribution to patriotism by means of pay-
ing more attention to the history of the
Netherlands in the highschool curricula. Some
argue that more attention will leads to extre-
mism, others think that it will help te become
responsible Dutch citizens with a strong natio-
nal identity.
4.3.1 Culture and climate: 
Corporate responsibility
Talking about organizational culture and moral
values is talking about ethics on an individual or
group level but also on a corporate organization
level. On a corporate level you could have ethi-
cal discussions based on moral values about
for example sacking people, about takeovers,
about reorganization processes, about selling
methods and about honesty. But also about the
obligation an organization has to its environ-
ment (corporate social responsibility, corporate
governance*). 
Important and distinctive ethical values should
be incorporated in the mission statement or in
separate conduct documents (see for example
the ABN/AMRO directions in the section on
Behavior). In some cases, organization's ethical
values may protect the organizational mem-
bers. However, ethical values also gives the
management a control mechanism. And more
extreme, it can fire people if they violate the
rules. 
Recently, ethics have become more and more
important. Fraude within organizations as
Ahold, Enron and WorldCom has even lead to
new legislation in the United States- the
Sarbanes-Oxley law- and new general accep-
ted regulations in the Netherlands
(Tabaksblatt). These measures should discou-
rage CEO's 'to hit the numbers' from the point
of view that the end justifies the means.
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Probably communication researchers would
have their doubts about the advertisement
that should contribute to the Dutch culture.
They could say that because of the globaliza-
tion (media, companies, inter governmental
organizations) there is no longer one space
with a certain 'container' of society. There is
no national control of the media, of the regula-
tions, of the laws. If the identification process
develops through interaction, the forming of a
national identity is no longer something that is
worth capturing. According to Globalization
Theory, as described in Crofts Wiley (2004,
p.86), the cause for deterritorialization is the
'acceleration of global flows of people, com-
modities, information, and money.'   
Do you agree? And what does this mean for
regional identities?
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The Netherlands is going through a difficult time: the country has had a huge shock, followed, of
course, by rowing and even more finger-pointing. Because there are always people ready to
blame others for everything and anything - perhaps because that's what's easiest. But finger-
pointing is pointless. In fact, it's counterproductive. It threatens to paralyse the country. What is
worse, the Netherlands has begun to lose strength.
For centuries, the Netherlands has stood for freedom, solidarity, compassion, togetherness, and
determination. Together with anyone who is capable of thinking and feeling, these are the quali-
ties we're going to revive.
The Netherlands should be the country that shows the world how to live and work side by side
with many other cultures. 
The Netherlands should be a new home for refugees who, fearing for their lives, have had to
leave everything behind. 
The Netherlands should be a country where there is no room for extremism.
The Netherlands should be a country where Jews and Muslims do not begrudge each other the
light of day - and where they dare to play soccer together.
The Netherlands should be a country where freedom of speech never results in violence, but
instead in the most intense and inspiring discussions. 
The Netherlands should be a country where we can practise any faith and where there is room
for churches, synagogues and mosques.
The Netherlands should be a country where women have exactly the same rights as men - it's
that simple.
The Netherlands should be a country where everyone feels part of a society - without question.
The Netherlands should be a country where we enjoy a cup of coffee - or mint tea - with our
neighbours, and chat about anything and everything.
The Netherlands should be a country where gays and lesbians enjoy the same freedoms as
everyone else - more so than anywhere else in the world.
The Netherlands should be a country where we can be proud of each other every day; even of
those so-called 'greedy politicians' in the Hague. 
The Netherlands should be a country where we can have a good moan about the euro, taxes,
rules, traffic and other irritations.
A country where problems are solved through creativity, discussion, love and humour. 
A country that stands like a rock, but with cosy curtains. 
A country where we will fight like lions for the Netherlands we believe in. The Netherlands - a
country that is indestructible.
(Volkskrant, December 31 2004)
The most important ethical norms for organiza-
tional communication are honesty, openness,
and respect. (Watson Wyatt, 2004). When we
discuss the design strategies in subsequent
sections, however, we will see that such state-
ments do not solve all problems. Especially
extreme conduct along these lines can lead to
problems for individual members of an organi-
zation as well for the organization as a whole.
But you must have found out already that open-
ness, honesty and respect are not always com-
patible.
4.4 The environment 
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Understanding the environment of the
model in a nutshell
Not only the corporate organization has a cer-
tain environment with strategic implications for
image and reputation on the one hand and
the (inter)dependence of information from a
network of other organizations and society on
the other. 
Organizational units - small or large, business
units or project teams - are in the same 
position. Their environment consists of a net-
work of other organizational units, together
constituting the corporate organization. They,
like the corporate organization, have to consi-
der their own and others reputation to get
their work done and they also have to consi-
der their dependency on information. 
To make things more complicated, organiza-
tional units have their own specialized net-
works with organizations outside the corpora-
te organization too. In these cases they repre-
sent not only their own unit but also the cor-
porate organization. And, in the perception of
outsiders, it is almost always the corporate's
reputation that is at stake here.
What is applicable for the organization is also
applicable for the organizational member.
They are part of different (inter-)organizational
networks. Their success is also dependent
upon their image and reputation as an indivi-
dual and as a representative - boundary span-
ner- of their organization and organizational
unit.
The environment is represented in this model
by the area outside the organizational triangle.
This area is not represented with straight lines,
to make clear that an organization can, as it
were, extend itself through its contacts (interac-
tion, conversation). Extend not only in number
but also in quality. People and institutions who
are not actually in the employ of the organiza-
tion can still be seen as part of the organization
because of their mutual dependence. It beco-
mes a severe form of relationship
management*.
We chose to talk about the concepts image,
reputation and corporate branding in section
3.1.1 as the representation of identity. However,
it is clear that these concepts also belong to
this section about the environment.  In this sec-
tion about the environment we selected some
problems and concepts that were not mentio-
ned before. First we address the problem of
organizational boundaries, relevant because of
the TOCOM-within-TOCOM idea and because
of the intertwining with the environment. We
pay special attention to the role of those people
who are networking with other organizations or
organizational units as representatives of their
organization or unit, the boundary spanners. In
the next section we describe the differences
between stakeholders and target groups, both
relevant concepts for communication with the
environment. In earlier sections we mentioned
stakeholders, and therefore, it has already
become clear that environment is not a single
body. Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) argued that
different organizational parts have different
environments, as in the TOCOM model. They
mentioned stakeholders and sections, as did
Fink, Jenks and Willits (1983), comparable with
Destep*.  
Organizations nowadays have to cope with a
lot of uncertainty. Connected to the concept of
uncertainty are the availability and the interpre-
tation of information. In section 4.4.3 we pay
attention to this concept. In the last section of
this chapter we discuss external communica-
tion. Looking from a TOCOM-perspective the
difference between external and internal com-
munication can hardly be made. However, in
practice external communication is usually
reserved for all communication outside the
world of the corporate organization.
4.4.1 The environment: Clear boundaries
and the role of boundary spanners
As indicated before, the TOCOM model is
based on the characteristics of an open system
model. As a result, the boundaries of the orga-
nization are permeable. This permeability of an
organization's boundaries is reflected by the
dashed lines of the triangles in the figure of the
TOCOM model. Due to this permeability and
our ideas about emergent organizations, it is
not always easy to determine the boundary of a
system or subsystem. It is tempting for a con-
sultant or researcher to restrict himself to an
organizational unit (subsystem) in stead of 
looking into the communication and organiza-
tion processes (input, throughput and output) of
such a unit. A researcher should search for
structural interaction patterns as a source of
energy generating activities of individuals and
the system as a whole, resulting in output. This
output, in turn, should activate the input and
throughput again. The search for the boundary
ends when behavior of group members is not
linked to the activity cycle. So far so good,
however what to do with real boundary span-
ners* or liaisons? If people act in a total diffe-
rent organizational role than expected from
their role in the (sub) system one could decide
that they belong to another subsystem. 
An organization can exert influence on its envi-
ronment by means of building up a network of
contacts. People who network for a company
are sometimes called ''boundary spanners''.
They often possess special behavioral charac-
teristics and skills, such as good sales techni-
ques, negotiating skills and/or pleasant appea-
rance (Adams 1980). There is no reason why
the phenomenon of boundary spanners should
only apply to the organization as a whole.
Boundary spanners can also operate between
parts of an organization, and this involves the
same negotiating processes in which image-
related aspects are important. It is crucial for
boundary spanners - and more in general for
external communication - that the authority of
the people involved should be clear. For instan-
ce, it should be known whether they are autho-
rized to sign a contract or a letter for the orga-
nization or part of the organization.
The network of contacts in the environment of
an organization (or again: organizational unit)
can also be described as stakeholders (see the
next section). Managing external stakeholders
in the public domain (for instance by means of
issue management*) can be done with more
credibility if an organization chooses to take its
responsibility for these external stakeholders or
society in general. Boundary spanners (often
communication managers) can play an impor-
tant role as an intermediate serving the inte-
rests of all stakeholders including their own
organization.  
As can be seen in the figure at the end of chap-
ter 2 the network of contacts is not always a
one-to-one relation. Stakeholders can create
clusters based on mutual interest and as a
cluster enhance their power. 
4.4.2 The environment: Stakeholders and
target groups
We could have placed this section about stake-
holders and target groups in chapter 2 (in the
members section), because the model must be
interpreted in such a way that if there are exter-
nal stakeholders or target groups, they are part
of another form of TOCOM-structured organiza-
tion. However, because the balance in this sec-
tion is more on the outside perspective we will
focus on these "members" in this section.
Scholars as well as practitioners have often
used the term 'target group' synonymously with
the term 'stakeholder'. Both terms are equally
important when an organization is formulating
its communication policy. A target group refers
to a group of people (a segment) that is inter-
nally or externally addressed via parallel means
of communication. 
Based on the desired changes in knowledge,
attitude and behavior, an organization can
determine its target groups. 
The term 'stakeholders' not only refers to the
target groups addressed by means of commu-
nication but also to individuals and organiza-
tions that are able affect the functioning of the
organization and thus its communication.
Insight into the circumstances and motives of
the stakeholders are especially important at the
analysis phase, but it is also important to moni-
tor selected stakeholders as part of the perma-
nent evaluation of the communication that has
been implemented.
Stakeholders can be described as internal or
external stakeholders. Internal stakeholders are
the employees (floor, managers, board mem-
bers, union representatives) and in some litera-
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ture also the stockholders (Hill & Jones, 1998,
p 37). External are all other people (or organi-
zations) that have a claim on the organization,
as suppliers, customers, trade unions, issue
groups, local communities, and general public,
local and public government. Stakeholders can
also be described with values like having or not
having power, critical importance for survival.
Each of the stakeholders contributes something
(for example, money, expertise, labour, commit-
ment*, brand or company loyalty, regulations)
and wants something in return of the organiza-
tion (for instance, income, return on invest-
ments, job security and job satisfaction, taxes,
good products and services). A stakeholder
analysis* is necessary for a good (communica-
tion) strategy. 
Stakeholders can be very hostile and therefore
hostility is one of the interesting concepts that
have to be addressed here. An organization's
environment can be hostile. When discussing
the concept of hostility, we have to distinguish
between perception and reality. Reality refers
for example to the number and strength of
competitors, fights for clients and consumers,
fights for innovations, fights for personnel, fights
for networks, and fights for the favour of stock-
holders. However, based upon prejudice, the
information an organization (or units) retrieve
from its environment is often biased. 
It is interesting to notice that with the growing
influence of new media, stakeholder contacts
take the form of interactive communities. Like
the determination of stakeholder profiles in the
traditional sense, profiles are made to establish
the identity of these communities. For example,
size, topics of interest, opinions, financial state,
education and emotions are researched. More
and more special digital opinion panels are
established to retrieve the necessary informa-
tion. Sometimes organizations do have speciali-
zed community managers comparable with the
traditional account manager. 
These interactive communities could be the
base for a virtual organization*. Talking about
virtual organizations and communities at the
same time is interesting because of the relation
to shared goals and values. 
4.4.3 The environment: global 
communication
Due to changing political circumstances, diffe-
rences in economic circumstances, cheap air-
plane fares, the rise of the internet and the
World Wide Web, business has changed consi-
derably. Multinationals became internationals,
identifying with more than one or two nationali-
ties. Domestic organizations became multina-
tionals, may be not in the traditional sense of
volume and profit, but they outsourced services
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Imagine that employees of a university have
to be informed about new aspects of electro-
nic communication support between their
place at home and their place of work at the
university. In this instance, the target group
cannot be derived from the organizational
structure (staff and students) but is determi-
ned by the type of user: some users are
already communicating from their work place
at home with the organizational network;
others may not be but are perhaps planning
to. This means that the information sent to
potential users must be different from that
sent to experienced users. Experienced users
only need information on how to adjust their
equipment in order to be able to use the ser-
vices on offer under the new support system.
Example of a virtual organization
Proconsultant, is a company without an office.
However, it consists of several bu's (finance
consultancy, human resource consultancy,
marketing communication consultancy). The
people who work for these units need each
other to do their work proper. They are not
only consultancy units but they also give sup-
porting services to each other. Finance takes
care of the salaries of all members and sends
bills to the clients, human resource also
selects new personnel, marketing communica-
tion takes care of the corporate branding. All
these people very seldom meet, not even
those who have a job in the same bu. They
communicate with each other by mobile
phone and laptop. 
What kind of problems could occur?
Keywords: values, cross selling*, profits,
capacity, bureaucracy, post modernism* ,
ownership, salaries and bonuses, trust,
image.
or production to cheap labor countries. For
example, the helpdesk of a Dutch insurance
company is now in South-Africa. Business is
facilitated by international treaties and super
national law.  
Communication in a global workplace has
some particular characteristics. Monge (1998)
describes three of them:
Firstly, the compression of time and space. In a
global workplace an organization works 24
hours. As a result the communication patterns
differ drastically from those in a domestic orga-
nization. Because the organization depends on
an efficient exchange of information between its
locations all over the world, you will have to
organize the communication in such a manner
that time and space differences have a minimal
impact. Of course new information and commu-
nication technology, and fast and cheap air-
plane connections are part of the solutions to
re-organize the communication.
Secondly: the enhancement of global consciou-
sness and reflexivity. Doing business (or wor-
king for an NGO) and of course traveling
around the world as a tourist, enhances our
feeling for foreign cultures, the needs of other
people and therefore we reflect on our culture. 
Thirdly: the dissembeddedness of people and
organizations. Global organizations and com-
munication technology create values that are
different from the past. A well-known example is
what is called the McDonaldization. Everywhere
you will not only find Mc Donalds, but also
Burger Kings and supermarkets that change
local values. And look at western cities, you will
find the same shops everywhere. By means of
communication technology, particular the inter-
net, you can communicate with people from
other countries easily, although we shouldn't
forget that electricity is not a normal attribute
everywhere. 
Miller (2003), mentions the dilemma organiza-
tions are into. Should they strive for convergen-
ce (particularly culturally) for efficiency reasons,
or for divergence and in that way try to profit
from the contribution of a different culture? The
dilemma is to some extent similar to the situa-
tion in a domestic organization where newco-
mers have to assimilate. 
When, talking about efficiency in the case of a
convergence strategy, the word efficiency is
somewhat simplifying the reality. Convergence
strategies can easy lead to a change in local
values. Certainly in situations where organiza-
tions strive to assure its continuation in a not
very stable political environment, they practice
image management. One of the tools is helping
the local population (and the local politicians)
by supplying a good income, houses, welfare,
hospitals, and medicines. The result is a good
image and political support, but also a culture
change by shaping the environment.
"Companies try to impose themselves on their
environment, rather than merely adapt to them.
They attempt to shape their environment by
their presence in it, by what they do and say."
(Heath, 1994, 228).
From anthropology literature, and later on from
the literature on international negotiating we
have knowledge about how people of different
countries behave in negotiating situations. See
for example the work of Hofstede.  
4.4.3 The environment: Uncertainty, equivo-
cal messages and organizational power. 
If an organization has no understanding of what
is going in the environment, its chances of sur-
vival are limited. Every organization depends
on information from its environment, otherwise
uncertainty will strike. This information may be
readily available (e.g., from the sales figures of
a product), but sometimes collecting the infor-
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Culture differences in an international 
setting
A large international engineering company
has its headquarters in the Netherlands. They
posses a digital knowledge center with a help
desk. This information compiled in the center
is available for their locations all over the
world. The keep the center up-to-date
employees have to feed the center with infor-
mation. After a couple of years headquarters
wondered why their Chinese location never
asked for information and never brought any
information into the center. The reason of
course was that they were afraid to loose
face.
The solution that the engineering company
chose was to strive for mixed teams where
Dutch and other western engineers worked
together with Chinese engineers. They were
aware that this was not a short-term project.
mation may require some effort, such as in the
case of a customer satisfaction survey among
hospital patients, or obtaining information about
the regulations governing European Union sub-
sidies, or acquiring information about a univer-
sity course by interviewing the graduates.
The concept of environmental uncertainty has
been researched by, for example, Lawrence
and Lorsch (1967), Duncan (1979), Fink, Jenks
and Willits (1983), Scott (1992).  Buchko pre-
sented a summary of the research (1994). The
conclusion of this research is that there is no
broad accepted measure of the concept of
environmental uncertainty. Which variables
were mentioned? For example the clarity of
information, certainty of knowledge of causal
relationships, time spans of definitive feedback,
the rate of change (instability or high velocity
versus stability or low velocity), routineness,
inter-connections remoteness, ignorance of
data, causes and effects (predictable versus
unpredictable), homogeneity versus heteroge-
neity, interdependency (complex versus sim-
ple). 
From the variables of environmental uncertainty
discussed above, it has become clear that pre-
dicting changes in the environment, or at least
being ready to adapt to changes in the environ-
ment, is of paramount importance for organiza-
tions to survive. Predicting changes refer to the
concept of uncertainty. Milliken (1987, in Burton
and Obel, p169) has developed a measure for
environmental uncertainty in which information
is the central concept. He distinguished three
dimensions:
State uncertainty: the organization does not
understand how the environment might be
changing
Effect uncertainty: the organization is not able
to predict whether change will have an effect
upon the organization
Response uncertainty: the organization does
not know how to cope with change.
Being dependent on information from the envi-
ronment appears to imply that there is only
movement in one direction and that an organi-
zation (or organization unit) is unable to influen-
ce its environment. However, it is clear that an
organization can indeed influence its environ-
ment. Sales figures are often directly related to
marketing communication* (advertising), a
satisfaction survey is often also influenced by
some kind of marketing communication or
public relations. A hospital could, for example,
exert influence (image) on the environment
(especially patients and visitors) by publishing
the results of the customer satisfaction survey,
by setting up a good internal information sys-
tem to shorten patient waiting times, by provi-
ding clear signs in the hospital building, by offe-
ring informative brochures and possibly even
an interactive Web site. 
In the introduction we described the essence of
communication: the process of sense making.
We mentioned Weick's model of organizing
(Weick, 1979, 1995). He defined the environ-
ment as an information environment created by
indivuals through the process of enactment. For
Weick the most important goal of an organiza-
tion is to reduce uncertainty by using the term
equivocallity.  High equivocallity means that
information is difficult to interpret, ambiguous,
complicated and unpredictable. How to make
sense of this information while so many inter-
pretations are possible? The solution to solve
this problem can be found in established rules,
called assembly rules. Examples of these
assembly rules are complaint procedures and
hospital protocols. If you broaden the assembly
rules, you could also think of statements about
values and behavior in a mission statement, or
the existing culture. However, these procedu-
res, protocols, policy information or culture
information may not be sufficient to handle all
information. The individual should be able to
transform the information into a category that
fits into the rules. If he doesn't succeed, he has
to talk to somebody else.  For example if com-
plaints do not fit into the complaint procedure
because they are new and complex, the indivi-
dual needs to consult other individuals to solve
his problem. This interaction can lead to an
adaption of the complaint procedure. This pro-
cess of interaction to create an adaption of
rules or new rules is done by what are called
communication cycles and sense making.
Weick's ideas are embedded in system interde-
pendency; see also enactment theory*.
So, if the equivocality of information is low, sim-
ple rules and simple consultative structures are
sufficient, but if the equivocality of information
is high, you need more complex communication
cycles to make sense of the information. 
Every organization -and any organizational unit-
depends on its environment. However, the level
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of dependency as well as the ability to influen-
ce the environment is not the same for all orga-
nizations. Organizational power is a determina-
tive factor. A multi-national, for example, has
more options to influence the global environ-
ment than a local constructer. However, this
local constructer is probably better capable of
influencing its local environment than a multi-
national, due to the fact that he knows his sta-
keholders and the channels to reach them (and
vice versa). Whether this constructor is impor-
tant for his environment depends again on his
power (the size of his organization may be; net-
work connections, employment, tax contributi-
on, local sponsorships, uniqueness). The same
applies to organizational units. A unit can have
a powerful position depending on its performan-
ces, its interdependency, its leadership, its uni-
queness, and its abilities to influence corporate
decisions. Each level, however, has its own sta-
keholders in the environment. As a result, each
level has different opportunities to influence its
environment as well as different opportunities to
cope with uncertainties. 
We talked about organizational power and the
kind of influence an organization can execute.
In the scientific literature, the concept of power
is restricted to those situations that an organi-
zation has sanctions available. In other situa-
tions the concept of influence is used. May be
this rather sharp distinction can be used in
public administration but in organizational com-
munication one has to take into account that
processes are more complicated. In communi-
cation processes, which are always also negoti-
ating processes, a sanction could be that one
of the participants seek supporters for his ideas
and fight yours, or he is not willing to talk to you
anymore. 
We looked at organizations, units, groups, even
individuals from the TOCOM-perspective. From
this perspective these organizational levels
have different and changing environments,
which could be viewed as 'TOCOMs'. Often
these environments can be defined as clients
or customers. From the TOCOM-perspective its
may be complicated to talk about internal or
external clients or customers. (See also the
next section about internal and external com-
munication). 
Partly, it depends on your point of view. Do you
look at other organizations (in the broad
TOCOM sense) as ennemies, as co-operaters
who you need to fulfil tasks, as competitors? To
what extend do I want to inform another busi-
ness unit of my organization? How is the co-
operation between a finance department and a
production unit, between a marketing depart-
ment and a public relations department,
between an information systems department
and a communication department both 
belonging to a consulting firm (see the glossary
about cross-selling). 
However, looking from a more traditional point
of view  as people or organizations to whom
you want to sell something, these clients/custo-
mers can can be described as loyal clients who
have (by contract) or feel (by emotion) a strong
relationship to your organization, sevices and
products, or not loyal who feel a weaker rela-
tionship.   
To make things more complicated, certainly
from a TOCOM-perspective, you could look at
the traditional clients and customers as being
more or less a part of your own organization.
For example, it is rather difficult to see custo-
mers of Sony or Philips as belonging to these
organizations. Usually, they shop for the chea-
pest television or other apparatus, although
there may be some national sentiments. Some
car dealers like Peugeot, try to pull you into
their organization by sending you publications
or inviting you to visit them to celebrate the
coming of new models if you have bought a
Peugeot before. Organizations, like Heineken,
open a website for Amstel where they sell pop
concerts and offer gadgets and information.
In business-to business relations the situation
of a supplier who has an office at the head-
quaters of a retailer is also an example of 
pulling one organization into another. Although,
who is pulling here and who is pushing?  
4.4.5 The environment: External 
communication
Up till now, maybe we have created too much
the impression that communication structure of
an organisation only relates to the communica-
tion within organisations. According to the
TOCOM model, however, communication
between parts of an organisation as well as
communication between business units may
also be considered as a form of external com-
munication. One could even argue that accor-
ding to TOCOM there is not such a thing as
internal communication, taken into account that 
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an indivual can be described in TOCOM varia-
bles. Following this point of view there can only
be intrapersonal communication, in the sense
that people talk to themselves sometimes or
write in a diary. However, for pragmatic reasons
the distinction between internal and external is
useful. 
Consistent with our assumptions towards inte-
grated communication, the network of contacts
(i.e., communication flows and the consultative
structure) has to be situated inside and outside
the (corporate) organisation as well. This net-
work of contacts may also be described in
terms of a matrix or in some other way like
(See the glossary: environment). As for the
communication flows between the corporate
organisation and its environment, we distin-
guish between endogenous communication
flows (from inside to outside) and exogenous
communication flows (from outside to inside). 
Since the introduction of the new media, parti-
cularly the internet en the open intranet, organi-
zations are much more accessible for the envi-
ronment. Anyone can obtain almost all relevant
information about an organization by searching
the web. As a result the information must be
more customized.  
When we map these communication flows, it is
important to focus on patterns, and not on inci-
dental cases. Moreover, it is possible to deter-
mine to what extent such patterns are interacti-
ve in nature; i.e., whether they form part of a
verbal or written communication feedback sys-
tem, digital or otherwise. Important for the con-
sultant is of course to determine what (commu-
nication and organizational) processes are cru-
cial for the organization. 
What we said before about flows in the section
about structures and processes is also applica-
ble for the flow concept in this section.
In this section we have addressed the issue of
environment from a corporate as well as from
an organizational unit perspective. We expect
that our readers can extrapolate the information
so far for the individual member as well.
4.5 Summary, putting it all
together
"Als je het overzicht hebt, zie je de samenhang"
Johan Cruijf again.
(If you have overview, you see dependency.)
Before talking about the CCPA and strategies,
we start with a short summary of the model
from the perspective of problem areas. This
time we start with the triangle areas before
going to the central part of the model because
these triangle areas are directly connected to
the strategies the consultant has to choose.   
The purpose of analyzing (communication)
goals is to demonstrate that the goals are use-
ful and attainable, given the mission statement
and the organization goals on the one hand,
and the existing structure, culture and skills on
the other.
Analysis of the communication structure gives
an impression of the nature and the frequency
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Are we a family?
How would you analyze the following case
situation in a university, from a TOCOM-per-
spective?
Case situation:
One of the programmes of the University of
Twente is Communication Studies.
www.utwente.tcw.nl . It has an enrollment of
about 70 students in the bachelors program-
me and about 120 in the masters' program-
me. However for our case situation these figu-
res are not that important. Simplified, the pro-
gramme organization is built upon faculty
(teaching and research) organized in a
department, and a supporting staff for co-ordi-
nation, information, marketing and administra-
tive tasks, and there are of course, the com-
munication students. They have organized
themselves in Communique, a student board
organization with about twenty committees.
Most students are a member of Communique.
Faculty, support staff and students are stron-
gly committed to each other. This commitment
is also visible in external evaluations which
show that the students feel 'at home', and are
pleased with the programme, the teachers
and the support they receive from the suppor-
ting staff.
And what are the differences with a city and
its citizens, with a (your) family, and the custo-
mers of Grolsch beer?
of the information exchanges. What is the hie-
rarchy and the  loci of power within the organi-
zation (i.e., who communicates with whom
about what - the network within and outside the
organization), how are the processes regulated,
what communicative behavior is appropriate,
what is the relationship between formal and
informal communication, and what means are
used for transmitting particular types of informa-
tion. From the above, it is clear as well that
analysis of the structure is also inevitably linked
to the other core components in the central
parts of the model. 
By analyzing the communication culture, an
impression can be gained of the organization's
etiquette governing interpersonal interaction
through the perception of the employees. This
insight is relevant because there is a direct
relationship between ideas about communica-
tion and the way in which employees behave. 
A relation between structure and culture can
also be found in the extent of (unobtrusive)
control and surveillance. It can be a matter of
structure because of the formalization of control
and surveillance is an aspect of hierarchy and
policy, but it is also a matter of culture because
control and surveillance can be the result of an
established pattern (a form of rule based com-
munication). 
The analysis of an organization's environment
is important for determining the communication
goals and for the timely adjustments of these
goals. This analysis provides both insight into
the strengths and weaknesses of the organiza-
tion as well as in the appreciation of the organi-
zation among its target groups and stakehol-
ders. On the basis of this insight, it can be
determined which goals should be formulated
to maintain or strengthen the image or to
change an organization's identity. Talking about
the environment also means talking about the
level of analysis. There are TOCOMs every-
where.
Analysis of the communication mix, message,
symbolism and behavior of an organization ser-
ves to provide insight into goals, structure and
culture. Besides the quality of the communica-
tion (including its credibility, clarity, availability,
timeliness and frequency) and the needs* of
stakeholders can become clear. Analysis is of
little value if there are no points of reference
available.
And, also because we are dealing with change
strategies in this chapter, we want to stress the
importance of emotion. The consultant should
always be aware of the fact that communica-
tion, or even some times non-communication,
involves emotion. We repeat here: there are no
emotionally free zones.
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The relationship between the components of
the model can also be illustrated with the help
of the concept of learning organizations* and
the Competing Values Model*.
Is TOCOM also a theory?
What are the criteria for a good theory?
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5. 
CCPA:
Problem solving phases
64
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In this chapter we will first talk about designing
communication in organizations and the cha-
racteristics of the phases in the design process. 
In communication studies the expression
'design' is normally used for means of commu-
nication, the communication mix. We use the
expression in a much broader sense, compara-
ble with its use in engineering studies. 
As a result of interventions and advancing time,
the definition of the problem, the design, and
the implementation/evaluation process change
constantly, and as a consequence the phases
as such, are often no longer distinguishable.
The communications expert switches back and
forth between phases, to reach attainable, fea-
sible solutions. This form of design, therefore,
strongly differs from the more traditional form of
design, where a clear division of phases can be
made. 
It is also clear that the process of change and
the process of executing a strategy is only to
some extent the result of a plan. Of course par-
ticularly top management likes to orchestrate
the whole process and likes to see it as rational
and controllable. However, the real world is not
that predictable, besides one should not under-
estimate the influence of the (informal) interac-
tion between members of an organization. 
Nevertheless, although all phases will be sub-
mitted to emergent processes, each phase has
some particular characteristics. Wondering in
which phases the consultant is doing his job,
can help him structuring the progress.
In the following section we will encounter lists
of questions, as well as in the appendix with
questionnaires about the TOCOM problem
areas. However, the consultant has to keep in
mind that he should have the ability to distance
hemself from the questionnaires and the ques-
tions and the ability to give priority to a chosen
strategy by selecting one or more problem
areas. He or she should have an 'academic
attitude'. By an academic attitude is not meant
that a consultant should necessarily be an aca-
demic. An academic attitude stands for looking
critically at problems from different perspecti-
ves, looking for a solid and persuasive argu-
mentation, and, if necessary doing some com-
munication research, before making choices.
The questions are merely a tool; you can make
a selection from the lists and the questions, and
also add your own questions. The questions
should not be used in a fixed form; they are
only meant to allow the consultant to reflect on
a communication problem in a more systematic
way. Looking in depth to all the problem areas
would mean that all the questions would need
an answer and who has that much time?  
5.1 Phase 1: Problem analysis
and briefing
Problem analysis and briefing is the first phase
of the CCPA. During this phase, the communi-
cation expert will set out to get as much infor-
mation as possible about the problem and its
context. Preconditions are stipulated, the 
people who experience problems are intervie-
wed, and other sources of information are tap-
ped. This first step will result in a rough picture
of the problem (problem area), the level of the
organization in which the problem occurs, and
the context of the problem. During the process,
this picture will become increasingly clearer,
and will eventually lead to a feasible problem
definition or assignment and a design strategy. 
What is a problem?
A problem can be defined as a discrepancy
between the desired situation and the actual
situation. We refer to a communication problem
as a problem that can be solved by means of a
5. CCPA
Designing communication in organizations by means of the
CCPA: problem solving phases
communicative solution. In practice, however,
problems are so complex that often communi-
cation can only partially contribute to a solution.
In order not to raise false expectations, it is
important to gain insight in the extent to which
communication can help solve a problem. This
insight is also important in persuading the client
of the consultant or the communication mana-
ger's superior to see the added value of com-
munication.
Strategic communication problems such as we
describe above are rather special, in that they
are often:
- Liable to considerable fluctuations and
change. This refers to the fact that strategy
almost always has to do with the improvement,
or even modernization, of the direction which
an organization is taking, coupled with special
interests and therefore also with resistance.
Sometimes the change of the problem is resul-
ting from changes in the environment and 
linked to trends in society, sometimes from the
implementation/evaluation process and its
requirement of sufficient support, which in turn
requires continuous redefinition of the problem
and therefore also of the implementation
/evaluation process. And there are of course
the changing perspectives of different stakehol-
ders.
- Complex and non-routine, with the solutions
requiring a multidisciplinary approach. There
are often many variables that are not clearly
defined and for which there are no simple or
ready-made solutions. A multidisciplinary ap-
proach is characteristic of communication pro-
blems, especially when strategic communica-
tion problems are involved. Besides, often a
problem is more complex if more people (stake-
holders) are involved.
- Vague. They must be made concrete, through
analysis and practical research.
- Specific to a short period, as a result of which
there is often no time for a thorough study.
Problems can be called important, but that
does not automatically mean that they are also
urgent.
- Not restricted to one problem area and there-
fore, there are often more (or a mix of) solu-
tions possible. They are linked with other pro-
blem areas, in this case identified as in the
TOCOM model. These are problem areas that
cannot, and should not, be seen separately,
and for which the close relationship between
organizational and communicational aspects is
particularly characteristic.
- Directed at several organizational levels at the
same time. The term "organizational level" has
a broad meaning: not only a project group, a
department, a business unit, the entire com-
pany or organization, but also an individual
could be seen as a level.
Briefing and discussions
The first conversation with the client is known
as the initial discussion, the issuing of the com-
mission, or the briefing. In general, the formal
"client" (e.g., a director) is not the same person
as your "contact" in the organization (for final-
year students on internship this will normally be
the "intern supervisor"). For ease of reference,
we will refer to any contact within the organiza-
tion as "the client". It is important to ensure that
your contacts do not become isolated (e.g.,
from their superiors) during the process. 
During the discussion (often a series of discus-
sions), you attempt to gain an impression of the
nature, scope, and relevance of the problem. In
obtaining information, the general questionnaire
for problem analysis and, the questionnaires
about the organizational profile can be very
useful. The consultant will almost always go
through the general list of questions before
selecting a questionnaire focused on a specific
problem area.  
Questionnaire on general problem research
This questionnaire will help you collect data
about the nature, scope, and relevance of the
problem. If the problem can be located in a cer-
tain TOCOM problem area during discussions,
it is sensible to use the appropriate question-
naire as a tool (see chapter 7). 
- What is the client's position and role within the
organization?
- What is the nature of the problem according
to the client, and according to your own impres-
sions (desired situation versus actual situation;
organization or communication problem, impro-
vement or modernization problem, branche pro-
blem, society problem or trend)?
- To what extent does the problem concern
internal, external, or integrated communication?
- At (or between) which organizational levels*
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does the problem occur (group, department,
business unit, corporate organization)?
- Who are the most important people (stakehol-
der analysis) who experience the problem
(besides the client)?
- How do they see the problem and how is that
connected with their position, interests, and
point of view?
- How did the problem arise (what was the
cause; history: for instance how was the situa-
tion, or context of the problem, 3 or 5 years
ago)?
- Which policy does the problem affect (policy
documents)?
- What kind of interest do the client and the
people who experience the problem have in the
solution of the problem, and what will the con-
sequences be if the problem is not solved or
not solved in time - also in terms of costs?
- Has some work already been done on solving
the problem, for example, a first analysis or
further investigation?
- Are there any ideas about possible causes?
- Are there any ideas about possible solutions?
- How urgently must the problem be solved?
- Are there connections to other problems, e.g.,
reorganizations?
Questionnaire on the organizational profile
Questions about the organizational profile can
be used to complete the picture of the organi-
zation. It must be acknowledged that much
information about the organizational profile
does not have to be collected from the organi-
zation itself. You can consult a number of exter-
nal sources of information too (also see the
Appendix Overview of Sources).
History*
- What is the legal framework, and, if applica-
ble, what is the position of the owners?
- How long has the organization been in exis-
tence?
- What is the organization's mission?
- How did that mission come about (e.g.,
SWOT, top-down/focus*)?
- What developments has the organization
undergone (history)?
- How does the problem fit into the evolution of
the organization, and of society?
- Can anything be deduced from the organiza-
tion's evolution concerning possible resistance
to solutions?
- Have there been any problems before? Of
what kind, and at what level?
Products/services
- What line of business does the organization
belong to?
- What products or services does the organiza-
tion produce?
- What are their distinguishing features (e.g.,
quality, uniqueness, patents, nature of the tech-
nology, seasonal availability, life cycle, number
of contacts involved)?
- How do distribution and sales take place?
- How important are particular products and
services for the continued existence of the
organization (core business)?
- Are there any products or services in the
organization which are of lower quality? If so,
what is the cause of that?
Scale and structure
- How large is the organization in terms of staff,
turnover, profit, and budget?
- How the organization is structured (organiza-
tion chart)?
- What are the most important business pro-
cesses*?
- Has the organization more than one geogra-
phical location? If so, what is the nature of the
different locations (location of head office,
knowledge center, and production, internatio-
nal)?
- What is the educational level and age distribu-
tion of the employees?
- What is the level of absence through illness?
- How many people leave each year, and how
difficult is it to recruit staff?
Competitive position
- What is the size of the market, and what
share does the organization have?
- What is the percentage growth?
- What competitors are there in the market?
- Who are the customers (characteristics,
degree of homogeneity)?
- What are the similarities among the organiza-
tion's competitors?
- Has a competition analysis ever been carried
out?
- How great is the competitive threat?
Image/Reputation
- What is the image/reputation of the organiza-
tion, or organizational unit, and its products/ser-
vices by the stakeholders?
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- What is the organization known for by the
public at large?
- How is communication management organi-
zed? Who is responsible for what (centralized
vs. decentralized; issue-specific)?
- What image does the public have of the orga-
nization?
Remember: making a well-thought-out selection
from the questionnaires and the individual
questions themselves is most important. 
The information required about the organiza-
tional profile, will most probably not only be
required from the client. That is, other people
involved (e.g. organizational members that
experience problems and other stakeholders)
will have to be consulted in most cases too. 
Documentation
In addition to discussions, the information
required will be provided by documents. This
concerns documentation provided by the orga-
nization as well as documents collected exter-
nally. The choice of the documents is determi-
ned by the nature of the problems (e.g., means
of communication, process issues, or policy
issues). It will not look very professional if you
cannot indicate which documents are important
to you and why (leaving aside the fact that a
consultant, too, can suffer from information
overload).
Information about the policy of an organization
and it's communication processes is very
important whereas strategic communication
problems are concerned. Due to this strategic
character of the communicatiom problems, the
consultant will have to analyze documents from
that strategic perspective. This form of docu-
ment analysis is also known as desk analysis
or desk research.
Initially, some interesting documents are:
- the website(s)
- the intranet
- (digital) knowledge centres
- annual reports,
- a business plan, operational schedule or orga-
nizational policy plan,
- mission statement(s),
- organization charts 
- previous investigation reports, benchmarking
reports, or documents about the problem or
related problems
- examples of means of communication such as
staff magazines, brochures, website, memos,
recruitment advertisements, documents about
communication policy (corporate, departmental,
issue-based), or sections of quality regulations;
these samples are particularly useful if you
want to see how the policy has been translated
into communication. 
The outcome of your desk analysis will be a
better definition of the problem and a clearer
idea of how, if necessary, this definition can be
refined still further. Always take into account the
history of the organization (or part of it), be-
cause this may give you an understanding of
the development of the problem.
The information obtained by desk research can
subsequently be related to the direction the
organization wishes to go to. Based on this
information, a problem definition or assignment
is formulated, that can be discussed with the
client. The next phase will also be discussed
with the client. The problem may be so self-evi-
dent that a definitive problem definition can
then be formulated. Most of the time, however,
further investigation will be necessary.
In this phase, particular attention is paid to
forms of obtaining and analyzing data.
Obviously, in this initial phase, only those activi-
ties should be carried out which are necessary
to come to a decision about whether or not to
accept the assignment: after all, time is money,
whether you are employed by the organization
or hired as a consultant.
Results
There are three possible results of the activities
in Phase 1:
(a) You conclude that you are not the right per-
son to solve the problem, for example, because
you conclude, together with the organization,
that communication is not the main problem, or
because you are not the right person to help
the organization;
(b) You accept the assignment without further
question, and discuss conditions including the
possibilities for further investigation; or
(c) You temporarily accept the assignment and
discuss conditions. You arrange that you will
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execute a small-scale investigation within the
organization, before you definitively agree (or
not) to take the assignment.
In this latter case, you do not start up the first
phase yet. However, you determine the
research tools you want to use, the goal, the
number of people that will be involved, any
extra costs, and finally the period in which you
will carry out your investigation. In this phase,
the research tool is usually a general one, such
as a series of interviews and possibly a survey.
For an overview of a selection of widely used
research tools, see the Research Appendix and
for instance O.Hargie & D. Tourish (eds.)
(2000), Handbook of communication audits for
organizations. London, Routledge.
We assume that you are familiar with the limita-
tions and possibilities of the tools. 
Report/presentation
Every contact with the organization in this
phase and the following phases in fact takes
the form of a report and/or presentation. As
mentioned before, it will often be difficult to
decide when a phase ends or even within what
phase you are working. As a result, it is not
always easy to determine when the first phase
is over and you can refer to an end result. It
may still be useful, however, to aim at an offi-
cial moment of transfer of information, to con-
firm the analysis and the selected approach.
This means that you will need to contact your
client to make an arrangement for a report/pre-
sentation.
Report/presentation questions
To be able to make a report, at least the follo-
wing must be clear:
- If, and to what extent, is there a communica-
tion problem?
- To what extent do the people experiencing the
problem give the same definition of the pro-
blem?
- What the relation between the problem and
the organization/communication policy is as
described in the mission statement and/or com-
munication vision?
- What is the quality in terms of strategy of this
policy (documents)?
- At which level of the organization does the
problem occur?
- What is/are the major problem area(s)?
- Is an improvement or modernization process
in any way involved? 
- What will the consultancy approach be?
- What is the likelihood of success?
- What is (could be) the added value of commu-
nication in the design process?
This last question about determining the added
value of communication is very important for
several reasons. Already, during the briefing,
this question is probably an issue because a
client wants to know what the added value of
the activities and proposals of the communica-
tion consultant are. The added value can, even-
tually, be measured by attitude research before
and afterwards although it is almost impossible
to relate for instance a higher commitment to
productivity in terms of money. However, we
expect that the consultant will not encounter too
much difficulties to persuade the client (and
during the process the stakeholders) to accept
the added value of a communication approach.
In case of decisions about the media mix,
especially when marketing* is concerned, the
consultant will face the same problem. What
will an extra communication activity (process
and or communication mean, for example a
television spot) contribute to the sales of a pro-
duct or to the service of an organization?  
There are a number of options for presenting
the consultant's report to the client:
(a) You send the report to the client and dis-
cuss it with him or her and, if possible, with the
people who experience the problem. During
that meeting it should become clear whether
your problem definition is the same as theirs,
and whether they support your approach. If
there is not enough support, and you cannot
change that by adjusting your problem defini-
tion and approach, it would be better not to
accept the assignment.
(b) You send the report by mail and subse-
quently give a presentation to the client and the
most important people who experience the pro-
blem, and offer them the possibility to give you
feedback.
(c) You do not send the report beforehand, but
present the results immediately.
Considerations regarding these options are
highly dependent on the extent to which you
enjoy the client's trust, the degree of commit-
ment you are entitled to expect, the extent to
which your problem definition differs from that
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of the client(s), the extent to which solutions
could have an impact on the organization, and
the support of the people experiencing the pro-
blem. Remember that people expect a commu-
nications expert to make presentations that
meet the highest standards (in written form
and/or verbally). Your image and reputation
may be seriously damaged if you fail to meet
those expectations.
At a certain moment, a contract needs to be
signed, or a project proposal agreed on. This
can take place at almost any time during Phase
1, as soon as the full complexity of the pro-
blem, the phasing of the project, and the pre-
conditions (financial and otherwise) imposed by
the organization has become clear. It should
never be postponed until after the first phase.
In addition, we want to make a remark about
'pitches'. In the branche of marketing communi-
cation bureaus or advertising firms it is not
uncommon to compete in a pitch. The bureau
presents a proposal in competition with other
bureaus. If their proposal is not accepted they
do not get any financial compensation. 
Signing the contract
In the briefing you should mainly confine your-
self to matters of content. You must build up
trust with the person you are speaking with by
showing an interest in the problems  of the
organization. Before your engagement beco-
mes more official, however, you should always
mention the parameters and conditions that
govern the way your agency works.
Communications consultancy agencies usually
have a prospectus, containing not only their
mission statement and policies, but also a num-
ber of conditions under which they take on
work. An hourly tariff is also often specified. It is
a good idea to hand over a copy of this pros-
pectus at the first contact, and ask the client to
read it. Alternatively, you can arrange to send a
copy of the prospectus immediately after the
first contact. In this way the client can be made
aware of what he/she is taking on.
Questionnaires on preconditions of working
methods
- How, and how often, will you report to the
client and the organization?
- To what extent is a support group or discus-
sion group necessary or useful? 
- Are you free to contact anyone you want,
externally as well as internally?
- Does the client or his /her representative (e.g.,
a discussion group), have to inspect research
results before they are communicated to
others?
- Can interviewees and respondents to ques-
tionnaires be guaranteed anonymity?
- What kind of consultancy style* is adopted
(expert model, doctor-patient model, process
consultation model)?
- Why has the client decided to engage you
specifically, and why at this particular time? 
- How will you be introduced in the organiza-
tion?
- What possibilities are there to get involved, in
due course, in the realization, implementation,
and evaluation of solutions?
- Who, or which department, is chiefly responsi-
ble for communication in the organization, and
what is their role in the investigation and com-
munications related to it?
Questionnaire on preconditions of
contractual agreements 
- How many hours can you charge for?
- Do milestones and deadlines have to be
agreed on?
- How great a demand can you make on the
time employees?
- What is the preferred time scale within which
the problem must be solved?
- What is the limit on direct costs of solutions to
the problem?
- To what extent can you make demands on
secretarial support and office space with tele-
phone and computer facilities?
- To what extent will the costs of any survey
(copying, postage and processing costs) be
reimbursed by the organization?
- To what extent will any travel and accommo-
dation expenses be reimbursed?
5.2 Phase 2: Design and 
programming
If it is clear in which direction the solution for
the communication problem needs to be found,
you can begin to make a plan of action based
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on a design strategy. It is important that the
objectives you want to achieve, together with
the solution and the criteria the solution has to
meet, are formulated as clearly as possible.
Any proposals for a solution should be related
to the desired situation as seen by the client
and other individuals involved. Although, it is
usually difficult to foresee, you should take into
account that the situation can change during
the course of the project. For example, some-
thing that has been described as desirable at
first can turn out to be infeasible for the organi-
zation. In cases like these, when a course of
radical change, with many interventions (e.g.,
verbal and written presentations, brainstorming
sessions, work conferences and courses) has
been set up, it can turn out to be necessary to
adjust the planned path, including the initial for-
mulation of the problem. Besides, this phase
involves so many actors/stakeholders, who
each participate in the decision-making process
with their own ideas and interests, the design
process can get the characteristics of a negoti-
ation process or the relational design strategy.
Questionnaire on the 'design' phase
The following questions may help you in 
drawing up a proposal for a design:
- What are the exact details of the problem?
- What organizational and communication
objectives are being pursued?
- What restrictions are there on the solutions
(especially those resulting from the relationship
with the other problem areas from the TOCOM
model)?
- What are the design criteria? (Do not forget
possible work load by stakeholders and costs).
- What solutions have been mentioned so far?
- What would be appropriate solutions (with
their advantages, disadvantages, and side-
effects)?
- Who are the proponents and opponents of the
various solutions, and what are their argu-
ments?
- How could these solutions, resulting from the
objectives, be tested for efficiency and accepta-
bility both before and after implementation?
- What kind of communication research still
needs to be done before making a choice? 
- What would be the most appropriate solution,
and why?
- Which experts, users, individuals experiencing
problems, and target groups (in the form of dis-
cussion groups, for example), can and should
be consulted in which phase?
- Which activities can best be outsourced?
Result
Finally, you report to the client and/or the indivi-
duals who are experiencing the problem, to
gain approval for the proposed solution and jus-
tify your choice. Your report will normally take
the form of a written report and a presentation.
The selection of an implementation and evalua-
tion path forms part of the design. In making a
selection, it is important to consider beforehand
how you can ensure that you receive sufficient
support. For practical purposes, the questions
that will help you describe the implementation
and evaluation path have been listed with the
questions related to Phase 4. 
5.3 Phase 3: Realization
The proposals accepted as a result of the pre-
vious phase are made a reality in phase 3. 
A plan of change in the form of a descrption of
the chosen strategy or in the form of a commu-
nication policy plan or communication activity
plan is the most logical result of the assign-
ments that relate to strategic organizational
communication in which a process of change is
of central importance. Although, the CCPA has
initially not been developed for the design of
means of communication, it can be used for
this purpose too. In this case preferably a
phase of formative evaluation (i.e., pre-tests)
should be added.
We will not go further into the specific know-
ledge and skills required to develop certain
means of communication because the empha-
sis in the CCPA is on processes and strategy.
Because of the importance of communication
policy we gave some attention to the formula-
tion of a communication (policy) plan* although
a consultant should emphasize towards clients
that these kind of plans are not a medicine
itself.
Result
The result is, of course, subject to evaluation
again.
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5.4 Phase 4: Implementation
and Evaluation
As already mentioned before, the implementa-
tion of strategic communication implies a
change. Depending on the role you play as a
consultant, this may require continuous feed-
back. This feedback immediately provides eva-
luation data. In addition to the evaluation that
takes place during the process, agreements
can be made about evaluations at certain
times, coupled with the achievement of certain
"milestones." Those milestones indicate 
concrete (interim) objectives. 
During the consultation/research process, the
preconditions for implementing a design will
have been formulated and discussed with the
client and others. The implementation phase
concerns implementing a solution efficiently
and effectively. Remember that implementation
and evaluation have, in a certain sense, alrea-
dy started at the beginning of the CCPA! The
impression that has been formed during the
problem-solving process plays an important
part in the implementation of the eventual solu-
tion. It is because of this building up of an
impression that we emphasize in the CCPA the
creation of support by continuous interaction
with the organization, by means of approval by
the client, contacts with the people experien-
cing problems, investigation within the organi-
zation, and presentations on results and pro-
gress. Do not forget that the impression refers
to you, too. The way you present yourself will
partly determine the success of your work.
Implementation questionnaire
The following questions will be dealt with during
the implementation phase:
- Who will lead the implementation?
- What will be a good strategy to minimize the
opposition which can be expected, on the basis
of a stakeholder* analysis (e.g., setting up a
discussion group/focus group*, isolation vs.
involvement)? 
- How, when and to whom do we give feed-
back? Systematic feedback to the organization
can also be used as an intervention strategy,
that is, the communications expert realizes that
he or she can directly influence the change pro-
cess by means of feedback presentation(s). 
- What are the critical factors involved in imple-
mentation?
- What are the milestones?
- How can the people involved be motivated?
- How should the implementation process be
guided?
- What mix of means of communication (and
interventions) should be used?
Evaluation questionnaire
The aim of the evaluation is to find out whether
the objectives aimed for have been achieved.
The following questions might be helpful:
- Who is responsible for carrying out the evalu-
ation, or parts of the evaluation?
- On which objectives does the evaluation focus
on?
- How and when does the evaluation - including
feedback - take place?
- How and when will the organization or its
environment be involved in the evaluation?
- How are the results of the evaluation determi-
ned, and how should they be interpreted?
- How quickly do the results need to lead to
adaptations?
- If certain objectives have not been achieved,
what was the cause?
- To what extent should the solution and the
objectives aimed at be adjusted?
Result
Again, you present the report to the client. We
have already indicated, that it is questionable
whether there is a separate evaluation phase,
but results have to be recorded and interpreted,
whether there is an ongoing process or not. 
You explain how the plan that has been imple-
mented is working so far. You indicate where
the strong and weak points lie, and offer sug-
gestions for improvement, which you then
implement. You take a step back in the flow
diagram, as it were, and go through parts of it
again. As a communications expert, you are
constantly switching between the phases, sear-
ching for good, feasible solutions. In cases
where the objective achieved is not completely
optimal, consideration will need to be given as
to whether further effort would repay the costs
involved.
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6. CCPA
Designing communication in organizations by means of the
CCPA: the design strategies
6.1 Design strategies in 
general
A consultant has to make choices for tackling a
communication problem and, at the same time,
he has to keep in mind the TOCOM model with
its interdependency of its components and the
importance of a changing environment in rela-
tion to the level of analysis. Unfortunately, these
choices for tackling a communication problem
are sometimes made by his client. Therefore,
after a more general problem orientation the
consultant often has to concentrate on a restric-
ted number of problem areas (the components
of the model). We call the process of analyzing
and designing (including the implementation
process) a consultant's communication design
strategy. 
A strategy is '[] the pattern or plan that inte-
grates major goals of an organization, policies
and action sequences into a cohesive whole. A
well-formulated strategy helps marshal and allo-
cate an organization's resources into an unique
and viable posture based upon its relative inter-
nal competencies and shortcomings, anticipa-
ted changes in the environment, and contingent
moves by intelligent opponents.' Quinn (1980)
Mintzberg & McGugh (1985), distinguished
between three different strategies: realized stra-
tegies, intended strategies and emergent strate-
gies.
- Realized strategies are those strategies that
were once intended and now finished. From
their implementation in the past, the consultant
can learn.
- Intended strategies are those strategies that
are planned by management to bridge the cur-
rent and the desired situation. The communica-
tion design strategies we discuss in the next
session belong to this category.
- Emergent strategies are 'the unplanned 
responses to unforeseen circumstances, and
they often arise from autonomous action by
individual employees deep within the organiza-
tion. [.] They are not the product of formal
top-down planning mechanisms.' 
From the perspective of the consultant, emer-
gent strategies developed by employees should
be managed as much as necessary. These
strategies executed by employees may not be
formal, but they certainly are not always unin-
tended by them. Members of the organization
may have their own agenda. The consultant
should be aware of the dangers of not recogni-
zing these processes. Should he 'go with the
flow'? There is no answer here. It depends on
too many variables like, for instance, the power
of the people involved, the support they can
manage for their ideas, the extent of diversion
from the original goals, the problems they
cause other stakeholders. Of course other fac-
tors are important too. For example the urgency
to solve problems, the support the consultant
can expect to get from top management.
The selection of people who are needed to dis-
cuss the organization's strategy development is
important. For example, do you only select the
(top) management or (top) professionals in the
organization? What are the consequences for
future commitment if you exclude certain mem-
bers of the organization, and how do you
explain this to them? You encounter the same
problems when you start with a rather broad
selection or representation of which the number
of people is restricted gradually. One (partly)
can cope with these kind of problems by divi-
ding up the selected organizational members in
groups, let these groups brainstorm and, finally,
put the results together (and so on).
The categorization of strategies by Mintzberg &
McGugh is based on the planning and imple-
mentation process and particularly useful
because of his description of emergent strate-
gies. Before, we mentioned that communication
in organizations is sense making and enact-
ment and as a result the organization is 
changing continuously. One could call this 
natural process an emerging process taking
place in an emergent organization. 
Nevertheless, one could distinguish an emer-
gent strategy from the natural process looking
at it from the perspective of an intended
change process. During the intended change
process the consultant always has to decide to
what extend he will allow the participants to
influence the speed and outcomes of the
change process. 
The difference between the process approach
and the approach with communication design
strategies could best be described from a dis-
course perspective. The process approach has
a negotiation discourse only, while the design
strategies operate from a TOCOM-discourse. A
TOCOM-discourse exists of the set concepts
(the jargon) used in describing a particular
component or more precise, a possible problem
area. In theory there are as much TOCOM-dis-
courses as there are TOCOM problem areas,
and combinations of them. However, three dis-
courses corresponding to the three triangle pro-
blem areas are most suitable to discuss pro-
blems in the organization. On these discourses
our design strategies are based: a vision strate-
gy, a structure stragey and a culture strategy.    
Above all the consultant should always keep
five things in mind:
1) Organization strategies are about winning,
usually from the perspective of top manage-
ment. Following this management perspective
can cause tunnel vision. Other stakeholders
probably have other relevant problem defini-
tions.
2) Communication design strategies are about
realizing organization strategies and goals.
Often the most dominant organization goal is
making a profit. Often the lack of making
enough money is an urgent reason for change. 
3) Strategic fit is paramount. A successful stra-
tegy is always consistent, or can become con-
sistent with mission, goals, available resources
(people, money), structures and processes, cul-
ture and environment.  
4) Communication is about people and there-
fore about emotion. In change situations often
people feel threatened because they are uncer-
tain about their positions and like to stay in their
comfort zone. It is only natural that people fight
for their positions. As a result, the change pro-
cess can become slow and emotion tempera-
ture becomes high. 
5) The change agent, the consultant, the CEO,
interim manager or task force, should have per-
suasive power particular in group situations. He
should persuade people that a change is
necessary and urgent. Part of this power is the
use of jargon. For example, should he use a
mangement jargon in organizations, like univer-
sities, that see management as something
superfluous?
6.1.1 Choosing a strategy
The change process always starts with a brie-
fing and general problem orientation. Part of
the general problem orientation is comparing
the past situation, the current situation and the
desired situation. To analyze the communica-
tion problems several techniques are available,
like for example reflection technique*. Scenario
technique*, visualization techniques* like fish
bone*, causal schemes*, Story boards*. For
solutions brain storm techniques* can be used.
The techniques described above, are most
often applied in groups. When a group consists
of one or more leaders (or people with power),
there is a strong tendency to follow the ideas of
these people and to ignore the underlying
assumptions. The same applies to groups with
rather coherent group values. This bias is cal-
led 'groupthink' and can lead to tunnel vision.   
Some questions to consider are:
- What is the contribution of communication to
the problem (and later on the solution)?
- To what extent is it a (top) management pro-
blem, or/and of other stakeholders?
- To what extent is the problem part of the his-
tory of the organization and of a broader pro-
blem in society?
- What is the level of analysis (whole company
or companies, unit(s), groups, and individual)
as the primary focus?
- Which design strategy do we choose, taking
the urgency and the main cause of the problem
into account? 
- Who will be involved in the development pro-
cess and will be given some (how much) 
responsibility?
- What will be the mental distance to organiza-
tional members? Is it clever to show your cards
immediately or is it better to enhance uncertain-
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ty (and for how long)? 
Also important is the question about how to
communicate the development process now
and during the process.
To look forward, always first look back and
around. 
Strategies are about organizational change.
Everybody knows sayings like 'An organization
that does not change, will die' or 'If you do not
innovate, you will perish'. Most organizations
change continuously, by improving their proces-
ses, products or competencies of their mem-
bers. Of course, such changes have implica-
tions for the TOCOM-variables. They change
also, usually gradually or only affect a part of
the organization. This kind of change is called
incremental change, comparable to the concept
of emergent organizations. The opposite is radi-
cal change that transforms the entire organiza-
tion. Radical changes are necessary for imme-
diate survival. Of course, people have different
opinions about the necessity of radical change.
For incremental change there generally is no
need to change the mission of an organization.
A radical change implies a vision strategy (also
see below). 
Because organizations fear resistance when
fundamental choices are part of the discussion,
they sometimes start a change by employing
other strategies than a vision strategy. It ap-
pears to be rational to make the vision strategy
the centre of the design approach. However,
this could be the wrong choice in a situation
that an organization is not ready to make big
choices. In the end, however, a vision strategy
has to be executed.   
In the next section we describe strategies to
change (the communication of) organizations.
These strategies are based upon theories and
concepts as discussed in the second, third and
fourth chapter, and the elaborations in the glos-
sary. 
6.2 Vision strategy 
Vision strategy focuses on the problem area in
the top of the model. The vision strategy refers
to the analysis and design of an organization's
(communication) policy, the positioning of the
organization, the financial position,  the analy-
sis of other organizations in the event of co-
operation or merger*, and the translation of cor-
porate goals and values to other levels of the
organization. 
Analysis can be done by studying policy docu-
ments (supplemented by interviews with stake-
holders). For the successful implementation of
a vision strategy, the combination of a vision
strategy with other strategies is often the best
way. 
Essential for this strategy is a good (historic!)
analysis of the position of the organization (or
unit) among its competitors and other stakehol-
ders (for example by designing a SWOT-analy-
sis*, making an analysis with help of the Five
Forces Model*, or a Gap-analysis*), looking
into the quality of the (corporate) brands
(image/reputation) and looking at culture diffe-
rences. Particularly, the innovation power of the
organization is important. We do not define
innovation power as the power to raise money
or other recources to start an innovation project
but as the power of the organization to renew
itself. Self-renewal takes part as a continuing
adaption and refreshment process between
organizational members as a result of a 
changing environment. Self-renewal is also
about learning from each other, and about
experimenting.  
The steps for developing a strategic plan with a
new mission statement correspond to case
analysis* as used in benchmarking*. To enhan-
ce the value of the discussion, the development
of a vison (the desired situation over five years)
can persuade participants to overcome their
resistance. Other techniques are the use of
metaphores* to develop a vision.
A vision strategy can be carried out rather fast;
usually there are two critical moments. The first
one is the decision which people should be
asked to participate in the process. People who
are not participating could easily be offended.
The second one is related tot the first one. How
do you implement the strategy in your organiza-
tion? Are the participants (top and middle
management?) the most suitable persons to do
the implementation?
Certainly this strategy needs follow ups to
assure that the strategic goals are met.
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Do the concepts of incremental and radical
change as described above, fit into the
TOCOM-philosophy?
6.3 Structure strategy 
This strategy is partially similar to, what Conrad
& Poole (2002, pp.33-172), call, the traditional
strategy. According to Conrad and Poole, the
structure strategy is almost old-fashioned com-
pared to the other strategies they describe,
namely the relational strategy, the cultural stra-
tegy and network strategy. We are of the opi-
nion that, as long as a consultant thinks careful-
ly about the advantages and disadvantages of
the strategy and takes into account the other
problem areas of the TOCOM-model, the struc-
ture strategy is as useful as any other strategy.
Applying a structure strategy means particularly
looking at the design of the formal organization
and formal communication structures and pro-
cesses. There is a strong emphasis on the fit
between organizational and communication
structures and processes. 
Of course, also the extent of centralization,
bureaucracy (rule based communication), con-
trol and surveillance, individual responsibilities,
and the reward system are important features
in this strategy. Special attention should be paid
to the position and functioning of leaders
because using a structure strategy means
emphasis on the chain of command. 
As mentioned, we do not look at a structure
strategy as something that should be avoided.
On the contrary, of course an organization can
have a rather traditional design, but such a
design can be very suitable for a particular
organization. 
However, the design of an organizational struc-
ture can have more flexible characteristics too.
This approach has been termed a 'network
strategy' by Conrad and Poole (2002). They
emphasize newer forms of organizational
design like, for example, matrix organizations,
federated organizations, and virtual* organiza-
tions. More than in the traditional designs, there
should be a focus on roles (e.g. liaisons, boun-
dary specialists) on the individual level as well
as on roles on the unit-level. Often these newer
forms of organization structures ask for a more
open culture, because the exchange of know-
ledge and information is less structured in for-
malized patterns.
In these communication processes the consul-
tant particularly looks at the information (know-
ledge) flow and the (sometimes sequential)
interdependency in these flows.
Particularly in a situation of change (i.e. reorga-
nization or merging*), organizations tend to
believe in a structure strategy with a traditional
design, because management think it will dimi-
nish insecurity for employees and secure their
own positions. In stead of looking at processes,
they strive to design the ultimate organizational
design at once, putting aside all aspects of dif-
ferent cultures, the resistance of employees
and the existing processes necessary for the
continuation of these processes. 
Using a structure strategy has a time advan-
tage. Contrary to a culture strategy, a structure
strategy is carried out relatively fast because
employees are only sparsely consulted and
(top) management is the most important source
of information.
6.4 Culture strategy
Starting from a culture strategy perspective
implies that we concentrate on the problem
area culture and its representation. We look at
the values, attitudes, symbols and behavior of
members as a cause or solution for misunder-
standings. Applying a culture strategy is also
trying to answer the ''Why-question". Answering
why are members behaving like this, before
starting a change project.  
Culture and representation together constitute
the identity of an individual, an organizational
unit, or the organization as a whole. The con-
sultant has to look for differences in culture and
representation, and the way these so-called
subcultures have developed (history*).
Particularly when organizations want to merge,
a thourough culture analysis should be made.
He has to take into account also the perception
individuals, units or organizations have about
each others identity. The consultant should
have a clear picture of the image an organiza-
tion think it has, whether others are of the same
opinion, and whether differences are important. 
When the culture strategy is applied, the idea
that not only leadership is involved in the crea-
tion of a certain culture by means of presenting
a clear vision is important. Culture is continually
created by organizational members due to
interaction, discourse and framing. In this way,
the organization can be seen as conversation.
Important 'facilitator' in this process is symbo-
lism as presented in, for example, rituals and
stories, and the corporate identity style.
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Starting with a culture strategy, in contrast to a
structure strategy, could also mean taking sym-
metry as the basic philosophy for looking at
communication. The consultant is than seeking
for employee support even if the outcomes of
the strategy harm individuals.
A thorough analysis of the current and desired
culture values can be done by using research
instruments as document research, laddering*
(what are you doing exactly and why are you
doing your job as you do it?), critical incident
method and story* telling. As mentioned before:
without clear values it is very difficult to formu-
late a communication vision. Values* are the
foundation for a vision. In the process of deve-
loping a (shared) vision, the consultant conse-
quently has to link organizational values to the
values of units or individuals and the perception
of image.    
In our opinion, the consultant should be aware
of the advantages of identities (and the efforts
to promote this identity) as a driving force for
success. However striving for more or less
equal identities and images is usually a long
term activity and a complex cultural struggle.
Besides, we do not believe in a kind of normati-
ve romantic approach for the design of corpora-
te communication in which all TOCOM-varia-
bles are in tune with each other as a condition
for an effective organization. An organization
can function very well with for instance, a very
top down way of communication and a very
rational way of decision making together with a
culture based on participation. Strange maybe,
but such a situation is also dependent on the
kind of decisions and the kind of freedom mem-
bers of an organization have in organizing their
daily tasks.
6.5 Strategy interdependency:
the strategy mix
* See table: It is always a choice who will parti-
cipate in the change process, from our expe-
riences restricted participation is often the case.
However, we know of organizations that had all
members participate in a vision strategy. It often
depends on the size of the organization.
In the section above, we have described three
design strategies, namely the vision strategy,
the structure strategy and the culture strategy.
Although usually a consultant's emphasis is on
one strategy, a chosen (or enforced strategy)
usually and wisely has characteristics of the
other strategies also. Besides, the strategies
consultants start with, will always have a follow-
up with one or two other strategies. For exam-
ple, you can start with a structure strategy, but
some time after completing the strategy you
have to think about your strategic goals, and as
a consequence - after completing a vision stra-
tegy - starting a structure strategy again.
Using strategies, it is the emphasis that counts,
comparable to the use of Quinn's Competing
Values Model. However, all strategies are about
change and renewal and therefore emotions
are an important part of the process. 
Summarizing, we could say that the TOCOM
model shows the relationships between com-
munication and organizational components. In
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"Changing a structure is relatively easy [.]
To change a culture you need more time.
Certainly a few years and the process will
never end. There are no buttons for a change
of culture, but to my opinion, management
should be an example. I consider culture
change as one of my most important instru-
ments."
Jeroen van der Veer, CEO Royal Shell Group.
(Translated from a Volkskrant-interview  held
by Xander van Uffelen, December 24, 2004).
Design 
strategy
Speed Participants Efforts Emergent 
strategy
Vision strategy quick management* mediocre not suitable
Structure strategy quick top management* small not suitable
Culture strategy slow everybody* large suitable
this respect, the model provides a starting point
for analyzing communication. Consequently, the
analysis serves as a starting point for designing
communication (policy, systems and products,
processes) by choosing an appropriate strate-
gy. The design of the organization's communi-
cation (and therefore the organization itself) is a
process that can be carried out systematically
by offering the designer techniques that lead to
meaningful and feasible communication. A
method that can be used to achieve this is the
CCPA: the Consultant's Communication
Problem-solving Approach. 
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Case
Three departments of an university have mer-
ged. Biology, Chemistry and Health Sciences
have become the Department of Life and
Health Sciences.. Each department had its
own educational programme and research.
Biology has had a long tradition in the univer-
sity with excellent research and a strong cul-
ture. Teaching and supporting staff were
always available for their students. The stu-
dent board succeeded in creating a lot of stu-
dent participation. The programme was rated
as the best university programme in the last
six years. 
Chemistry had always been a very large
department. However the last five years
enrollment was minimal. Staff concentrated
strong on research to overcome the misery.
There is not much enthusiasm left among staff
and students for the educational programme.
Health Sciences as a department and educa-
tional programme exists for only four years
and has a very successful enrollment.
Students, Teaching- and Supporting staff are
very enthusiastic about the educational pro-
gramme and are eager after this four years
with the bachelor programme to start with the
masters.
The newly appointed dean has some 
problems:
1. the new department is not financial sound
2. some of the research groups do not have
enough students and that causes financial
problems for these groups
3. some research groups have too many stu-
dents but don't have enough research funding
4. almost the same courses are delivered by
different research groups in the three educa-
tional programmes. 
Questions: 
- How large are the risks if the dean chooses
to reallocate the available expertise over the
research groups?
- How large are the risks if the dean strives
for one integrated supporting staff?
- How large are the risks if the dean chooses
for more efficiency in the educational pro-
grammes by giving the research groups an
equal share of the courses in all three pro-
grammes and therefore loosening the commit-
ment to the three programmes and strengthe-
ning the commitment to the department?  
- How large are the risks if the dean strives
for one departmental student board in stead
of three student boards?
- How can the three strategies help you solve
the dean's problems and questions?
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7. 
Specific questions
about the TOCOM
problem areas
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Using the TOCOM model to identify the pro-
blem areas, by determining the organizational
level at which the problem is presumed to be
relevant and by taking the urgency of the solu-
tion into account, a framework is created within
which the problem can be investigated and a
strategy developed. The consultant is thus gui-
ded through the first phase of the method, so
that he or she can give a certain problem area
priority and can decide which design strategy
will be the most successful (and study that area
in depth by means of the questionnaires), 
without losing sight of coherence with the other
problem areas and other strategies.
To be able to get a better grip on the numerous
aspects involved in a problem area, we have
included relevant questions. In addition, we will
give examples of frequently-occurring problems
within the TOCOM problem area in question. It
will be obvious that many of these sample pro-
blems can also be seen in the light of other
problem areas. Therefore, overlap with the 
problems, as well as overlap with the question-
naires in each problem area, is inevitable.
Remember: it is important to make a well-
though-out selection of the questionnaires and
the individual questions. Choose an academic
approach!
The most important objective of the questions
in this chapter, presented per problem area, is
helping you to paint a picture of the communi-
cation problem and gain insight into which infor-
mation is already available, lacking, or incom-
plete. It is often difficult to make problems suffi-
ciently concrete; that is why the following three
questions are always added to the question-
naires:
- What kinds of problems are occurring?
- What examples can be given of them?
- Has there ever been an investigation into the
problems, and what were the results?
7.1 Communication vision,
aims, and policy
Communication policy can be described - in
communication plans or sections on communi-
cation in other policy documents - as relating,
1) to the entire organization, separate BUs
(business units), different organization units, or
project groups and 2), to particular topics.
Communication policy originates in the mission
statement, the vision of communication, and
organizational and communication objectives. 
- Does the mission statement/vision of the
organization contain clues, particularly values,
for the formulation of a communication vision
and targets?
- How, when and why was the mission state-
ment developed?
- How and to whom has the mission statement
been publicized?
- What is its quality, in terms of desired degree
of ambiguity and functions?
- How well accepted is the mission statement
(and possibly the communication vision)?
- Is the mission statement based on a shared
vision (shared organizational vision)?
- Is that vision clear?
- Does the mission statement fit in with 
developments in the environment?
- Does the organization have a unique charac-
teristic or capability?
- Is the mission statement linked to the compa-
ny culture?
- Do the communication vision and objectives
meet the requirements?
- Which policy documents mention the function
of communication?
- What is that function for the various policy
areas?
- Who is responsible for formulating this com-
munication policy?
- How is this policy publicized?
- Is the strategy translated into concrete and
7. Specific questions about the
TOCOM problem areas
measurable objectives?
- Is everyone informed about the organizations
objectives?
- Who is responsible for implementing the 
policy?
- Which documents describe the implementa-
tion (plans for activities)?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples are given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems which can be investigated:
The "fit" between communication policy, organi-
zation policy, and the mission statement; the
degree to which a mission statement can fullfill
a behavior-regulating function and therefore
contains values; the degree of acceptance of
and familiarity with the policy; the measurability
of the objectives; the priorities that have been
set and the justification for them (consideration
can be given to how organizational objectives
are determined and prioritized, the communica-
tion objectives derived from them and their prio-
ritization, and the means mix, together with
rationale and budget preconditions); the deve-
lopment process (concept development, chro-
nology, people involved); the evaluation.
7.2 Communication structure
and processes
Communication structure and processes refer
to the consultation structure that is fed by data
flows. A description of these communication
structure and processes is hardly sensible 
without referring to means of communication.
This consultation structure and its data flows
can be either formal (i.e., planned) or informal.
The latter case exhibits characteristics of a
form of self-organization. 
- What is the extent of formalization (well-dined
roles, division of labour, rules and procedures),
centralization (top-down control), and speciali-
zation (danger of trained incapacity)?
- What formal consultation structures are there?
- How do these formal consultation structures
relate to the organizational structure (organi-
gram)?
- How do these formal consultation structures
relate to the business processes within the
organization*: co-ordination, allocation, hierar-
chy of tasks and communication systems?
- What is the extent of interdependency within
formal and informal networks (pooled, sequen-
tial, reciprocal)? 
- Has a note been made of the participants and
their powers?
- To what extent are there informal communica-
tion networks, and what fixed patterns can be
identified or expected?
- How do socialization processes* function
(induction and training of employees)?
- How do formal data, like financial data, flow
through the organization (patterns between
units; rule based)?
- To what extend and for which purposes is
(information) technology used?
- In what ways does interaction with the envi-
ronment take place?
- Who is responsible for communication/interac-
tion with the environment? 
- In which documents has the communication
structure been described?
- What type of organization* does the organiza-
tion belong to?
- How have the authorities and responsibilities
of the staff been arranged?
(Unobtrusive*/obtrusive control and (self-) sur-
veillance*).
- How many subordinates does each manager
have (scope or control)? 
- Does the current communication structure
meet the objectives that have been set?
- Which departments are in close contact with
each other and which are not?
- Are there fixed procedures within the organi-
zation?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Aspects as they emerge from the questions;
the "fit" between organizational structure, orga-
nizational processes, and communication struc-
ture; the relation between communication struc-
ture and the other communication problem
areas; authorities and responsibilities; being
attentive to signals from the environment and
processing these signals; the effect and structu-
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re of (informal) communication networks; the
relation between data flows and other commu-
nication problem areas; the direction of commu-
nication (vertically: top down, bottom up; hori-
zontally, diagonally, parallel). 
7.3 Communication
climate/culture
The questions presented here could largely
have been a repetition of the questions in the
sections about the other communication pro-
blem areas. We have, however, adopted a dif-
ferent perspective. Here, the questions are
about styles of interaction with other actors like,
for example, managers, subordinates, other
departments, or people from outside the organi-
zation. These styles of interaction can relate
both to the desired situation as well as to the
actual situation. In other words, how does one
value communication with others?
- How can the current style of interaction be
characterized (supportive vs. defensive; equal
vs. unequal; open vs. disingenuous), and to
what extent are people satisfied with the cur-
rent way of interacting?
- Does the current style of interaction match the
desired style?
- To what extent does the style of inter
action fit in with the communication vision?
- What values are dominant in the actual and
the desired situation?
- How and where can the employees' views of
the communication culture be found in the other
problem areas?
- To what extent is there a "fit" between the
organizational culture and the communication
culture?
- To what extent does the nature and scope of
informal communication give an indication of
satisfaction concerning interaction?
- How do people communicate within the orga-
nization in the event of ambiguous and insecu-
re situations and with different frames of refe-
rence?
- Which communication tool does the organiza-
tion prefer, and why? (written forms of commu-
nication or personal communication, etc.)
- Are the organization's values and norms
expressed in communication behavior*?
- What collaboration and negotiation styles*
does the organization employ?
- What conflict strategy styles does the organi-
zation employ? 
- What are the daily routines of the company?
- Is the organization process- or result-
oriented*?
- Is the organization people- or work-oriented*?
- Is the monitoring within the organization strict
or loose?
- What degree of commitment do employees
feel towards their work?
- How emotionally involved* are employees
with each other in the workplace? 
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Aspects as they arise from the questions;
image, identity; satisfaction; values and norms;
the role of informal communication in relation to
regulated communication.
7.4 Environment
- What is the environment (other organizational
units, other organizations, sphere of social influ-
ence? 
- To what extent do indirect external environ-
mental forces* - also known as the macro-envi-
ronment - affect organizational and communica-
tion processes (demographically, economically,
socially, technologically, ecologically, politically
(DESTEP*) and geographically)? 
- To what extent do direct external environmen-
tal forces* - also known as the intermediate
environment - (critical) affect organizational and
communication processes (stakeholders:
dependency relation, scale, and power; media,
customers, general public, retail and industry,
authorities, competitors, influential groups such
as ecology groups and trade associations, tra-
des unions, financially interested parties)?
- To what extent can stakeholders be conside-
red as an extension of the organization and
how does one deal with this strategically (net-
work/relationship management*)?
- What is the role of the communication mana-
ger in influencing the environment (executive
role, salesperson role, intermediary role)?
- To what extent are there boundary spanners*
and to what extent do they fulfil this role ade-
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quately?
- To what extent do internal environmental for-
ces (also known as the micro-environment)
affect organizational and communication pro-
cesses (the effect of social values on staff;
position and role of groups of employees)?  
- Is there a well-functioning system to assess
the satisfaction of external stakeholders?
- In what way does interaction with the environ-
ment take place?
The means of translating environmental forces
into organizational and communication strategy;
the function of relationship management, the
function of the communication manager, and
other boundary spanners.
7.5 Image / Reputation*
- What is the reputation of the organization,
organizational unit, or individual (e.g., employer,
service provider, in dealing with complaints,
producer, supplier, as part of the decision-
making process in a larger whole)? 
- Who are the main stakeholders when reputa-
tion is concerned (e.g., press, environmental
groups, customers, supplies, and other organi-
zational units)?
- Is the reputation the same with all target
groups/stakeholders?
- Is it possible that organizational and commu-
nication objectives cannot be achieved because
of a poor reputation?
- How important is leadership for your reputa-
tion and why (not)?
- What is the most important contribution to
your reputation and how vulnerable is it? 
- By which communication means/messages
does the organization try to influence its reputa-
tion (e.g., through effective boundary spanners,
marketing activities (including marketing com-
munications), attention to corporate governance
and sponsoring)?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
The image of the organization or organizational
unit among other organizations or organizatio-
nal units, with the media, with environmental
groups, customers, shareholders, etc.; the
effect of the image on the performance and
continued existence of the organization; influen-
ce of activities such as sponsoring on both the
external and the internal image; dealing with
complaints; dealing with risks and crises, a criti-
cal relation between brand reputation and cor-
porate reputation.
7.6 Identity / Personality 
(self-representation)
- What is the desired and actual identity of the
organization/unit?
- To what extent are these characteristics
reflected in behavior*?
- To what extent are these characteristics
expressed in verbal, non-verbal and visual
communication?
- To what extent are there signs of team spirit,
and where does that show itself (corporate
level, departmental level, competition vs. co-
operation)?
- To what extent does the organization try to
influence its identity (e.g., training, meetings,
and employee magazine, and transparency of
information in general)?
- To what extent do interaction and the use of
symbols contribute to the identity of the organi-
zation/unit (construction of social reality)?
- How does the organization distinguish itself
from others?
- What is the driving force behind the organiza-
tion?
- What are the specific, unique characteristics
of the organization?
- What is the state of the innovative power and
capacities of the organization?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Characteristics of the organization or organiza-
tional units, relevant characteristics with values
in policy documents, such as a mission state-
ment or communication vision; commitment;
training; symbols.
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7.7 Corporate 
communication mix
We make a distinction between four types of
means: 
- communication systems,
- written means of communication,
- verbal means of communication,
- digital means of communication.
Communication systems refer to the procedu-
res and rules that regulate organizational pro-
cesses by means of documents (both online as
well as offline) and consultations (e.g. manage-
ment information systems, quality systems*,
and accountability circles). This definition of
communication systems shows that the division
we make is mainly pragmatic, since communi-
cation systems often combine written, verbal,
and digital communication means. 
It should be noted that digital means of commu-
nication are developing extremely quickly and
have far-reaching consequences for the func-
tioning of organizations. Consider, for example,
the so-called New Economy organizations with
their sometimes virtual* organization structure.
Applications such as SMS (Short Message
Service for mobile phones), MMS, and WAP
(Wireless Application Protocol - internet access
from mobile phones), and soon also UMTS
(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
- a "third-generation" mobile technology that will
deliver broadband information at high speeds)
already make today's intranets and websites
seem almost old-fashioned.
Because of the variety of means of communica-
tion, not every question is equally relevant!
- What communication systems are in place? 
- What is their objective?
- To which (internal or external) organizational
processes do the systems relate?
- How easy information is accessable and avai-
lable?
- Who manages the systems?
- Who else is involved?
- What is the relation with other communication
systems and the mix* of means?
- How is maintenance organized?
- What are the costs and benefits?
- Where is the (communication) policy on this
formulated?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
- What written means of communication are in
place?
- When and, if applicable, with what frequency
are they used?
- By whom?
- For which target group?
- With what information?
- With what objective?
- Who is responsible for the communication
tool?
- What secondary target groups* may be impor-
tant?
- What is the effect of the tool on the intelligibili-
ty, topicality, and reliability of the message?
- To what extent does the tool contribute to the
organization's reputation?
- What are the costs and benefits?
- How does the tool fit in with the mix of
means?
- Where is the (communication) policy on this
formulated?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
- What verbal means of communication are in
place?
- Which functions do they have to fulfil, or do
they in fact fulfil (contribution to the decision-
making process)?
- Who is responsible for the organization of the
tool which is deployed (preparation, super-
vision, implementation)?
- Who are involved as participants?
- To what extent are the non-verbal aspects
adequate?
- What is the frequency? 
- To what extent does the medium (and the par-
ticipants' behavior) contribute to the organiza-
tion's reputation?
- What are the costs and benefits?
- How does the medium fit in with the communi-
cation mix of means?
- Where has the (communication) policy on this
been formulated?
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- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
- What digital means of communication are in
place?
- Which functions do they have to fulfil, or do
they in fact fulfil?
- Who is responsible for the means?
- Who is involved? 
- To what extent are the non-verbal aspects
adequate?
- Which target groups/individuals are linked to
it?
- What is the frequency (e.g., updating websi-
tes, processing of interactive data, interaction)?
- To what extent does the medium (and the par-
ticipants' behavior) contribute to the organiza-
tion's reputation?
- What are the costs and benefits?
- How does the tool fit in with the communica-
tion mix of means?
- Where has the (communication) policy on this
been formulated?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Aspects as they arise from the questions;
achievement of objectives; target groups/ indivi-
duals involved; (textual) characteristics; distri-
bution; location; types of subjects; types of
information; frequency; speed of throughput;
person responsible; quality (reliability/credibility,
intelligibility, attractiveness, usefulness, acces-
sibility); company logo; image and identity; cost
aspects; relation to other media (the media
mix); relation to organizational processes that
result from the co-ordination and allocation of
tasks; the relation between documents and
consultations in their system-independence;
transition from one environment to another, or
from one individual to another; in relation to the
presence of management information systems
and quality systems (such as quality, environ-
mental, health and safety, and security sys-
tems) with accompanying policy documents,
procedures, work instructions, checklists, forms,
and supporting communication media such as
posters, brochures, and educational videos;
document system design; the relation between
text and visualization (e.g., flow diagrams) as in
many quality-system procedures. And of course
the priorities for the communication mix.
7.8 Messages*
- To what extent have the correct media and
the correct target group for the message been
chosen?
- Is the message complete, unambiguous,
accessible, comprehensible, attractive, and
appropriate in tone within the culture?
- What is the function of the message (e.g.,
informative, persuasive, application of experti-
se)?
- What kind of information is conveyed (policy
information, task information, personnel and
organizational information, motivational infor-
mation)?
- What is the scope/frequency of the informati-
on (too much, too little, on time, media)?
- What is the theme of the message?
- What are the possibilities for feedback, and
are they used?
- Who is the (corporate) sender of the messa-
ge?
- To what extent is the layout adequate for the
message?
- To what extent does the message fit in with
the house style with respect to layout?
- To what extent is it measurable whether the
message has achieved its aim?
- What are the direct and indirect (for instance
work load of people involved in pre-testing) pre-
paration costs?
- To what extent has the message been sent at
the right moment?
- To what extent does the message fit into a
mixture of messages (and means)*?
- To what extent does the information reach the
right person within the organization in time for
them to take action?
- How many "stations" have to be passed 
before the information reaches its "end station"
(does the information "get stuck" anywhere)?
- In which form is information usually ex-
changed (personal communication, formal, or
informal)?
- Does the information fit the information needs
that result from company and management 
processes? 
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- What is the "bottom-up" commitment of
employees to the provision of information?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Intelligibility and/or acceptability of statements;
the arguments chosen, the functions the mes-
sage has to fulfil among the target group, rela-
ted to the media chosen and the time at which
the message is sent. 
7.9 Symbols (rituals, stories,
metaphors*)
Symbolism is closely related to the other pro-
blem areas, particularly behavior and culture
(identity/image). The questions below, there-
fore, have a strong connection with the other
areas, but they are given here as well in case
symbolism is considered to be a priority pro-
blem area.
- To what extent are material circumstances
(objects) representative (surroundings of the
building, the building itself, design of the buil-
ding and work areas, lettering and sign-posting,
use of color, catering facilities, clothing of
employees)?
- To what extent are the material circumstances
distinctive and in line with the intended
identity/image?
- To what extent do material circumstances
reflect the status of departments and 
individuals? 
- To what extent can behavior (transactions) be
interpreted symbolically (reception and follow-
up activities, contact via telephone and e-mail,
other forms of interaction)?
- To what extent is there symbolic use of 
language* (jargon, tone)?
- To what extent, and for what purpose, are
metaphors used (first-order change, diagnosis
and second-order changes)?
- To what extent do relationships entered into,
contribute to the symbolic image?
- To what extent does leadership contribute to
the framing of every day events?
(Transformational leadership*).  
- To what extent does the use of symbols con-
tribute to the maintenance of the status quo
(e.g., rituals)?
- To what extent does the use of symbols con-
tribute to the organization's reputation?
- To what extent do stories* circulate as a cha-
racteristic of the organization?
- To what extent is there symbolic/charismatic
leadership?
- To what extent are symbols used 
strategically? 
- To what extent is the logo distinctive, easily
depicted, and symbolically clear with regard to
identity? 
- To what extent is there tension concerning the
use of a logo with respect to a monolithic,
endorsed, or branded identity?
- To what extent are means of communication
in line with the intended identity/image (e.g.,
website design, advertising, employment adver-
tisements, brochures, trade fairs, corporate
identity design* or corporate visual identity, pre-
sentation materials)? 
- How accurately can the symbols be transmit-
ted (technical and syntactic aspects)? 
- How accurately do the symbols convey the
desired and intended meaning (semantic
aspects)? 
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Symbolic functionality and maintenance of the
company visual identity style, including logos
and other means of communication, the degree
of charismatic leadership; the stakeholders' per-
ception of symbolism.
7.10 Behavior and 
communication skills
Behavior and skills are different concepts.
There is, however, no behavior that, on obser-
vation, has no communicative function, even
when it is not intended as such by the person
being observed. Behavior and skills are not
necessarily a characteristic of individuels. They
can be a characteristic of an organization or
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organizational unit too. 
- What behavior belongs with which tasks
(actual and desired)?
- What communication skills, verbal and non-
verbal, go with that behavior (actual and 
desired)?
- Which leadership styles are relevant?
- What values form the basis of the behavior
displayed (e.g., active vs. passive, open vs. 
closed)?
- What collaboration and negotiation styles*
does the organization employ?
- What conflict strategy styles* does the organi-
zation employ?
- To what extent does the use of language (jar-
gon, tone)* contribute to effective 
communication?
- Is the desired behavior realistic, given educa-
tional levels?
- Is the desired behavior realistic, given the
organization's policy, culture, and structure?
- Have the desired behavior and skills been
described in a communication policy plan?
- How does the training plan operate?
- How is performance valued and evaluated?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Aspects as they arise in the questions: leader-
ship styles, meeting behavior, negotiating beha-
vior, demands of boundary spanners, listening,
writing, telephoning, receiving visitors, general
job performance, dealing with customers, pro-
blem orientation, proactive attitude, sense of
responsibility, precision in following procedures,
presence and accessibility, degree of teamwork
in pairs or groups, educational level, training
opportunities and human resource or compe-
tence management, methods of formulating
performance requirements.
7.11 Members, target groups
and stakeholders
- Who are the internal and external stakehol-
ders (stakeholder network or relationship analy-
sis*)?
- Which stakeholders are communication target
groups, and with which means/messages* are
they approached?
- Which characteristics of the target group are
relevant (demographic, geographic, socio-eco-
nomic; role in the organization, cultural charac-
teristics, importance for the organization, 
position of power, educational level).
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Mapping stakeholders, also in relation to 
strategy; influence of stakeholders; manage-
ment of stakeholders
7.12 Emotion: the ring of fire
- How (un)certain are people about their 
position in the organization?
- To what extent is clear which tasks, perfor-
mances and skills are expected?
- How much credit does management have?
- Has there been a (kind of) reorganization in
the past and how did this process go?
- Is there a culture of showing respect for each
others merits?
- To what extent do people participate in the
consultancy structure?
- What kinds of problems occur and at which
organizational levels?
- What examples can be given?
- Has there ever been an investigation into
these problems?
Frequently-occurring problems or aspects
of problems, which can be investigated:
Certainly in times of merging or reorganization -
but not only in such situations- the degree of
participation in the consultancy process is
important, as is the communication (on time,
tone) about decisions. 
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Appendix 1:
Overview of sources of information about organizations 
Some of the sources are only applicable to the
Dutch situation
The following sources of information are availa-
ble for answers to your questions:
- Individuals. Perhaps you know a competitor or
someone who once worked for the organization
or was a consultant there. After all, as a com-
munications consultant, you have access to a
considerable network of contacts. If you know
someone who currently works in the organiza-
tion, it is not always a good idea to contact
them, because you do not know if the client
wants it be known in the organization that he
plans to call in a communications consultant.
- The organization itself. Most organizations will
be prepared to send you an annual report, or a
brochure containing details of their products or
services. An annual report in particular can be a
real mine of information. In addition to figures
on turnover and profits, you will often find a
mission statement and further information on
personnel and environmental policies, as well
as plans for the future. You will find valuable
information about the organization too in adver-
tisements, press statements, public speeches,
and of course the internet. If an organization
has a website, this will generally include a
description of the organization's mission, orga-
nizational structure, products and services, and
links to key individuals in the organization. The
website will also often offer the possibility to
contact the organization. Try, for example, the
sites of KLM, the Royal Dutch Army (Dutch
only) or University of Twente. 
- Guides published by trade organizations. For
instance, to stay on familiar ground, a guide
has been published containing advertising and
communications agencies in the Netherlands
with an indication of their number of employees,
turnover and areas of special interest. 
- Technical information about patents.
- Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber of
Commerce has information about the characte-
ristics (turnover, staff, profit, place of business,
type of organization) not only of the organiza-
tion that has approached you, but also of other
organizations in the same line of business. At
the Chamber of Commerce you can also con-
sult Pyttersen's Almanak, which contains
names and addresses of Dutch trade associa-
tions.
- Institute for Small and Medium-Sized
Businesses. This institute can provide much
information, largely about the same subjects as
the Chamber of Commerce, but more specifi-
cally concentrated on the information needs of
small and medium-sized businesses. The insti-
tute is based in Hoofddorp, The Netherlands.
(Dutch only)
- Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS). The CBS
published all kinds of data, not only about com-
mercial organizations, but also about govern-
ment agencies. The CBS is based in The
Hague, The Netherlands. 
- The libraries of the faculties of Business
Administration and Public Administration. Much
of the information mentioned above can be
found in the libraries of Universities and
Colleges. 
- Newspapers. These often contain valuable
information about the organization, or about
developments in the market sector. The "situa-
tions vacant" columns also often provide valua-
ble information. 
- Specialist journals and publications of trade
unions. For example, in the journals Technisch
Weekblad and De Ingenieur, in addition to
employment advertisements, you can also find
articles about new products, advertorials
(advertisements with informative text), develop-
ments in the market sector and the consequen-
ces of European and Dutch legislation. In
Handboek van de Nederlandse Pers (available
in all good Dutch libraries) you will find an over-
view of specialist journals.
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Appendix 2:
Frequently used communications research tools
The application of this appendix requires both
prior knowledge of communication research
tools as well as the skills to apply them and, if
necessary, the skills to adapt them.
Furthermore, an important consideration in the
choice of tools is the degree to which their
application within an organization might cause
disruption (alongside aspects such as costs,
time needed, the extent to which data can be
processed, the presentation of data, and 
resistance* to their use).
Please note, that there are tools listed in this
appendix (and the glossary) that are not specifi-
cally communication oriented. Nevertheless,
these tools like, for example the SWOT analy-
sis, strength and convergence analyses (for
mission statements), and the scenario techni-
que* are of vital importance for the placement
of communication problems within a conceptual
framework. We have partly overcome this pro-
blem by including certain questions. However,
the question "Who are the most important sta-
keholders or people experiencing problems?"
for example, does not organize the answers in
the structured manner that is expected when
one is given the task of drawing up an environ-
mental chart.
This overview does not, of course, cover all the
possibilities available to a communications
expert. The idea is that you can supplement
and extend it in the course of time. It is there-
fore liable to changes resulting from new 
developments.
General
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
General Critical incident Description from focus
group, interviews or in
writing
Impression of negative
and positive communi-
cation  
General Communication audits
(LTT audit, OCD audit,
ICA audit, Hamilton
audit)
Various As above, somewhat
depending on the audit
selected, the emphasis
is mainly on the com-
munication culture
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Mission statement, Communication Vision, Objectives, and Policy
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Desk research Comparing policy
documents; analyzing
mission document
The "fit" between poli-
cy, structure, culture
and communications
policy
Environmental
research
Internal strategic goal
finding
Focus groups List of goals
Internal strategic goal
priorization
SWOT
Environment
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Environmental
research and stakehol-
der analysis
Desk research Information for whom
changes are important
(internal/ external sta-
keholders analysis)
Environmental analysis
(Trend and Issue ana-
lysis
Tracking changes in
society that bring about
changes in the organi-
zation
Information on the
influence of the envi-
ronment on the organi-
zation
Monitoring Discussions, following
news coverage
Uncovering areas of
tension between the
organization and a
number of specified
target groups
Opinion survey Questionnaires Recording the opinions
of target groups with
regard to one or more
issues
Social audit Recording the wishes
of groups of the public
with regard to particu-
lar aspects of an orga-
nization
Information about ex-
pectations and de-
mands made by socie-
ty, or sections of socie-
ty, on the functioning of
the organization
Geographic audit Tracking over several
periods where your
clients/ customers are
living or came from
and feeding your com-
puter with these data.
Data from several pe-
riods about the locati-
ons of your clients/cus-
tomers. Showing this
comparison on geogra-
phic maps on your
computer
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Communications Structure and Processes
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Desk research See communications
systems
Communications diary Form, interviews Network, nature of a
number of formal and
informal contacts
In tray/Out tray analy-
sis
Form Network, nature of a
number of formal and
informal contacts
Network analysis* Survey, interviews Network, nature of a
number of formal and
informal contacts
OCD Audit Survey Measurement of the
communications clima-
te at a given moment
ICA Audit Questionnaire, inter-
views, network analy-
sis, critical incidents,
diary
Information on the
organization's commu-
nications
Critical incidents Interviews (question-
naire) and group dis-
cussions
Positive and negative
examples of current
internal communica-
tions
Communications Culture and Identity/Personality
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Desk research Screening of aspects
of policy and means of
communication such
as the employee news-
letter, letters and
memos
Impression of the 
desired and the actual
core values 
Walking around Observation As above, by means of
aspects of visual
image/identity 
Focus group Group interview 
Case confrontation
See desk research 
As above
Satisfaction test Survey/
interviews
As above
OCD Audit Survey Measurement of the
communications clima-
te at a given moment
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Identity / Personality
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Cob web Individual of focus
group
Identity characteristics
Star Ditto Ditto, predetermined
Cards/Photos
("Kartenspiel")
Ditto, one should
select some photos
and tell the researcher
why there is a weak or
strong affiliation with
the company
Ditto, free choice +
values
Behavior and Communication Skills
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Desk research Study of policy docu-
ments and training
plans
Impression of current
and desired skills and
behavior
Desk research Functional analysis of
documents
Written skills
Satisfaction test Surveys, interviews E.g., leadership style,
manner of co-operation
Video observation, 
walking around
Assessment with 
criteria
See desk research 
Mystery shopping Observation The extent to which
the desired attitude
and behavior are
shown
Telephone 
questionnaire
Telephone survey (bi-
monthly)
Testing employees'
knowledge in the 
longer term
Questionnaire Survey Testing new knowledge
after meeting
Task video Observation (recording
of the work process)
The extent to which
the behavior filmed
corresponds to the
desired behavior
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Identity / Image / Reputation
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Attitude scales Questionnaires (inter-
views) with Likert 
scales
Impression of views
and opinions on the
organization
Photo sort* Pairing up photos of
people or other images
with certain characte-
ristics 
Information about affi-
nity with, and apprecia-
tion of the organization
Q-Sort* Ranking statements
about an organization
in order of appropriate-
ness 
Detailed understanding
of the respondents'
feelings in relation to
the organization
Laddering Generating spontane-
ous thoughts on the
organization (interview)
Data on the corporate
image/identity
Kelly Repertory Grid Interview: respondents
select, from a group of
three objects, two
alternatives which
belong together, with
an explanation
Perspectives which
respondents use to
classify an organiza-
tion
Natural Grouping* Respondents make
divisions or subdivisi-
ons of organizations
Criteria according to
which respondents
categorize organiza-
tions in relation to each
other
Corporate image
research
Questionnaires inter-
views or cob web 
Showing the actual
and /or desired image
of the organization
Product or service
image research
Questionnaires, inter-
views or cards with
persons emotional
expressions 
Showing the actual
image or emotional
characteristics of the
product or service; cer-
tainly in case of pro-
ducts different versions
could be showed
Stakeholder analysis Analyzing the opinions
of interested parties on
a number of selected
issues which are
important to the organi-
zation
Information about a
target group's opinion
of the organization
Reputation Quotient
(RQ)
Questionnaire, regres-
sion analysis
Information compared
to other organizations:
emotional appeal, pro-
ducts&services, visi-
on&leadership, work-
place environment,
financial performance
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Corporate Communication Mix and Messages
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Written means of com-
munication
Desk research Functional analysis/
aspect analysis
Formulation dimensions
Type of information 
Type of subject
Reasoning
Relation of text & visuals
Functions/target groups
Plus/minus test/usabili-
ty-tests
Textual evaluation in
terms of positive and
negative components,
and subsequent inter-
views
As for desk research
Reliability and credibility
of the info
"Thinking aloud"
task/usability-test
Carrying out a "thinking
aloud" task with the help
of a manual, instructions
or a form
User-friendliness
Video observation Recording of the carrying
out a task
User-friendliness
"Versions" test Presenting different ver-
sions for assessment
Ranking and assessment
of the different versions
Textual analysis/con-
tent analysis
Criteria as in Steehouder
1999 (Leren Communi-
ceren), including compre-
hensibility attractiveness,
functionality and reaso-
ning
Information about content
(reasoning, opinions,
scope), and structure/
style/ layout of a message
Verbal means of com-
munication
Desk research Evaluation of agendas,
minutes and the like
Presence/absence, contri-
bution, late arrival for
appointments, consisten-
cy, relevance
Video observation Observation of consultati-
ons, with the help of
assessment criteria
Behavior of chairperson,
participants, and minute-
taker in meetings 
Digital means of com-
munication
E-mail analysis Assessment of incoming
and outgoing mail
Nature and type of net-
work
Website analysis Interviews with internal
and external users, func-
tional research
Number of visitors, user-
friendliness
Telephoning Registration of numbers Frequency, duration, 
nature
Observation Recording of observa-
tions
Professionalism, custo-
mer-friendliness
Communication sys-
tems
Desk research Comparison of organiza-
tional processes with qua-
lity systems
Impression of the "fit," of
efficiency and effective-
ness, quality procedures
and processes of interac-
tion, with supporting
documentation
General Needs analysis* Interviews, focus groups* Information/communica-
tion needs of stakeholders
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Symbols
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Desk research Study of means of
communication from a
symbolic perspective
Impression of the cur-
rent situation in relation
to identity/image 
characteristics
Corporate design*
(House style) audit
Logo and corporate
style in general, in
relation to positioning*
and commitment
Semiotic analysis Interviews, surveys Information on the con-
notative meaning of an
utterance
Story telling Interviewing or writing
assignment, content
analysis
Identity of the organi-
zation
Study of rituals Observation, protocol
analysis
Rules of communicati-
on
Members / Target Groups / Stakeholders
Area of communica-
tion problems
Tool Method Data on
Stakeholder analysis Analysis of all internal
and external interested
parties
Information on their
place with regard to
the organization
Psychographic
research
Interviews, question-
naires
Information about valu-
es, standards, attitu-
des, interests and 
opinions of respon-
dents
Document analysis Employee files Information about func-
tion and functioning,
personnel develop-
ment, evaluations
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Advertising- See also marketing (communica-
tion). Although we sometimes refer to marke-
ting communication because of the strong rela-
tion between product and corporate image,
identity and branding we do not give advertising
much attention. However, when analyzing
advertisements some of the principles of mes-
sage analysis can be used, together with no-
tions of symbolism and emotion. Also other
characteristics of good advertisement like mes-
sage and form consistency must be mentioned.
Reach, frequency and costs are of course
important too. Most important in our opinion
however, is what we call the stopping power of
an advertisement. How does it attract atten-
tion? There is no definite answer to this ques-
tion because there are too many variables like
the target group, the situation, the channel and
the medium, and the customers' needs. Certain
is that stopping power has a lot to do with the
unusual, showing people, colour and music in
the case of radio or television, and particular,
emotional involvement (for example by esthe-
tics, humor, compassion or role identification).
Eger, Bonnema, Lutters and Van der Voort
(2004) describe in their book on product design
four emotion arguments to buy a product
(Desmet, 2000):  
- Anticipation: I like to possess that, or I like to
work with it
- Values: It suits me, it shows who I am
(Reebok advertising: I am what I am; also cele-
brity branding))
- Association: it reminds me of, I got this or
something like that from ....
- Esthetical: I think it is beautiful
Advertising is an expensive kind of 'sport'. Even
the so called free publicity is not free of costs. It
costs money to get other people, for example
journalists, so far to write about your products
or your company. It is the time you have to
spend to reach them, to entertain them, to pay
for their travels, the time to build and maintain a
relation, and the time to monitor the results of
all this efforts. An estimation of the percentage
of the total of the marketing and advertisement
budget that is spent on free publicity in the
Netherlands is 15%. (Source: The Volkskrant
February, 15, 2005). The same source tells us
some interesting figures about the amount of
money that is spent on advertisement and tv-
spots of cars in the Netherlands. For each car
Volkswagen spends 81 euro, Opel 483 Euro,
Smart 2700 euro, Chrysler 2400 euro, and
Lexus 4900 euro. The more you are in a niche
market, the more you have to spend on adverti-
sing.
Everybody is used to advertising in the web
nowadays. Banners are everywhere and almost
every company has its own site with products
and/or services, based on the philosophy that
customers and clients like to retrieve the infor-
mation by themselves at their own time. Are
there any new developments? Is the overwhel-
ming number of large advertisements on buil-
dings under construction something new or is it
already something from the past. An interesting
development is certainly the dynamic real-time
geo-targeted advertising. It is mobile adverti-
sing by cabs who present ads dependent on
the neighbourhood they are in and the time of
the day they drive there. The amount of time
can be bought by the second and sent by air. It
looks like a good business.      
AIDA- abbreviation of Awareness, Interest,
Desire, Action used for advertising. Other ver-
sions of this hierachical-of-advertising-effects
model are: awareness, interest, desire, persua-
sion, action, and awareness, understanding,
support, involvement, commitment and  action
or behavior. The last version makes the pro-
cess of interaction more explicit. For example,
these phases can be used in an activity plan for
the marketing of new students. See for a critical
review of AIDA, Weilbacher (2001, 2003).  
Appendix 3:
CCPA - Glossary
Assimilation-"The process by which an indivi-
dual becomes integrated into the culture of an
organization." (Jablin, 2001, p755). Miller and
Jablin (1991) identified seven (later reduced to
five) information seeking strategies used by
newcomers during the first phase of assimila-
tion (overt or direct questions, indirect ques-
tions, third-person address, testing by breaking
a rule, self-disclosure, observation or watching
others, and surveillance as a form of reflective
observation). 
There has been some discussion in the litera-
ture about negative connotation of the word
assimilation. Minority groups might feel offen-
ded by being absorped in a majority group, and
temporary workers might get the feeling that
assimilation is the norm. There also has been
some discussion whether assimilation or socia-
lization is the broader term and therefore more
suitable to describe the process. (Bullis, 1999;
Turner, 1999; Bullis & Stout, 2000; Kramer &
Miller, 1999).  
Modaff  & De Wine (2002) in their textbook on
organizational communication mention the con-
siderable resources on recruiting, hiring and
training, organizations spent on newcomers.
They also describe the six socialization strate-
gies, developed by socialization researchers
Van Maanen and Schein (1979). The strategies
are formulated as opposite pairs, but should not
be seen as mutually exclusive.
- Collective vs individual 
- Formal (segregated) vs informal (emergent)
- Sequential (certain steps)vs random 
- Fixed (certain steps with requires perfor-
mance) vs variable
- Serial (a role model or coach is available) vs
disjunctive
- Investure (welcoming the characteristics of
the newcomer) vs divesture (stripping the
newcomer of his particular characteristics)   
Balanced scorecard - This comprehensive
management control system, balances traditio-
nal financial measures with operational measu-
res. These measures are related critical suc-
cess factors of a company's and therefore to its
reputation. This control system contains four
major perspectives: financial performance, cus-
tomer service, internal business processes, and
the organization's capacity for learning and
growth. To accomplish these processes a lot of
communicative skills are required. Within these
four areas, managers identify key performance
indicators that can track the organization. The
balanced scorecard can also be used in non-
profit organizations or to assess individuals
(using forms). 
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Behavior - The behavior of the members of the
organization within that organization. Porras
and Hoffer (1986) make a distinction between
numbers of behavioral dimensions. These
dimensions offer a clear picture of the different
kinds of behavior that can occur within an orga-
nization. (The model is meant to provide insight
into the specific types of behavior that need to
be changed in order to successfully implement
an alteration in an organizational working con-
text.) (See Porras and Hoffer, 1986; Van
Vuuren, 2000) 
For all members of the organization, the follo-
wing dimensions can occur:
- Open communication (Behavior that displays
or stimulates the direct sending and receiving
of information that is relevant to carry out work)
- Co-operation with the appropriate key indivi-
duals (Behavior that displays or stimulates the
involvement of relevant individuals in the pro-
cess of identifying and solving decision-making
issues and problems) 
- Taking initiatives and responsibilities
(Behavior that displays, or stimulates, the
acceptance and taking of initiatives and respon-
sibilities during the execution of organizational
tasks) 
- Maintaining a shared vision (Behavior that dis-
plays or stimulates clear formulation, under-
standing, and involvement with respect to the
organizational philosophy, values, objectives,
and norms)
- Effective problem-solving (Behavior that dis-
plays or stimulates a problem-solving orienta-
tion with respect to difficult organization issues)
- Respect/support (Behavior that displays or sti-
mulates the showing of respect and giving of
support to others)
- Active participation in and facilitation of inter-
actions (Behavior that displays or stimulates
attention to human processes in various group
processes) 
- Investigation (Behavior that displays or stimu-
lates an investigative, diagnostic orientation
with respect to the organization and its environ-
ment) 
- Experimentation (Behavior that displays or sti-
mulates openness to experimentation with new
things and ideas)
Activity plan- A communication activity plan is
often strongly connected to a communication
policy plan. An activity plan can have a matrix
with categories like:
- Desired change and results
- Kind of activities
- When
- Who are involved
- Who is responsible for what
- Measurable results
- Costs 
Additional behavioral dimensions for managers:
- Generating participation (Behavior that dis-
plays or stimulates the involvement of the right
individuals in organizational decisions)
- Leadership through vision (Behavior that crea-
tes, communicates, models, and confirms orga-
nizational values, objectives and norms) 
- Strategic performance (Behavior that displays
or stimulates a systematic and long-term vision
on organizational issues)
- Promoting and stimulating the flow of informa-
tion within the organization (Behavior that pro-
motes or stimulates more effective information
within the organization)
- Offering possibilities for development
(Behavior that displays or stimulates the 
development of skills, knowledge, and compe-
tencies of subordinates and others in the orga-
nization)
The 14 dimensions of Porras and Hoffer are
defined after an explorative study among 40
experts in Organizational Development. To
these fourteen dimensions belongs a set of
concrete behaviors. Every behavior can be led
back to one of the 14 behavioral dimensions.
For example, with the first behavioral dimen-
sion 'open communication' can belong a set of
behaviors like:
- Share intentions, motives, needs and 
knowledge that is relevant for the worksituation.
- Give specific and descriptive feedback
- Ask and accept feedback
- Listen well!
- Etcetera
From other literature (Conrad & Poole, 2002,
pp.78-79) one could add for effective teams
with team-based surveillance:
- A clear elevating and measurable goal
- A results-driven structure
- Competent team members
- Unified commitment to the team and its 
success
- A collaborative climate
- Standards of excellence
- External support and recognition from the
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larger organization
- Principled leadership that unifies the team and
empowers its members
Behavioral sequence model (see also marke-
ting communication)- The model is used in a
marketing communication setting. The model,
however, is applicable in other persuasive set-
tings too..
The BSM uses a grid format to identify the tar-
get audience's decision. Horizontally, in terms
of (1) WHAT- the major decision stages prece-
ding, including, and following purchase, when
the model is applied in the buyer's decision pro-
cess. These decision stages can vary accor-
ding to the situation in which the model is appli-
cable. 
Vertically, the decision participants and their
decision roles are identified in terms of data
inputs relating to (2) WHO. With (3) WHERE,
(4) WHEN and (5) HOW, the locations, the time
and timing and the description of the decision
stages are accomplished. (Rossiter & Percy,
1996)
This model could also be used for internal situ-
ations within organizations. The decision stages
will differ from the marketing communication's
setting and can be filled in according to the
needs of the user. 
Benchmarking - The objective of benchmarking
is to compare the functioning of your organiza-
tion to another organization. The benchmarking
process can be done for an entire organization,
but also for a single but fundamental process. It
is not perse recommendable to select an orga-
nization comparable to your own. Sometimes
one can learn more from organizations in a dif-
ferent branch. Besides, the advantage of selec-
ting an organization for benchmarking in a diffe-
rent branch, is the admission to information
which can be a problem among competitors.
Grant (1998, p124), describes five stages:
1) Select a process in your own organization
that has a potential for improvement
2) Identify a world leader: best in class
3) Undertake performance comparisons (dis-
cuss exchange of information)
4) Analyze reasons for differences (interviews,
site visits)
5) Use outcomes to redesign the process(es) 
Bottom-up commitment - The extent to which
those "lower down" in the organization are inte-
rested in taking part in the decision-making pro-
cesses of management and higher manage-
ment and are given the opportunity to do so
(including strategic decision-making).
Boundaries/Boundary spanners - They are
members of an organization who extract rele-
vant information from the environment and
communicate it within the organization. Such
members of organizations have the expertise,
the position, or the responsibility to do this.
Because they have a good overview of the
relationships between the organization and the
environment, boundary spanners can create a
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Data inputs (1) WHAT (decision stages)
Need 
arousal
Information
Search and 
evaluation
Purchase Usage
(2) WHO 
(Roles)
(3) WHERE
(Location)
(4) WHEN
(Time and timing)
(5) HOW
(Description)
"bridge" between them. Two of their tasks, the-
refore, consist of "interpreting environmental
demands, and making sure that they are
redeemed in an efficient way by organizational
actions" (Alter & Hage, 1993). Specific de-
mands can be placed upon boundary spanners,
regarding, for example, negotiation and presen-
tation skills. Although, the concept of boundary
spanners (sometimes called a transmitter) is
mainly used in the literature regarding the world
outside the corporate organization, it can also
be applied very well to communications
between organizational units, as described in
the TOCOM model. The concept of boundary
spanner is of course strongly related to litera-
ture about network roles. Because organiza-
tions become more and more integrated in net-
works, it is often difficult to decide what the
boundary of an organization or unit is. It is diffi-
cult but usually necessary if one wants to do
research in an organization. 
The Academy of Management Review is a lea-
ding journal concerning boundary spanners. 
Brand personality- The description or image of
a brand with personality characteristics and,
may be, also with a life style: see also segmen-
tation. (Aaker, 1997, and Aaker in Gehrels e.a.,
2003). With the help of these five dimensions
and their refinement, brand research can give
you an idea of the brand's image. 
- Competence/capability: honest, complete,
sensible, nice
- Excitement: daring, witty, up-to-date, inventive
- Sincerity: reliable, intelligent, successful
- Sophisticated: charming, comfortable
- Toughness: extravert, hard
Business processes within the organization -
An organization has certain goals (its raison
d'être): a product or a service must be delive-
red (this also applies to non-profit organiza-
tions). Various processes are necessary to pro-
duce these products or services. These proces-
ses are generally refered to as the organizati-
on's business processes. They include purcha-
sing, manufacturing, and research, but also the
issuing of drivers' licenses, for example, or pro-
viding home care for the elderly (see also Value
chain). Several departments, or sometimes
even several companies, are involved in the
business processes. As a general rule: the
more units (i.e., people!) involved in the work-
flow, the greater the chance of communication
problems. The relationship between business
processes (with their organizational structures)
and communications processes/structures is
sometimes made explicit through a system of
checks and balances, whereby the workflow is
regulated, as it were, by a system (procedures
or protocols) of written and verbal communica-
tion. 
Buyer categories- These are the different buyer
categories:
- New category users buy a new brand
- Brand loyals buy regularly our brand
- Favorable brand switchers buy occasionally
our brand and other brands
- Other brand switchers buy other brands and
not ours
- Other brand loyals buy regularly a brand other
than ours 
Campaign- Usually an advertising bureau has
competitors that take part in the 'pitch' for a
campaign. After a briefing by the client, the
bureau has two or three weeks to develop its
ideas for the client. Presenting a campaign to
an organization could be structured in the follo-
wing way:
- Sources: explain to the client what will be the
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Benchmark Matrix
Benchmark 
process
Competitor A Competitor B Competitor C Our organization
Communication
Process 1
Communication
Process 2
.
..

sources for your presentation (briefing docu-
ment, stakeholders/target groups, research)
- Basic assumptions: for instance compatibility
with corporate design, time table
- Competitors analyses
- Positioning and Proposition: what are the
exclusive characteristics of the product or orga-
nization you want to sell. The message condi-
tions should be: reliable, relevant, distinguising.
Or with the six C's (Monasch, 2002): clear, con-
sise, compelling, connected to a need, contras-
ting and credible. 
- Barriers: barriers how to sell the message
- Communication strategy: translation of the
proposition into a creative concept (show the
concept on, for example,  posters, cd-roms,
gadgets) In this phase of the pitch it is normal
to work with stock photo's in stead of photo's
special taken for the campaign. Always strive
for high attention and identification with the tar-
get group: a 'slice of life' with 'look and feel' as
a mean for identification could be a good stra-
tegy. The jargon that is used for the presen-
tation on posters is concept board or mood
board.
- Communication mix: a matrix with possible
actions and communication means in the rows
and for instance in the columns the target
group(segmentation), the timing, development
time, the costs, the reach (geographical seg-
mentation), the priority. Underlying principle in
the mix is often the AIDA*-concept: Attention,
Interest, Desire, Action.   
Case analysis - used for benchmarking or in
training situations (Hill & Jones, 1998)
1) Analyze the company's history, development,
and growth: for example strategy, structure, cri-
tical incidents, products
2) Identify the internal strengths and weaknes-
ses of the company (functional units and pro-
cesses)
3) Analyze the external environment: opportuni-
ties and threats: look for example at Porter's
Five Forces model and the life cycle model. Be
aware of the changing environment according
to TOCOM (depending on the perspective inter-
nal and external can be the same).
4) Evaluate the SWOT-analysis: what to do with
the SWOT-outcome? Continuation or change?
5) Analyze corporate level strategy: what is the
corporate mission, what its goals? What are the
merits of this strategy taking the SWOT and the
history into account?
6) Analyze business level strategy (of course
only if the business level is different from the
corporate level). How does the business unit
contribute to the business level strategy and
how does this strategy contribute to the corpo-
rate level strategy. This analysis includes busi-
ness functions particularly from the point of
view of competition, cost leadership and effi-
ciency, effectiveness and quality, innovation, job
satisfaction and image or reputation level.
Where is the organization going?
7) When analyzing the structure of an organiza-
tion and control systems, one should also keep
in mind the current and as well as the desired
organizational and, in particular, communication
culture.
8) Make recommendations based on your ana-
lysis. Of course, the recommendations should
be in line with the analysis you made.  
Chain management - We speak of communica-
tion chain management, when an organization
process and a communication process are
intertwined (tightly coupled). That is, when the
two processes are strongly interdependent and
characterized by information exchange
between certain production or service proces-
ses, we speak of communication chain
management. (Van Gemert & Woudstra, 1998)
The organization process cannot function 
without the communication process. It is also a
form of rule-based communication.   
Change processes - usually the process is divi-
ded in three phases: unfreeze, move, and
refreeze. The distinction between the phases
can help the consultant analyzing the progress
of the process. However the distinction
between the phases is always rather vague. 
From the TOCOM perspective change proces-
ses can happen at any organizational level,
from an individual member to the whole corpo-
rate organization, to a cluster of organizations.
- Unfreeze: awareness that the old situation
should be changed.
- Move: the first phase is left behind and
change is implemented; people are trying to
think and work in a new way.
- Refreeze: the new situation has become the
normal situation.
It would be unrealistic to assume that a change
process is always a success. Sometimes an
organization does not have the right resources
to change; sometimes individuals are unable to
learn the skills they need in a new situation.
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Change can be voluntarily or commanded, it
can be emergent or suddenly, it can be pushed
or natural, and all kind of combinations.  
Charisma - see leadership
Climate/culture - In the literature not only a dis-
tinction is made between organizational and
communication climate and/or culture (Poole
and McPhee, 1983, Poole, 1985, Scheider,
1990, Schein, 2000, Olsthoorn, 1997, Siehl
Martin, 1990) but also between organizational
climate and psychological climate. James and
Jones (1974) concluded, that a psychological
climate is about the perceptions members of an
organization have about their environment.
Koys and DeCotiis (1991) defined it as '[...] an
experimental-based multi-dimensional, and
enduring perceptional phenomenon, which is
widely shared by members of a given organiza-
tional unit'. In their research survey, they found
more than 80 dimensions of climate. To make
the concept more clear they restricted it to per-
ception and excluded evaluation of perception
and dimensions in which structure aspects
occurred (as often in organizational culture and
climate measures). Eventually, they succeeded
in developing a measure for climate by dis-
tinguishing eight (later seven) generic climate
dimensions successfully tested for validity and
reliability:
- Autonomy: Perception of self-determination
with respect to work procedures, goals, and 
priorities
- Cohesion: perception of togetherness of sha-
ring, including willingness to provide material
aid
- Trust: Perception of freedom to communicate
openly with members at higher levels about
sensitive or personal issues
- Pressure: Perception of time demands with
respect to task completion and performance
standards
- Support: Perception of tolerance of member
behavior by superiors (learning organization)
- Recognition: Perception that contributions are
acknowledged
- Fairness: Perception that organizational 
practices are equitable and no arbitrary
- Innovation: Perception that change and creati-
vity are encouraged, including risk-taking in
new areas or areas where the member has 
little or no prior experience.
They suggested that trust and support could be
combined. 
From our earlier remarks about the level of
diagnosing, it is clear that one can measure the
individual's attitudes and believes about the
organization. To measure a climate, however, a
functional group, unit or corporate organization
must be the subject of investigation. 
Climate was also measured by Zammuto and
Krackover (1991). They developed the following
dimensions:
- Trust: open, sharing, truthful, confidence ver-
sus closed, garded, unsharing, untruthful,
atmosphere of anxiety and insecurity
- Conflict: high opposition of forces, goals and
beliefs, friction and disagreement perceived
among members versus harmony in goals,
beliefs and a sprit it of co-operation
- Morale: esprit de corps: confidence, enthu-
siasm versus no sense of purpose and confi-
dence about the future.
- Rewards: equitability (rewards are fair and
just) versus bias, favorism and non work rela-
ted criteria as basis for rewards. 
- Resistance to change: members perceive high
inertia want to do things as they always did ver-
sus embrace of change as a natural process.
- Leader credibility: members' belief in their
leadership, sense of respect, inspiration and
acceptance of decisions and actions versus
lack of respect and no acceptance of the legiti-
macy of authority.
- Scapegoating: responsibility is shifted to
others versus members take responsibility for
(the failure of) actions.
Burton and Obel argue that the seven dimen-
sions do not completely fit but are nevertheless
rather similar to those developed by Koys and
DeCottiis: Atonomy and Credibility; Cohesion
and Conflict; Trust/support and Trust; Pressure
and Scapegoating; Recognition and Morale;
Fairness and Rewards; Innovation and
Resistance to change.
Interesting is that Zammuto and Krackover
could map their seven dimensions in the
Competing Values Model creating the four cli-
mate types: group climate, developmental cli-
mate, rational goal climate and the internal pro-
cess climate. Based on the research by
Zammuto and Krackover a study of 246 Danish
firms by Burton et al (1998) confirmed the vali-
dity of the seven dimensions. Besides, by doing
a cluster analysis they found four types of cli-
mate very similar to those of Zammuto and
Krackover.  
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For measuring climate in an organization, see
Communication Satisfaction Questionnaire
(CSQ)* and for an exaple in practice Myll
(1998).
Cob web - The cob web can be used to descri-
be an organization's actual and desired identity,
image or reputation. Advantage: easy to esta-
blish with focus groups or with a survey.
Disadvantage: ambiguity of the words used to
describe core values, because of the very
structured method loss of information from the
participants. (Bernstein, 1986, Van Riel 2001).
Collaboration and negotiation styles - Interac-
tion analysis of negotiation is a category of
organizational studies. Most of the literature on
organizational analysis approaches this form of
interaction from a process perspective, which
concentrates on understanding the stages of
negotiation, message patterns or sequences of
bargaining tactics. Donohue (in Jablin et al,
1987) reports, that successful negotiators make
more offers and stick to them, present fewer
concessions, and deny others' arguments more
often than do unsuccessful negotiators. The
style one applies in negotiation and collabora-
tion varies along two dimensions: the first
varies from conflict to co-operation and the
second from avoidance to exploration. 
Mastenbroek distinguishes four styles: 
- Ethically convincing style - trusting others,
having common interests, principles, and
ideals, not letting oneself be influenced and
remaining independent in one's thinking.
- Analytical-aggressive style - reasoning logical-
ly and with hard figures, focused on the quality
of arguments, bringing clarity, and retaining an
overview. 
- Genial-cooperative style - disarming, captiva-
ting, positively influencing the atmosphere, pro-
ficient at building good personal relationships,
sensitive to other people's arguments, flexible.
- Agile-aggressive style - taking initiatives and
taking charge, including in team situations, and
continuing to negotiate when positions become
entrenched. (Mastenbroek in Stoter, 1997)
Color - Neufert (1984) and Heller (1990) did
research about color associations. Colors are
important for all kinds of corporate communica-
tion means, particularly for logos and advertise-
ments, but also for corporate visual identity.
Blue (38%), red (20 %) and green (12%) are
favorite colors according to Heller. Take care:
based on research in our western society.
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Color Neufert Heller
Blue Cold Cold, vastness,
coolness, masculi-
ne, trust, sport-
smanship, friend-
ship, harmony
Red Active Love, erotism,
passion, anger,
heat, warmth,
energy, prohibition
Green Passive Poison, spring,
hope, natural, live-
ly, relaxing
Black Not mentioned Bad, magic, end,
power, heavy,
threat, emptiness
White Not mentioned Winter, innocent,
neutrality, simple-
ness, truth, good,
honesty, science,
perfectness
Pink Not mentioned Lovely, tender,
soft, womanly,
childness, sweet,
small
Yellow Light Jealous, envy,
sour, dishonest,
summer, miserly
Purple Arrogant Extravagant,
unconventional
Orange Warm Cheerful, pushing
Gold Not mentioned Rich, luxury, a.o. 
Grey Not mentioned Old, indifference,
lonely, unfriendly
a.o.
Silver Not mentioned Fast
Yellow-
Green
Helpfullness Not mentioned
Violet Heavy Not mentioned
Brown Not mentioned Autumn, lazy, old-
fashioned, stupid,
honest a.o. 
Commitment - The extent to which employees
are emotionally involved with the organization.
When an employee has been working for an
organization for a long time, a bond is created
between the organization and the employee.
This greatly affects employees' motivation. Are
they working in order to contribute to the suc-
cess of "their" organization, or only to earn
money? The motivating force that determines
how much effort put into their work is to a signi-
ficant degree determined by the degree of com-
mitment felt by employees. Maslow formulated
a theory on this, which is still widely respected.
There is a positive correlation between the
degree to which an employee is emotionally
involved and the commitment he/she feels with
respect to changes within the organization. The
role of emotion in a context of change is impor-
tant when the emotion concerned is either 
readiness to change or resistance to change.
In the United Kingdom Watson, Wyatt Partners
in the UK developed an employee commitment
index. The index was also presented at the
IABC meeting in 2001:
- Are your employees satisfied with their job?
- Are they satisfied with the company?
- Are they proud to work for the company?
- Would they recommend the company to
others? 
- Would they stay with the company even if
offered a comparable job elsewhere? 
- Would they rate the company superior to
others?
(If you add the HOW question at some of the
questions, you are in the business of story tel-
ling as an instrument to obtain valuable infor-
mation about the organization).
Based on own research WWO mentioned as
most important drivers for employee commit-
ment: trust in senior leadership, chance to use
skills, reward competitiveness, job security and
quality of products. As important driver for trust,
they mentioned: explaining reasons behind
major decisions. 
Communication activity plan, see Activity plan,
and also Policy Plan. 
Communication chain management - See
Chain management.
Communication climate/culture - See
Climate/culture.
Communication management - See
Management.
Communication manager -  See manager.
Communication mix - See Mix.
Communication (policy) plan - See Policy plan.
(Mapping) Communication problems - See 
problems.
Communication Satisfaction Questionnaire
(CSQ) - The CSQ is a method to measure the
satisfaction of employees with the organiza-
tion's internal communication. That is, an indivi-
dual's satisfaction with various aspects of com-
munication within his organization. With this
questionnaire a complete view of the satisfac-
tion as well as different dimensions that lie
beneath the satisfaction can be given (e.g. the
way the relationship with superiors is being
experienced). The questionnaire exists of 47
questions and can be filled in within ten minu-
tes. (See Rubin, Palmgreen, Sypher 1994;
Crino & White, 1981)
Communication skills - See skills.
Communication vision - See vision.
Competences - the skills, knowledge and attitu-
des needed to perform in a certain role or func-
tion.
In strategic management literature the term
competency is also used to describe the orga-
nization's key assets: 
- distinctive competencies to describe succes-
sful strategies or activities compared to those of
competitors  
- core competencies to describe strategies and
activities that are essential for an organization.
Evaluation of competencies during group work,
for example in a project team could contribute
to individual and team learning. See the follo-
wing examples of matrices:
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See for a social psychology perspective on
management competences Pruyn and Wilke
(2001).
Competing values - (Quinn) - see values.
Competitor analysis (Grant, 1998) - The objecti-
ve of a competitor analysis is to predict the
future behavior of the competitor. Information is
usually available in annual reports and web
sites with mission statement. There are four
main inputs in an analysis to predict a competi-
tor's behavior:
1. Identify objectives: What are current goals,
are these goals met, are these goals likely to
change;
2. Identify current strategies: How is the organi-
zation competing, intended versus realized
strategy; 
3. Competitors' assumptions about the industry:
What are the assumptions or beliefs of the
organization about it self and about the busi-
ness it is in;
4. Identify competitors' resources and capabili-
ties. What are its key strengths and weaknes-
ses? (Resources: finance, work force, brand
loyalty, management skills; Capabilities: apprai-
sal of capabilities within major organization
functions like R&D, production, marketing, dis-
tribution)
The results of the analysis can be applied to:
1. Predict competitors' behavior. What shift in
strategy is the competitor likely to make. What
strategy would the competitor choose if we
choose another strategy.
2. Influence the competitor's behavior. What
information can we communicate to make the
competitor believe what we want him to believe
(signaling credible threats). Whether an organi-
zation can successfully communicate credible
threats is strongly dependent on its reputation.
Looking at competitors is also looking at (their)
suppliers, substitutes, customers and potentio-
nal competitors.
Conflicts, sources of intergroup conflicts -
According to Daft (2001, pp.442-446) the follo-
wing sources of intergroup conflicts can be dis-
tinguished:
- Goal incompatibility. Groups of people or
departments often have goals that are not com-
patible. For example a marketing department
could strive for more and quick product diffe-
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Example of asessment of individual competencies
Competency Level (1-10) at the start Level goal at the end
Presentation of information 7 9
Co-operation 4 7
English 4 6
Domain knowledge 9 9
Reliable 7 9
Assessment of team competencies
Competency Denise Hanneke Peter Caroline
Humor 7 7 8 5
Co-operation 5 8 3 4
Reliability 8 9 5 7
Open 4 7 6 8
rentiation while a production department finds it
difficult to break up already standardized pro-
cesses.  
- Differentiation. Mainly because of specializa-
tion departments develop a different set of
norms and values.
- Task interdependence. More interdependen-
cy* generally means more interaction, and as a
result conflicts are more likely.
- Limited resources*. When departments or
groups have to compete for resources, usually
financial resources, physical facilities or training
facilities, they easily create a conflictuous situa-
tion. 
We would like to add power perceivement and
reputation perceivement.  
- Power perceivement: how departments per-
ceive their own power and the power of other
departments can be a source of conflict.
Because, managers as representatives of their
departments usually overestimate their own
power. Power can be increased for example by
obtaining a higher budget,  being a leader of
innovation and change, making other depart-
ments dependent on you, by networking, build
coalitions or form strategic alliances, agenda-
setting, getting more authority.  
- Reputation* perceivement: reputation is built
on past and current behavior, and associated
with performances. Reputation can be increa-
sed by creating an effective organization with
excellent performances. Neglecting the fact that
having a good reputation is also the merit of
other departments (or the board) can cause
conflicts.
Conflict strategy styles - (see also Negotiation
strategies) Killmann and Thomas (1975) have
developed a model for conflict management
based on two dimensions. The first dimension
comprises self-interest, ranging from high con-
cern to low concern. The second dimension
concerns the other party's interest, from high
consideration to low consideration. They dis-
tinguish five styles, which are the result of two
conflicting needs: the need to belong and the
need to pursue one's own interests. The styles
are: 
- Imposing: only concerned about one's own
interest. 
- Avoiding: neutrality and indifference. 
- Compromising: a process of giving and taking,
as a result of which no one gets exactly what
they want.
- Yielding: aimed at maintaining a good 
relationship, which makes it necessary to 
cooperate. 
- Exploring: searching for win-win solutions on
a basis of mutual independence. 
Consultancy styles (advisory role) - There are
three main styles: 
- Expert model: problem recognized by the
organization, expert needed to implement a
solution
- Doctor-patient model: organization comes to
an advisor with an undefined problem, advisor
proposes a diagnosis and a solution
- Process consultation model: entering into col-
laboration based on a relationship between an
organization and a consultant, in which the con-
sultant helps the organization solve its pro-
blems (Schein, 1992, in Goldhaber, 1993).
These consultancy roles can change with the
change process of an organization. 
Consultancy version of TOCOM - If a consul-
tant is tempted to show his client the model his
work will be based on, he certainly should avoid
presenting a complex model. A simplified model
can be found on the next page. 
(Structural) Contingency theory - (Grandori,
987; Daft, 2001). Contingency theory is a socio-
logical theory. Contingency means that every-
thing depends on something else. If organiza-
tions are to be effective, their structure needs to
fit with the conditions in their external environ-
ment. What works in one setting may not work
in another setting. Nowadays, most of the orga-
nizations operate in highly uncertain environ-
ments. Contingency theory was criticized
because the concept of organization was ill-
defined. Was it the organization as an entity or
was it the set of relations between people.
Other unanswered questions that contributed to
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Phases of the
change process
Consultancy styles
Unfreeze Doctor-patient model
Process consultation
model
Move Expert model
Process consultation
model
Refreeze Process consultation
model
the decline of contingency theory were ques-
tions about the effectiveness criterium: effetive-
ness for whom, management or a dominant
coalition within management, or the workers or
other stakeholders?  
Nowadays contingency theory is more focused
on the environment. External dependency of
organizations gets more attention than internal
dependencies. Pfeffer (1982) and Pfeffer and
Salancik (1978) based their Resource
Dependency Theory on these ideas.
(Contingency theory is not to be confused with
contingency plans, which are plans, designed
as a guideline in case of emergency or disas-
ter.)
Co-ordination - See also coupling. The need for
co-ordination can be found in the division of
labour and the integration of organizational
efforts by establishing communication. Co-ordi-
nation can be based on (Grant 1998):
- Common tasks and responsibilities
- Particular processes (input-throughput-output,
the sequence in (part of) a value chain)
- Product or service (if there multiple products
or services)
- Geography 
A somewhat different kind of grouping, based
on the intensity of co-ordination, is vertically
versus horizontally grou-
ping. Product or process
grouping is an example of
vertical grouping, all co-
ordination is in mainly one
hand with a strong interac-
tion between participants.
'Horizontally means grou-
ping activities according to
frequency of decisions:
operating activities involve
high-frequency decision-
making, strategic decisi-
ons tend to be low fre-
quency.'(Grant 1998,
p154). 
This kind of grouping is
strongly related to the
concepts of coupling* and
interdependency.
However there can be
other reasons for grou-
ping:
- Economics of scale: put-
ting together people or
units that can facilitate a
larger group of people or units.
- Economics of utilization: putting together
people with the same functions to make an
organization less vulnerable and easier to 
coordinate.
- Learning: if development of members is cru-
cial, teams can be established. Generally, there
is a choice between teams of members with
similar expertise (developing of discipline based
knowledge) or multiple expertises (developing
multi or even inter discipline based knowledge).
Another perspective are groups with basically
the same experience and those with mixed
experience (for example a balanced mix of
senior and junior professionals in one team).
- Standardization of control systems: putting
together people or units with the same kind of
work gives an opportunity for creating an eva-
luation or monitoring system.
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Daft (2001, 96-113) presents the following ways
of grouping, together with their strengths and
weaknesses:
Corporate governance - A system of etiquette
for interested parties who are directly involved
in the organization, particularly directors, com-
missioners and financiers. Originally, this term
referred to the etiquette of the corporate organi-
zation with the public, but nowadays it is 
increasingly used in relation to the culture 
within the organization, because those proto-
cols are partly defined by the way employees
deal with them internally (Deetz 1998).
By corporate governance, organizations show
their involvement in society by for example
sponsoring a local music hall, the aids problem
in Africa, stipendiums for students and resear-
chers, or the national Olympic team.
Sometimes the CEO of an organization sees
sponsoring as a kind of private hobby instead
of seeking support in the organization. If one
considers employees as representatives of the
organization and the conduct of an organization
as something to be proud of, seeking support
for corporate governance events is important.
There are two other possible problems that can
arise. The first is, that stockholders (or even
stakeholders) see matters like sponsoring as a
waste of money making the organization's pro-
ducts or services unnecessary expensive. The
second problem is, that the events are not 
valued as governance events but as marketing
communication.
A nice example is is Nokia. They investigated
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Grouping
Strengths Weaknesses
Functional Economies of scale within functional
departments.
In-depth knowledge and skill develop-
ment.
Accomplishment of functional goals.
Best with one or only a few products.
Slow response time to environment.
Hierarchy overloaded.
Poor horizontal co-ordination among
departments.
Less innovation.
Restricted view of organizational
goals.
Divisional Fast reaction to change in unstable
environments.
Client satisfaction because of clear
product responsibility and contact
points.
High co-ordination across functions.
Units can make adaptations in pro-
ducts, regions, clients.
Best in large organizations with sever-
al products.
Decentralized decision making.
No economies of scale in functional
departments.
Poor co-ordination across product
lines.
No in-depth competence and technical
specialization.
Difficult integration and standardization
across product lines.
Multifocussed
(matrix) 
Co-ordination to meet dual demands
from customers.
Sharing of human resources across
products.
Suited to complex decisions and fre-
quent changes in unstable environ-
ment.
Opportunity for functional and product
skill development.
Best in medium-sized organizations
with multiple products.
Participants experience dual authority
(can be frustrating).
Participants need interpersonal skills
and training.
Time-consuming: frequent meetings
and conflict resolution sessions.
Requirements: adoption of collegial
rather than vertical-type relationships.
Great effort to maintain power balance. 
how their suppliers in China produced Nokia's
telephones. There actually were earplugs to
protect the workers from noise, however
nobody had them in. Most workers, usually
woman had no labour contract, were pais less
than was officially allowed, were forebidden to
have children. The investigator made sevent-
een recommendations. The supplier agreed!  
Related concepts are corporate responsibility
and transparency.
Corporate identity design or corporate visual
identity - The sum total of an organization's
visual expressions in a recognizable, coherent
style (Napoles, 1998, Steidl and Emery 1997).
These include logos, web templates, color
schemes, and designs not only connected to
for instance letters, advertisements and brochu-
res but also for clothing, packing material, buil-
ding interior design and sometimes even corpo-
rate buildings (Camp 2003). A corporate style
can also be interpreted broadly, such as the
tone of voice in letters and reports and still
more broadly by incorporating the concept of
climate/culture. It tells you (image) something
about the organizations identity (Van den
Bosch, 2000, Van den Bosch, Elving, De Jong,
2003/4)
Corporate logos - see logos.
Corporate names - see names.
Corporate reputation - see reputation.
Corporate story - see story.
Coupling - see also co-ordination. Organization
and communication processes can be tightly or
loosely coupled based on the degree of interde-
pendency and the need for of interaction.
Tightly coupled processes are often those with
strong externally determined quality performan-
ces. Examples are ISO-procedures, hospital
protocols, accreditation procedures. (Van
Gemert & Woudstra, 1998)
A categorization made by Thompson (1967)
describes three forms of interdependency:
- Pooled interdependency (a rather loosely 
coupled system, looking from horizontal com-
munication perspective). Individual members or
units operate on their own but together they
serve the same organizational goals. Generally,
little communication is needed for horizontal
decision making. Within the 'pool', there are
often procedures and standardization.
- Sequential interdependency. The output of an
individual member or unit is the input for ano-
ther. Communication is needed to check the
quality of input and output, and schedule
changes.   
- Reciprocal interdependency (a very tightly
coupled system). Output and input of each
actor are developing as part of one process.
Actors are part of (often) cross-departmental
teams and as a consequence there is high
communication.  
Coupling can be a base for grouping as well. 
Crises Communication Strategies - A crises is
an emergency situation. That is, an unexpected
event that can lead to far-reaching material and
immaterial consequences for an individual or
an organization. During a crisis, decision need
to be taken under time pressure (Seeger,
Sellnow, Ulmer, 2000). According to
Stamsnijder (2002) a crisis might damage the
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organization's reputation. Therefore, one of the
main objectives of crisis management is the
preservation of an organization's image. An
image is based on a whole range of dimension,
both positive and negative. One of the main
tasks of a crises manager is to maintain the
positive aspects of the image and prevent the
negative aspects from coming to the surface.
See for the difference between the concepts of
image and reputation elsewhere in the glossary. 
There are different ways to respond to a crises
situation which can be categorized into five dif-
ferent strategies: 
- Nonexistence strategies (denial: there is no
crises).
- Distance strategies (take distance of the 
situation).
- Ingratiation strategies (win over the public).
- Mortification strategies (ask public for 
forgiveness).
- Suffering strategy (suffer to win sympathy
from public). (Coombs, 1995)
Crisis communication should be pro-active and
and it should focus on the relationship between
the organization and its relevant stakeholders in
relation to the organization's reputation. The
most important aspect of crisis communication
takes place before a crisis will strike, and not
as common sense logic may suggest, during or
after the crisis (Gurabardi and Gutteling,, 2002).
Of course, it is important to manage a crisis but
it is even more important to prevent a crisis.
Nowadays, risk management and issue
management are important strategic (communi-
cation) tools to prevent a crisis (Gutteling
2000). One could describe risk management as
the effort aimed at protecting all organizations
interests against potential losses. The commu-
nication manager has the task of monitoring
(and researching) on-going issues and mana-
ges this process Coombs, 1999, Heath, 2001). 
Risk communication focuses on the flow of
information between various actors and the
probability of the occurrence of negative conse-
quences of activities, events or processes.
These consequences comprise the whole spec-
trum of threats to individual or societal safety,
health, and well being (Gutteling, 2001,
Gutteling and Seydel, 2000). 
The National Research Council (USA) (1987,
p.112), defined risk communication as: 'an
interactive process of exchange of information
and opinion among individuals, groups, and
institutions. It involves multiple messages about
the nature of risk and other messages, not
strictly about risk, that express concerns, opi-
nions, or reactions to risk messages or to legal
and institutional arrangements for risk manage-
ment'. Heath (1994, p.265) about this (and
other definitions): 'However insightful these
definitions are, neither reveals the frustration,
lack of trust, rage, politics, and conflicting
zones of meaning that make risk communica-
tion so difficult' . 
Risk communication suffers from the number of
experts that don't agree (think about scientists,
technical experts, politicians, journalists), the
fact that there often are no objective standards
to determine what level of risk is still accepta-
ble, the fact that relevant information is not
available to all parties and the power struggle in
the negotiaton process of the political and
public arena. 
Relevant concepts to look at in the research on
risk communication are trust, credibility, reputa-
tion and of course media coverage and messa-
ge processing (Heath & Douglas, 1991; Petty &
Cacioppo, 1986; Sandman, 1986). Risk com-
munication is about control in a particular situa-
tion of high uncertainty, different from issue
communication where control is a continuing
process. 
Till now we probably suggested that risk com-
munication only refers to communication to
external stakeholders (outside the corporate
organization). However, communication about
accidents to internal stakeholders can also be
called risk communication. 
According to what we wrote sofar, communica-
tion about safety procedures in organizations
cannot be categorized as risk communication,
because it is not communication in a particular
situation of high uncertainty. Although particular
the risks in high reliability organizations as
nuclear and chemical plants ask for special
attention, some people would rather call this
safety communication in stead of risk communi-
cation. Safety procedures, a safety culture and
training, combined with enough flexibility to
cope with unexpected situations are essential
for these kinds of organizations. More or less
the same counts for hospitals. Procedures in
the form of protocols should prohibit infections,
operation mistakes, and outbrakes of viruses
(Van Gemert, 2003).
After a crisis an evaluation can be helpful to
prevent a future crisis. The Berenschot consul-
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tancy group (Gehrels e.a. 2003) developed the
following (slightly adjusted) directions for evalu-
ation:
Control
- Should we have spotted any indications for a
crisis?
- What has happened chronologically?
- Was relevant information available on time
internally and externally?
Communication
- What was the overall picture of the crisis in
the media?   
- Did we monitor the media adequately?
- What was the difference between the facts
(our reality) and the presentation in the media?
- How honest, open and credible was our mes-
sage?
- Did we have (the same) spokesman and was
he available?
- Which processes developed between our
organization and the press?
- Were our employees informed before the
press?
- Were other relevant external groups of people
informed on time?
Co-ordination
- Did we have (and) used a crisis communica-
tion plan, and did it work well?
- How did management perform during the 
crisis?
- Was there enough trust between the chairman
of the crisis team, the spokesman, the commu-
nication department and other internal stakehol-
ders? 
Critical Incident Technique - Is a method to
judge the quality of internal communication.
Through this method, it can be made clear how
members of the organization experience the
communication in an organization. The mem-
bers are being asked to name actual events of
good or bad communication. These incidents
can be explored and deepened by a structured
set of questions. From every department a
representative amount of members should be
questioned. 
Cross-selling - The process of cross-selling can
be defined as the extension of markets. Cross-
selling refers to the obtainment of more work or
'new business' from existing clients. For exam-
ple, cross-selling can take place in consultancy
firms when a consultant introduces a colleague
of his own unit (let us say consultancy) or from
a different unit (for example accountancy) to his
client or a university professor could introduce
a colleague from another department to a fun-
ding institution. 
Decision making process - People do like ratio-
nal and systematic decision making to be sure
that most uncertainties have been taken care
of. Such a rational approach to decision making
is composed of phases like, for example, 
1. Monitor the decision environment; looking for
information to indicate differences from desired
planning or behavior.
2. Define the problem; who are the stakehol-
ders here, how are current activities influenced. 
3. Specify decision objectives; desired perfor-
mances as a result of decisions.
4. Diagnose the problem; analyzing the cause
of the problem; 
5. Develop alternative solutions; seeking for
alternatives.
6. Evaluate alternatives; to what extend do
alternatives contribute?
7. Choose the best alternative.
8. Implement the chosen solution; executing
the solution by communicating and planning.  
This is an ongoing process that needs to be
repeated over and over again.(Daft 2001, p.
404-405)
Certainly in complex organizations with com-
plex environments, there often is not enough
time for rational and systematic decision
making. Besides, such an approach is not
always necessary; decision makers may have
developed a good intuition for decision-making
based on experience. Such approach is called
the bounded rationality perspective taking into
account constraints and trade-offs:
- Bounded rationality, considering time limits,
lack of information, issue complexity
- Organizational Constraints, for example the
need for support, adaption to culture and 
structure
- Personal constraints, like power executing
and prestige, leadership styles, self efficacy,
coping with pressure
Destep - see environment.
ECCO-analysis - Is a technique for mapping
communication or information network relations
(ECCO stands for Episodic Communication
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Channels in Organization). The analyses focu-
ses on one message or rumor and traces its
diffusion through an organization. This method
was developed to study informal communicati-
on chains, but it can also be used to track and
map formal communication routes (Davis,
1968). ECCO analyses tries to uncover the pat-
terns that lie beneath the information diffusion.
ECCO analysis data are collected by means of
a questionnaire, spread amongst organizational
members. (Koning & de Jong, 2003)
Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty, Cacioppo
& Schumann, 1984) - This model, from
Cognitive Involvement Theory, consists of two
routes that might lead to attitudinal change: the
peripheral route and the central route.
Attitudinal change via the central route is based
on data processing, where the arguments of
the message (e.g. the advantages and disad-
vantages of a product), are weighed carefully. If
one takes this route, he will be able to process
relevant and essential information about pro-
ducts and services and come to an opinion or
choice. The cognitive consequences are big.
Attitudinal change via de peripheral route is
based on limited data processing where the
biggest influence is formed by 'simple cues'.
These simple cues, are for example, the num-
ber of arguments instead of the contents of the
arguments or the status and credibility of the
sender. The cognitive consequences are usual-
ly small.
Empowerment - See types of organization/lear-
ning organizations and self organizing teams.
Enactment theory - Central in Karl Weick's
theory of organizing -about the decision making
process in organizations- (Daft and Weick,
1984, Weick, 1995), is the idea that organizati-
ons exist in an environment. This environment
is not just a physical environment but it is an
information environment. Often this information
environment consists of equivocal or ambiguie
information. Confronted with this equivocal
information, it is difficult for organizations to
make the right decisions. Weick's theory con-
sists of three key stages of decision making:
- Enactment: the process of deciding to pay
attention to a problem, an issue or anay part of
information.
- Selection: choices how to interprete the infor-
mation, and what to do with it
- Retention: the decision which information to
put into the organizational memory. 
The process of decisionmaking can be illustra-
ted by an example of a complaint situation.
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Complaints from the environment are received
by the organization. If these complaints are
already known in the organization they are pro-
bably part of a complaint procedure (assembly
rules). No problems occur; the complaint van
be characterized as low equivocal information.
If the complaint is new and complex the com-
plaint procedure does not fit the complaint. You
need interaction (communication cycles) to
solve this problem. The result can be that this
complex complaint becomes a part of the pro-
cedure and there for a more or less simple pro-
blem (Retention). If the problem cannot be sol-
ved the process starts again by trying to obtain
more information: reenactment. The process
can be described as a grammar for organizing.
Individuals create their own environment that
confronts them through the process of enact-
ment. The process of enactment suggests that
different organizational members will saturate
information inputs with different meanings and
therefore create different information environ-
ments, often based on experiences, goals or
personalities (Miller, 2003). 
Environment (see also stakeholder, target
groups, relationship management and
networks) - External developments that take
place at the macro level like, for example, 
social changes are not manageable for indivi-
dual organizations. It is a fact that people in
western societies are more individualistic than
they used to be. An organization cannot change
this, but it has to take this individualism into
account by offering its employees opportunities
for personal development. 
Destep - demographic, economical,
social/societal, technological, and ecological
forces in the environment of an organization.
Depending on the strength of the forces, the
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length of the axis can vary. A shorter distance
means a stronger relationship, influence, or
dependency. Destep-factors are called the indi-
rect external forces. The forces at the right site
of the model are the direct external forces. The
size of the circles reflects the fact that certain
groups/stakeholders have more impact than
others. Thickness of lines reflects the depen-
dency. Maybe the length of the lines between
the circles and the inner part could also be
used as an indicator. 
This extension of TOCOM can be of assistance
in analyzing the (corporate) environment and
taking strategic decisions for the design of
organization and communication. But further
research should give an answer how these for-
ces relate to design decisions.  
Some of the forces are represented by organi-
zations (TOCOM!), for other forces the situation
is more blurred.
Concepts related to environment are equivoca-
lity, uncertainty, complexity and hostility. 
Direct external environmental forces - The influ-
ences from outside the organization, which can
be partly influenced by the organization. These
include relationships with suppliers and custo-
mers, clients, banks, stockholders, unions and
the government (lobbying!). See also environ-
ment
External analysis - see Five Forces
Five Forces Model - The model is developed by
Michael Porter (1979) to help managers decide
about a winning strategy particular looking at
(potential) competitors, by analyzing opportuni-
ties and threats. The five forces are of course
embedded in environmental factors (see
Environment). 
The model is very useful for the analysis of
competition in an industry, but it has been criti-
cized for presenting a rather static picture and
not taken the strength of individual companies
into account. To overcome this criticism we
added some questions.
The five forces model is visualized as followed:
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Focus group - A sample of the total population
is studied by means of observation, interviews,
discussions, or other types of research instru-
ments to gain a picture of the characteristics or
the problems of the organization. The term "stu-
died" should be understood in its broadest
sense here, because focus groups are also
very useful in collectively portraying, for exam-
ple, actual and desired identity or communica-
tion. The composition of the group depends on
the targets of the study (e.g. a representative
sample or just one department in an organiza-
tion).
Framing - It is a quality of communication that
leads others to accept one meaning over 
another. It is a skill that most succesfull leaders
possess. Framing strategies are for example:
using methaphors, stories, rituals, ceremonies,
slogans, jargon, symbols, and contrast. See 
Deetz, Tracy & Simpson, 2000). Framing is
also used in situations of issue management*
and (other) negotiation situations. 
A well-known example of framing is defining a
problem as a change. 
Function analysis, task analysis - Analysis of
functions and tasks can help the consultant in
the change process. It is an analysis of major
tasks, minor tasks, and task elements that can
be divided in several levels of concreteness of
the major or minor task. Part of the analysis
comprehends the description of skills, know-
ledge and attitudes too. Looking at individual
tasks or functions, one could also look at op-
tions for job rotation, job simplification, job
enrichment (empowerment) or job enlargement
(more different tasks done by one individual). 
To receive data about core values, consultants
have to ask their respondents about their func-
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The five forces with questions
Forces Questions
1. Influence of potential
competitors
Who are potential competitor?, 
Why and what is the risk that they will enter the market?
Can they afford the costs to develop and/or produce new products or
services?
Are they willing to enhance brand loyalty by advertising?
2. Influence of supplier
power
Is the supplier a strong and healthy company?
How many suppliers are available?
How dependent is the supplier of our company?
How dependent is the supplier of their own suppliers?
3. Influence of 
substitute products
Which substitutes are available that are competing with our
product(s)?
What is their price?
4. Influence of buyer
power
Who are the (potential) consumers and or retailers?
What power do they have to influence the price and the quality of pro-
ducts/services (lower prices, higher quality)?
Is there brand loyalty? 
5. Influence of rivalry
between incumbent
companies
How strong or weak is the rivalry and how does this effect 
prices/profitability?
Which companies are dominating (oligopoly or monopoly): consolida-
ted structure of competitors versus fragmentation?
What are the factors that keep competitors in business: economic,
strategic, emotional?
tioning, the tasks they are involved with, and
the reasons why are they performing as they
do. The technique of visualizing the tasks and
value outcomes is called laddering.  
If the consultant is engaged in an empower-
ment or commitment change program, he can
use function analyses as a starting point for the
empowerment circle in which the consultant
has to confront the individual employee with the
following questions:
- What is my job?
- How am I doing?
- Does anyone care?
- How are WE doing?
- What is our mission, vision, values?
- How can I help?  
Answering these questions give insight in the
job responsibilities, performance feedback, indi-
vidual needs, department objectives and
results, vision and mission, and the degree of
empowerment and commitment. (N. Hobson,
vice president corporate communications Scala
Business Solutions, IABC 2001).
Goals & Objectives - Communication goals
need to be formulated in terms of 'communicati-
ve terms' and not in terms of behavior. Not all
factors contributing to these goals are commu-
nicative factors. The highest level of goals
which one can try to reach with communication
is behavioral intention. Communication objecti-
ves always need to be connected to what one
want to achieve with the target group. Below
the differences between goals and objectives
are described (Hogendoorn, 1996). 
Grouping -see coupling and co-ordination.
History - The organization's experiences since
its foundation. This history will display a picture
of how the organization is positioned, how the
organization operates in the environment, and it
constitutes the basis of the beliefs within the
organization. For the communications expert,
knowledge of an organization's history is often
an important tool in diagnosing problems
Ramanantsoa and Thiery-Basle (1995). In
every stage of an organizations history, one
can monitor the TOCOM-model in the specific
situation. You can imagine the complexity if you
have to take into account more organizations or
organizational units for example in a (recent)
merging situation.
There are three main questions the consultant
has to answer while analysing a communication
problem: the (recent) historical situation, the
broader stakeholders' perspective, and the
broader branche or societal context. From a
theoretical point of view the historical situation
can be seen as the result of an enactment pro-
cess from the past, we call it re-enactment.
However, like any historical approach this result
is influenced by the reality from the current and
future situation.
Human resource - Such an organization is the
opposite of a classical organization. In the clas-
sical organization there are supervisers and
subordinates, and there are many task-related
messages top-down distributed. In a human
resource organization the supervisors become
coaches and the subordinates become partici-
pants in the consultative process. Task-related
top-down messages are replaced by others.  In
such an organization empowerment is possible.
Pfeffer (1998) and Pfeffer & Veiga (1999) men-
tion seven practices of successful (human
resource) organizations:
- Employment security: employees feel trusted
- Selective hiring: new employees can assimila-
te easily
- Self-managed teams and decentralization:
employees feel responsible for their work and
are willing to support each other.
- Contingent compensation: good performances
are rewarded
- Extensive training: without training there is
less identification, and less innovation
- Reduction of status differences: by reducing
the symbols of power all employees feel more
valued
- Sharing information: employees should recei-
ve not only policy information, but should also
be willing to share their information with others.
The practices look very sensible and who
would not want to work in such an organiza-
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Goals General description of an unrea-
chable end situation.
The 'why' of a project Direction
Objectives Specific description of measurable
communication results  
'Who reaches what, when
and how' of a project
Destination
tion? However Miller (2003) mention remarks
by Jassawalla & Sashittal (1999) "[a]lthough
they are formed with great optimism, few are
managed for success", and Pfeffer himself who
is not too optimistic. The same remarks can be
made of the success, or better failure, of most
TQM-programmes. Miller summarizes literature
on this TQM failure and describes, from this
literature, five issues that are important for a
successful change:
- Know when team-based management is
appropriate. (Complex environment, work that
needs continuing innovation, work across func-
tional lines)
- Consider the attitude of the management.
(Management has power to loose, and therefo-
re they may resist empowerment structures and
culture)
- Deal with cynism about change. (Employees
may be tired of all the changes that have occur-
red, participation and information is important,
as is credible leadership)
- Understand the nature of empowerment.
(Look at the degrees of empowerment, from job
enrichment tot decision participation)
- Facilitate the translation process. (Translation
is particularly a task of management or the con-
sultant. Translation is the process of change
that comes with new systems or ideas, and
includes the use of a new discourse or jargon.
The translation process can be enhanced by
framing. Fairhurst, 1993, and Fairhurst &
Wendt, 1993)  
Identity (or personality) - It is what an organiza-
tion actually is, or the way in which the organi-
zation presents itself towards its target groups.
There are four ways by which an organization
can represent itself (to realize their Corporate
or unit identity):
1. Behavior (the acts of the organization will be
judged by the target groups)
2. Communication (the way verbal or visual sig-
nals towards target groups are expressed)
3. Symbols (the way the organization shows
implicit what the organization stands for)
4. Message (the organization needs to have a
clear view of itself and present this in a clearly
way to its target groups). 
An organization's identity can be investigated in
a number of different ways. The most widely
accepted methods are the cobweb method, the
star method, laddering (Van Rekom 1998), and
the Mannheimer CI test. Furthermore, different
kinds of identity exist if an organization is divi-
ded into a parent company and a number of
subsidiary companies. Generally speaking,
establishing a successful identity is more diffi-
cult for larger groups that for smaller groups
(Van Riel, 1995, Van Rekom and Van Riel,
2000). There is of course a strong connection
between internal and external communication
on the one hand and identity on the other hand
(Cheney and Christensen, 2001). 
A slightly different approach is modelled by
Birkigt & Stadler (1985). In their view the core
of identity is personality (mission, culture, struc-
ture), determined by behavior (part of this
behavior are also products and services), com-
munication (message, target groups) and sym-
bolism. Image is the reflection of this identity. 
Smidts, Pruyn, Van Riel (2001, 2002) looked at
the role of internal communication and corpora-
te identification as the process towards identity.
When discussing an organization's identity, the
distinction reflected below is made from a more
narrow perspective than we use in the TOCOM
model.
- Branded identity - The subsidiary companies
of a parent company have their own style, as a
result of which an outsider would not be able to
identify the parent company (parent visibility).
An example of this is Unilever. Unilever has
many products on the market. These products
are known under their own name, and the iden-
tity of the product is not in any way related to
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the parent company. The advantage of this is
that there are no consequences for the other
products if one product does not succeed, but
on the other hand, the products cannot benefit
from the good reputation of the parent 
company. 
- Endorsed identity - The subsidiary companies
of a parent company have their own style, but
the parent company is recognizable in the
background. An example of this is L'Oreal. Its
various divisions are recognizable as such, but
it is always clear what the parent company is.
- Monolithic identity - The entire company uses
one visual style and is therefore universally
recognizable. An example of this is Philips.
Despite its many different products, it has one
unequivocal style (Esch and Brautigam, 2002).
The concept of parent visibility is often strongly
associated with power struggles between the
head office and the different business units. Do
we have corporate branding, or, do we allow
branding on a lower level also and to what
extend. Often this is not only a question of 
visualization by logos or brand names; often it
is also about different profiles and even 
missions. (Van Riel, 1995 p39-40)
Image - An organization's image (any TOCOM-
level!) refers to the associations target groups
and/or stakeholders have, when confronted
with an organization. 'An image is the set of
meanings by which an object is known and tho-
rough which people describe, remember and
relate to it. That is, the result of the interaction
of a person's beliefs, ideas, feelings and
impressions about an object' (Dowling 1986 in
van Riel, 1995). Image and reputation are two
terms that are closely related to each other.
See also reputation. The difference between
image and reputation is not easy to explain.
However, generally speaking the difference is
that reputation research is attitude reseach,
while image research is association research
(Maathuis 1993). Every organization or person
has an image but not everybody has a reputa-
tion. Image is also related to corporate bran-
ding and marketing (Gregory 1998), and to
identity (Van Riel 1995, 1997, Steidl and Emery,
1997).
In what circumstances is a positive image wel-
come, for example if you are planning to buy a
product, or visit a museum, or help somebody?
If:
- The information needed for a decision is too
complex, too large, too confluctual, and/or too
incomplete. 
- People are not motivated enough to take the
time to process all the available information.
- There are contextual constrainst like time
limits (Poiesz, 1988, in Van Riel 1996).
People are often unable to act rationally becau-
se of the constrainst mentioned above.
Therefore they need their experiences, their
feelings, they use only incomplete information
and simple decision rules from the past of
which they are not always fully aware of.
Integrated Marketing Communications -
Integrated marketing communications (IMC)
adds, or brings together various techniques for
advertising and promoting the product or ser-
vice to the buyer. Bringing together refers to the
need to integrate the various advertising com-
munications and promotion activities to reinfor-
ce the brand's positioning, as well as to the
media selection integration of these activities.
Adding refers to the successive addition of
advertising communications and promotion acti-
vities along the customer timeline of the marke-
ting channel. (Rossiter and Percy, 1996, p323) 
This integrated communication strategy to sell
products or services can be determined by ans-
wering three main questions
1. Which are the best and most efficient adver-
tising communications and promotions media to
use in combination to achieve brand's commu-
nication objectives) selection integration.
2. How can advertise communications activity
and promotion activity's message be made
synergistically consistent with the brand's posi-
tioning  integration
3. At what points in the marketing channel
should advertising communications or promo-
tions reach buyers and perhaps speed up the
decision in favor of our brand/ customer time-
line integration (Rossiter and Percy, 1997)
Intercultural communication - Intercultural com-
munication refers tot the global workplace
(Varner and Beamer 1995) and to the commu-
nication within organizations with a multi-cultu-
ral workforce.
Interventions - Corrective interventions in the
organization's performance aimed at the impro-
vement of the performance of groups, indivi-
duals, or processes. Goldhaber distinguishes
between different kinds of intervention: proce-
dural and theoretical input, reflection (non-
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directive counseling), direct feedback and wor-
king meetings to support the process.
Interdependency - see Coupling.
Issue advertising - It is advertising by organiza-
tions to influence public policy. The terms issue
advertising and advocacy advertising first were
used in 1975 and 1976 (see Heath, 1994, p.
272). Examples of issue advertising are adverti-
sements by energy companies to support 
people in third world countries by helping them
with the use of solar energy. Another example
is advertisements of labour unions to fight
government policy. By issue advertisements
organizations exercise power and shape their
identies at the same time. Issue advertising can
be seen as a boundary spanning action as part
of the organizational public discourse. Three
functions can be distinguished, 1) a rethorical
function, 2) an identity management function
(working on your own identity and showing that
you are also a responsible part of the public:
the Benetton posters?), 3) a political function
(Cheney & Vibbert, 1987). A respectable
amount of studies have been done on issue
advertisements. In Heath (1994) you can get a
good impression of these studies. For example
Heath & Douglas 1986 did a study on issue
advertising and its effects on public opinion
recall. Heath also developed a categorization of
issue advertisements. He distinguished:
- Issue ads that use widely accepted premises
- Issue ads that defend premises
- Issue ads that advocate new premises
- Issue ads that champion or challenge policies
- Issue ads that enlist supporters to take action
on specific policies.
Issue ads are often part of a larger public com-
munuication campaign. Organizations use com-
pliance gaining strategies like convincing the
public that it is morally wrong if it does not com-
ply with the organization's point of view; or they
tell the public that they have a lot of well known
expertise on a certain matter. 
Issue management - 'Issues management has
become a means to integrate strategic busi-
ness planning, assessment of corporate cultu-
re, analysis of public policy trends, improve-
ment of standards of corporate responsibility,
and assertive communication on key issues.'
(Heath, 1994, p.273). The greatest misunder-
standing is that issue management is only
about observing the environment for something
that is of interest for an organization, after
which the organization reacts. Although of
course monitoring the environment is important.
One has to know what happens in the political
arena, what kind of laws will affect the organi-
zation, what the performances of competitors
are, what kind of trends will occur in society,
and so on. 
However, from the quote by Heath, we can
learn that issue management is a very complex
process of bringing issues from the environ-
ment and information from inside the organiza-
tion together in a continuing process of strate-
gic operations to obtain as much control over
their future as is possible. Issue management is
enacting information fom the environment and
towards the environment. Doing so, issue
management is about shaping the organization
and the environment.
Issue management cannot be done properly
without stakeholder analysis. One has to deter-
mine who the stakeholders are before looking
at the process of issue discussion. This pro-
cess is described by Hallahan (1999) as a dis-
cussion based on conflicts. These conflicts can
be categorized in conflicts about factual gaps
(fight about the facts), conformance gaps (fight
about the relevancy of the facts), and ideals
gaps (fight about normative aspects). These
gaps are not exclusive. See Wartick & Mahon,
1994.   
In this stakeholder discussion, according to
Freeman & Reed (1983), the following stake-
holder interests are at stake in case of conflicts:
- Ethical or normative and moral grounds
- Material grounds (financial/economical)
- Political grounds (legislation)
- Relational grounds (being part of certain
groups, for example branche of the general
public)
- Access to information grounds (who has
access to organizational, branche or public
information)
- Symbolic or reputational grounds
As in other situations of communication the 
rhetorical process is a process of sensemaking
dependend of the mental frame of the partici-
pants (Senge, 1990).   
Studying issues, includes also studying trends
and items. While trends can be described as
more general, longer term and without a direct
impact on an organization, issues are more
concerned with a particular subject. They 'live'
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several weeks or a restricted number of years,
and have implications for the organization. An
item, described as an event or an incident, has
of course also implications for an organization.
Usually an event is not a part of the discussion
anymore after a week (Ferguson, 2000).  
Bridget (2004) describes six theoretical approa-
ches to study corporate issue campaigns. First
Systems Theory because of its emphasis in
equivocal information and stakeholders.
Second: Powerful Stakeholder Theory that
looks into the different roles and power posi-
tions of the stakeholders in the environment.
Third: Legitimacy Gap Theory. If an organiza-
tion changes its behavior or is forced to change
its behavior, for example because of tax fraude
or deceivement of shareholder, the environment
will be shocked. The opposite can also happen
when certain public issues or changing social
values cause a different appreciation of an
organization. This is called Ligitimacy Gap
(Theory) or expectancy gap. See for a summa-
ry of the literature Bridges, 2004. A good exam-
ple of the first situation is the Ahold-crisis; an
example of the second situation is the Brent-
spar problem with Shell. Here, the relation
between issue management and reputation
management may become clear. Fourth: The
Issue Life-Cycle Theory describes the stages of
an issue: 
- The pre-issue stage when an issue begins to
surface,
- the awareness stage with expectations for
actions, and 
- the final stage when new standards become
part of the behavior of an organization (Nasi et
al. (1997). 
A nice example in the Netherlands is the dis-
cussion about corporate responsibility and
transparency resulting in new codes for
management and shareholder interaction.
There is some criticism: first not all issue pro-
cesses are linear, and second, there are always
issues competing for attention. Fifth: Rhetorical
Analysis where symbolic communication, sense
making, argumentation, negotiation and dialo-
gue are central concepts. Sixth: in Social
Exchange Theory an individual or group
expects something in return for something else.
It is negotiation with costs and rewards or
benefits. SET can be applied to the issue nego-
tiation between stakeholders but also to the
negotiation between (groups of) stakeholders
and the organization. 
From an applied perspective, it is difficult to
give some directions for corporate public cam-
paigns. However it is certainly useful to look at
the six theoretical approaches because they
give a rather integrated perspective on the kind
of difficulties a consultant can encounter.
There are two strategies the consultant can
apply, as a participant in the issue discussion.
The first one is the (traditional) agenda-setting,
trying to get attention for an issue in for exam-
ple, the media or the legislators. The other stra-
tegy is framing*. By changing the perspective,
for example by introducing new and a different
kind of arguments, one could more or less 'kill'
the original issue or challenge new stakehol-
ders to participate in the discussion. 
Because of the interaction between external
stakeholders and their opinion, and internal sta-
keholders of an organization - particular the
CEO, because of the implications for strategy-
the position of the communication expert is not
an easy one. This communication expert should
be able to connect the issue process with orga-
nizational strategies, but will he be allowed to
participate? And when he is a consultant, will
he be trusted?
A more recent but very interesting phenomenon
is the occurrence of the 'bloggers', individual
citizens who open their own weblog to create
an issue by inviting other citizens to ask for
comments. Sometimes other citizens write
about the same subject on their own weblog.
And before you realize what is going on a lot of
people are involved in discussion, develop a
public opinion and as a result shape the envi-
ronment. Particularly when journalists get inte-
rested, an issue is born. 
Looking from a democracy point of view these
weblogs are an important adjustment to the tra-
ditional communication mix of taking part in a
public discussion. In the near future, may be
they will become even more influential than the
main stream media, because they are the press
of the people. However they also can serve
non-democratic goals, like the diffusion of fana-
tic religions or ideologies.
Jargon - see Language.
Kelly Grid - association method to describe
image and/or identity. Employees compare dif-
ferent organizational parts by evaluating cards
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with the names of these organizational parts
(Gustafson and Reger, 1999). 'The Kelly reper-
tory grid is suitable for revealing the hierarchies
in which company characteristics, consistencies
and values are stored in the memory of the
consumer.' (Van Riel, 1995, p86)
Laddering - 'Laddering' is described as 'an indi-
vidual depth-interview technique which is used
to gain insight into the way in which consumers
translate product attributes into meaningful
associations relating to themselves.' (Van Riel,
1995, p52)
The laddering technique was designed to deter-
mine those aspects of a products image that
are relevant to a respondent who is considering
buying or using this product. It can also be
used to determine the identity of a company.
For an excellent overview see Van Rekom
(1989).  
Language (jargon/tone/lingo) (symbolic use of
language) - The language of a select group;
another term for this is group-restricted code.
There are two possible objectives: defining the
boundaries of a group by means of language
(social behavior), or making communication
possible within a group by using specialist
terms (functional use). A useful way to imple-
ment jargon in the functional sense is through
(business) training and documentation. For
information about slogans, see Van Gemert,
Schellens and Steehouder (2001).
Leadership styles - It is almost impossible to
give a definition of effective leadership.
Research does indicate, however, that effective
leadership depends on a number of factors,
namely: personality features of the potential
leader, the context or situational factors and the
behavior of the followers (Yukl, 1981). We can
distinguish between different styles of leader-
ship in an organization. The most important
are: laissez-faire (intervening as little as possi-
ble and relying on the ability of the organization
to manage itself), dictatorial (the leader takes
all decisions alone), transactional (on the basis
of contractual agreements, ensuring that neces-
sary functions are carried out, with obligations
for both parties) and transformational (charis-
matic) leadership which motivates employees
to "think along." A high level of emotional invol-
vement is extremely desirable).
Fayol (in Conrad & Poole, 2001 p 60) mentions
four key activities of traditional leaders, which
are important for communication:
- Organizing includes explaining employees'
duties clearly, controlling the use of written
communication, and providing clear and effecti-
ve statements of managerial decisions.
- Commanding involves conducting both perio-
dic assessments of the organization's success
through systems of performance feedback and
conferences with employees to direct and focus
their efforts.
- Coordinating depends on making certain that
all employees understand the nature and limits
of their responsibilities.
- Controlling involves administering rewards
and punishments and persuading employees
that their rewards are based on the quality of
their performance."
Blake and Mouton (1964, in Goldhaber, 1993
p83-85) have developed a two-dimensional grid
to analyze leadership practices that managers
can use. From this grid, five basic styles of
leadership can be defined based on these two
factors (concern for people & concern for pro-
duction).
1. A 9/1 style of leadership is a typical of a
manager who is mainly concerned for producti-
on and not for people. Efficiency is the prime
concern and human elements are subordinated
to the needs of production.
2. A 1/9 style of leadership is typical of a mana-
ger who has a high concern for people and a
low concern for production. The manager is
employee concerned at the expense of any
organizational concerns for productivity and
efficiency. 
3. Managers who have little concern for both
people and production illustrate the 1/1 style of
leadership. A manager like this, is concerned
avoids decisions and maintain an atmosphere
of apathy. They avoid feedback to employees.
Their philosophy is "People work best when
you leave them alone".
4. Managers who care a lot for both production
and people characterize the 9/9 style of leader-
ship. They strive to maintain the group while
trying to achieve the primary task. They allow
consensus in decision-making, confront and
resolve conflict. These managers want to crea-
te an atmosphere of trust and confidence. They
have truly mastered the concept of integration
of individual and organizational goals. 
5. The 5/5 style of leadership can be described
as the middle of the road. These managers
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have a moderate concern for both people and
production. They are on the way to acceptance
of team management but they are short of inte-
gration for some reasons. They resolve con-
flicts through compromising. 
Charismatic leadership is characterized by
several characteristics (of the leader): self-con-
fidence, strong self-conviction, high level of
energy and enthusiasm, expressive, splendid
communication skills, image building, role
modeling, impression management, knows how
to deal with crisis situations.
By psychologists charisma is seen as a unique
characteristic of an individual. Literally, charis-
ma means the gift of grace. Sociologists have
another perspective; the see it as the power of
a group projected on an individual. 
The followers of charismatic leaders can be
characterized by showing a high degree of res-
pect and appreciation, loyalty, affection, high
expectancies and unconditional devotion. About
charismatic leadership, see Bryman (1993),
Deetz, Tracy, Simpson (2000). Also, several
reasons can be pointed out for the failure of
leaders e.g.:
- Lack of vision: through conflict between per-
sonal vs. organizational targets, blinkers.
- Mistakes in perception: changes in the mar-
ket, accurate estimation of needed means,
wrong estimation of the market, caused by:
cognitive dissonance, 'groupthink', complexity
of the situation, nodding. 
(Contingency approach to) leadership - (Fiedler,
1967, 1978) 'Leadership effectiveness depends
on both how task-oriented and relationship-
oriented the leader is and on the amount of
control and influence the leader has over the
group.' Thus, the leadership style depends on
'situational favorability', a combination of:
- Complexity of the task.
- Amount of strength of the position of the 
leader.
- Relationship between leaders and 
subordinates.
Learning organizations - See types of orga-
nization.
Life cycle, organizational - (see for product
life cycle Marketing). Thanks to research of
Quinn and Cameron (1983) we know that
four stages of a life cycle can be distinguis-
hed:
1. Entrepreneurial stage: an organization is
born, founders spent all their time available
to develop products or services just to sur-
vive. In this phase the organization is small
and has an informal culture although there
might be a strong supervision by founders.
The problem is the growth of the organization
with  leadership and management issues. If the
organization survives this crisis, it lands in the
next phase
2. Collectivity stage: the organization is now
growing in size and has a division of labour
with supervisors and subordinates, but still
there is a large commitment and informal com-
munication. Clear grow goals are developed.
Problems occur when top management, usually
former founders, want to coordinate all proces-
ses  and are not willing to give responsibility to
middle and lower management
3. Formalization stage: Control systems and
procedures are installed, for example, TQM-
systems with ISO-certification, written rules
become important. Specialization will become
unavoidable. Top management has to cope with
strategy issues and leave operational task to
others. (Staff) departments and other units have
their own responsibilities. 
Problems occur because of bureaucracy, frus-
tration particularly at middle management level.
Communication is more formal. The crisis the
organization is in, is called the red tape crisis. 
4. Elaboration stage: there is still bureaucracy
but formal systems are simplified, teamwork
becomes more important with values as social
control and self-discipline are paramount. The
organization tries to become more or less
entrepreneurial again. The goal is establishing
a good reputation and an effective organization.
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Logos - a logo is a graphic image representing
a product, a service or a company as a trade
mark. It ads value because it can arouse positi-
ve emotions with internal and external stakehol-
ders and enhance the organization's reputation,
and makes it more competitive (Almquist, E.,
Turvill, I. and Roberts, K. 1998; Olins, W.1989).
However, designing a logo that is remembered
and liked, and that create a strong feeling of
familiarity is not easy (Dubberly, 1995).
Henderson and Cote (1998/99) wrote an enter-
taining article about logos. They argumented
that correct recognition and recall are the pre-
conditions for effective logos. It is interesting
that there are logo designs that evoke familiari-
ty even if they are unknown. Familiarity could
contribute to human information processing and
therefore be more effective according to Jacoby
and Dallas (1981). Presented in a working
paper, Van Riel, Van den Ban and Heijmans
(1999) did some experimental research. They
asked people to judge logos with and without
the name of the company, and before and after
a public campaign about the introduction of a
new logo. The researchers knew beforehand
what the organization liked their new logo to
represent in terms of values. They asked for
two kinds of associations. First they asked for
graphical reactions (what does it look like) and
then they asked for meaning -the referential
reaction- (what do you feel and think). Those
two reactions are the intrinsic properties of the
logo. The name of the organization that comes
with the logo is the extrinsic property. In this
experiment it is important to know that the orga-
nization is a well-known bank. So when you
add the name to the logo the reputation of the
bank could have impact on the associations.
That this relation is real showed the results of
this experiment. If logo and name were separa-
ted, the associations where lesser in line than
when they were offered together. Not all associ-
ations were positive but after the campaign
there were more positive reactions than before.
Van Riel cs. mention that logos are popular to
write about, but that they know only of one
other experimental study, i.c. Green &
Lovekuck (1994). For future research they sug-
gest to experiment with different stakeholders,
like customers, and non-customers like inves-
tors and shareholders. 
We would like to add another suggestion for
future research. Because not only different sta-
keholders are are worth a new experiment. We
add: 
- Looking into the associations different graphi-
cal representations evoke, like those based on
humans, animals, circles, dots and other sket-
ches.
- Looking into the effects of colour combinati-
ons and letter types.
- Looking not only at different stakeholders like
the ones Van Riel cs. mention, but also at
multi-cultural stakeholders. These last kinds of
stakeholders are of course important for global
organizations. For example: pictures of people
or animals in logos evoke different associations
and even emotions; the same applies to the
use color.
- Looking at the reputation a name represents,
for example Rabo Bank versus Skresnetiti
Bank, or the sound of a name, which apprecia-
tion is of course strongly determined by multi-
cultural influences.
- Looking at the influence of adding a symbol,
like in the example below.
- Looking at combinations with slogans
In the case of KLM the swan is used in adverti-
sing for so many years that the public associa-
tes this symbol with KLM immediately.
Probably, the symbol does more for the brand
KLM than its logo because of the flight associa-
tions. Of course the blue colour and letter type
are important as well. 
Management - In most literature, communica-
tion management is referred to the planning,
organization, and control of internal and exter-
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nal communication aimed at achieving commu-
nication objectives. As indicated earlier, accor-
ding to our view control should certainly be a
relative term.
Van Ruler (1998) has developed a model, cal-
led the "Communication Cross roads," that is
aimed at managing communication in the con-
text of an organization: 
- Informing: Helping people form opinions and
make decisions.
- Persuading: Providing persuasive information.
- "Dialogization": Creating a dialogue.
- Forming: Directing consensus. 
Manager - The person that is responsible for
communication management who is acting in
different roles (Van Ruler, 1998) depending on
the responsibilities given to her/him by the
organization: 
- Designing and distributing communication
means. 
- Sellers position, selling the policy of the
management by translating organizational poli-
cy in communication policy and spreading the
message of top management.
- Intermediate position in which the communi-
cation manager is a boundary spanner between
organization and stakeholders and can influen-
ce organizational policy.
Mix - Selecting and using the most appropriate
means of communication in specific situations.
A matrix is normally used to give an overview of
the means of communication. Below, examples
are given of the way a matrix can be construc-
ted. Of course, the matrix has to be set up in
such a way that the objectives you aim for in
the description/diagnosis become clear through
the structure of the matrix (see also - Media
richness theory).
A more strategic approach (what are our goals,
who are involved, in what way do we want to
reach our goals) is described on the next page
(adapted publication with permission of the
communication department of Fuji, Holland.
(Other) aspects to consider in designing a com-
munication mix or a separate communication
mean:  
- The characteristics of a medium. Media can
be ordered according to relative richness.
(Klebe and Trivino, 1990) A rich medium offers
opportunities for direct feedback and multiple
cues (non-verbal expression, pitch, and voice).
Other characteristics are related to the reach of
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the medium, the opportunities for its distribu-
tion, the time involved in producing it, its cost
and its results with respect to the effectiveness
as measured by scientific research. Another
important characteristic is the credibility of a
medium. For example some newspapers are
seen as more serious than others. The extent
of involvement is also important. According to
Krugman (1972, 1977) a message has more
impact when people have an active role in
obtaining information. According to Krugman
reading is a high involvement activity while tele-
vision and radio is low involvement. That is the
reason why television advertising is based on
repetition. May be Krugman's theory is applica-
ble for advertisement but certainly not for all
kind of messages. Think for example about the
impact of election debates on television. See
also the Elaboration Likelihood Model*. 
- Complementarity. What is the relationship with
other communication media? That is, to what
extent do they support each other, in the com-
munication of the message and the symbolism
on the one hand, and the timing on the other
hand? This complementarity is essential, espe-
cially in the case of communication systems
that are tightly linked to the organization's pro-
cesses (Glassmann, 1993; Van Gemert &
Woudstra, 1998)).
- The type of message and target group 
characteristics. Is the message about telling,
sharing, explanation, selling or about co-
design? See the section on information below
and in the glossary under communication mix.
For instance the choice of face-to-face commu-
nication (sometimes co-design) is especially
strongly linked to the extent and nature of the
change that a message must convey.
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Verbal 
communication
Written 
communication
Digital 
communication
Top-down 
communication
E.g., walking around E.g., newsletter E.g., memo by e-mail 
Horizontal 
communication
E.g., discussion of pro-
gress
E.g., memos E.g., information sys-
tem
Bottom-up 
communication
E.g., works council E.g., suggestion box E.g., response by e-
mail
Description Impact Desired result Communication structure
Telling,
Organization should
know
Low 1. Knowledge Emphasis on fast communication flow:
instrumental channel
Sharing,
Organization must
be able to react
Medium 1.Specific knowledge
2. Reaction
Emphasis on fast communication flow
and quick scan reactions
Explanation, How
does organization
feel about foreseen
decisions?
Medium 1. Consultation
2. Feedback
Emphasis on evoking and collecting
reactions
Selling,
Does organization
understand and
accept the conse-
quences of a far-
reaching decision?
Threat 1. Understanding
2. Acceptance
Specific
1. communication with assistance of
the communication department
2. communication strategy
Co-design,
How can we involve
the organization?
High 1. Participation
2. Commitment
Specific
1. communications with assistance of
the communication department
- The size and /or complexity of the message.  
- Reach and distribution. How many people can
be reached for what costs? And how difficult or
costly is it to distribute the message?
- The time available. Telling can be done in a
shorter time than selling or co-design.  
- Sender characteristics. The characteristics of
the message sender can play a role when
choosing a means of communication. Some
people are less skilled at getting a message
across verbally, whilst others are good in inter-
active situations. Credibility may also play a
part. A lack of credibility may be rectified more
easily by someone with charisma in an inter-
active situation than would be possible by a
memo or an interview published in the compa-
ny magazine. 
- Situation characteristics. Of course it matters
whether we have a situation of events commu-
nication, sponsoring, advertising or the internal
promotion of the mission statement. Generally
the following three questions are relevant befo-
re answering the fourth question (Wijmenga,
2001):
1. Where are we now?
2. Why are we there?
3. Where do we have to go?
4. How do we reach that situation? 
And of course the design process with its mile
stones, and the decision about the participants
and their extent of authority (the participation
ladder: knowledge, brainstorm, have a say,
execution).
Marketing and Marketing Communication - See
also advertising. It is the process of obtaining
the customers or clients decision to buy a pro-
duct or service. Sometimes the term marketing
management is used. Here is a definition by
Kotler (2003): 'Marketing management takes
place when at least one party to a potential
exchange thinks about the means of achieving
desired responses from other parties. We see
marketing management as the art and science
of choosing target markets and getting, kee-
ping, and growing customers through creating,
delivering, and communicating superior custo-
mer value'.
In this definition we see a reference to exchan-
ge theory and to Kotler's product-level model.
Exchange theory describes the process '[.] of
obtaining a desired product from someone by
offering something in return'. (Kotler, 2003).
There are five conditions for exchange:
1. minimal two parties
2. every party has something of value for the
other party
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Factor/
Input-
output
Kind of
message
Time
available
Means/
Tools
desired
Man
power
Financial
costs
Desired
acceptance
Feedback
Simple Little Few Little Little Little Little
Telling
Sharing
Explanation
Selling
Co-design
Complex Much Many Much Much Much Much
Receivers Medium Sender Frequency Distribution
Employee
magazine
Employees Full color
magazine 
Management 4 x per year Mail / Internal
mail
Newsletter Stakeholders E-mail Management Monthly E-mail
Intranet Employees Internet Employees Enduring Computer net-
work
Other ... ... ... ... ...
3. each party is able to communicate and to
deliver
4. each party has a free choice to accept or to
deny the exchange
5. each party wants to do business
The product level model is visualized as a well
known onion model with five layers. 'Each level
adds more customer value, and the five consti-
tute a customer value hierarchy' (Kotler, 2003).
Form the inside to to the outside: core benefits,
basic product(s), expected product(s), augmen-
ted product(s) and potential product(s). Another
categorization is, the core product (benefit or
service), tangible product (like packaging,
brand name, quality level, -features) and aug-
mented product (like distribution, guarantee,
shop parking). And what are products? 'A pro-
duct is anything that can be offered to a market
to satisfy a want or a need. Products that are
marketed include physical goods, services,
experiences, events, persons, places, proper-
ties, organizations, information and ideas'
(Kotler, 2003). Together with the theory of plan-
ned behaviour the product level model is wor-
king very well in studying people's motives for
buying a product, visiting a shop or a museum.
Strictly speaking, marketing communication is
the process that supports the marketing pro-
cess. However, both processes have to be inte-
grated to be successful. One could, for exam-
ple, identify a suitable target group but if the
costs to reach them are extreme compared to
the expected profit it is not wise to proceed.
Being in the marketing (communication) busi-
ness or understanding the decisions that 
people have to make, means insight in a num-
ber of strategic analysis methods (Pruyn and
Riezebos, 2001). We do not mention here more
general strategic analysis methods like SWOT.
We only selected methods closely relevant to
product or service renewal or differentiation:
a) Identifying differentiation potential. Often an
organization wants to offer more or differentia-
ted products or services to its customers. To
formulate a differentiation strategy in which pro-
duct positioning, target group, product or ser-
vice attributes, and costs and benefits of diffe-
rentiation are evaluated, one has to determine:
- the key attributes of the product (the unique
features) by answering the question 'what
needs does this product or service satisfy'? 
- the extent of the customer's preferences for
the key attributes, the price they are willing to
pay and by what criteria they choose.
- the demographic, sociological, and psycholo-
gical drivers of the customer's motivation.
To estimate costs and benefits of renewal or
differentiation the construction of a value chain
can be of great help. In the value chain (new)
activities become clear, as well are the availa-
ble resources  
b) Identifying the life cycle of a product or ser-
vice by using the BCG's (Boston Consulting
Group) Growth-Share Matrix. The BGC matrix
uses industry attractiveness and competitive
position to compare the strategic positions of
different businesses and draw strategy inferen-
ces. The four quadrants of the BGC matrix pre-
dict patterns of profits and cash flow and offer
strategy recommendations as to appropriate
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Communication effect Definition
1. Category need Buyer's acceptance that the category )product or service' is neces-
sary to remove or satisfy a perceived discrepancy between the
current motivational state and the desired motivational state.
2. Brand awareness Buyer's ability to identify )recognize or recall' the brand, within the
category, in sufficient detail to make a purchase
3. Brand attitude Buyer's evaluation of the brand with respect to its perceived ability
to meet a current relevant motivation )evaluation based on brand
benefits beliefs and the motivation/related emotional weights of the
benefits and of possible freestanding emotions
4. Brand purchase intention Buyer's self/instruction to purchase the brand or to take purchase
related action
5. Purchase facilitation Buyer's assurance that other marketing factors (the 4 Ps) will not
hinder purchase
strategies. The matrix has been widely used by
companies who have found value in its very
simplicity. The only information is only required
on two variables, the analysis can be done fast
and easy. The analysis is very diverse because
it cannot only be used for business units, but
also to analyze the positioning and performan-
ce potential of different products, brands, distri-
bution channels and customers (Boston
Consulting Group (1971), Grant (1998, p396).
See also Treacy and Wiersma (1997). 
After analysis, as mentioned above, one could
start an advertisement campaign where five
communication effects could be distinguished
`[] relatively enduring mental associations,
connected to the brand, in the prospective buy-
er's mind, that are necessary to create the
brand's position and predispose action.
(Rossiter and Percy 1997, p110) 
For the five communication effects defined, see
the table on the previous page.
Even though Rossiter and Percy (1997, p.110)
use these steps in a buyer's situation, the steps
can be used in almost any other persuasive
situation.
When you think about new marketing communi-
tion strategies it can be useful to reflect on the
position your product(s) in the market. In that
case the Ansoff-matrix (Ansoff, 1984) can be
helpful to decide what kind of grow strategy you
want to develop.
Marketing communication mix for consultancy
firms - See also advertising. Groenendijk,
Kwakman and Sierksma, 2003) summarized
results of reseach by Kotler 1997, Kwakman
2002, Lovelock and Wright, 1999, Maister, 1997
and 1999, Treacy and Wiersema, 1997, and
Sierksma, 2002. They describe effective and
less effective marketing (communication) instru-
ments for the service and consultancy industry. 
Most effective:
- Make the customer's an offer so that
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Products/markets Existing products
..
New products

Existing markets
..
Markt penetration Product development
New markets
..
Markt development Diversification
they know who you are
- Make use of your relations as ambassadors of
your company (relation management)
- Organize seminars, workshops, thematic
events with (selected) customers
- Distribute books, articles, project reports
representing your company's activities
- Pay attention to networking to meet potential
customers
- Strive for free publicity
Less effective, but still effective:
- Networking in a broader societal context
- Newsletters (traditional or electronic)
- Fairs
Only supporting:
- Brochures, project- and/or product descrip-
tions (traditional or electronic)
- Direct mail (useful in a situation with a selecti-
ve public and specific information)
- Advertising and event sponsoring. Not very
effective.
Much work on advertising is done by Franzen
(1992, 1998) and Franzen and Bouwman
(1999).
Marketing mix - The five wellknown marketing-
instruments (McCarthy (1960), Floor, Van Raay
(1993):
- Product. It is difficult to distinguish between
the same kinds of products. Therefore, for
example, design or service becomes more
important.
- Price. There is a strong relation to brand
image. One can ask more money for a product
with a good image.
- Promotion. Because of the resemblance of
many products in terms of price and quality,
promotion is often the only marketing instru-
ment with good results.
- Place. Building up, and maintaining, a distri-
bution network is a difficult and costly process.
- Personnel. Client-friendly and experienced
personel is a condition for success. 
Because of the heavy competition between
supermarkets there appear more and more
copy cats on the shelves. Copy cats are a lot
cheaper than the so-called A-brands. To sell
copy cats, not only the price and the quality are
important but particularly the packing. To pro-
mote their own brands supermarkets design the
packings in a way that they look like the pac-
kings of the A-brands. By doing so, they hope
that their products profit from the positive asso-
ciations of the A-brands. Formative research
can be done by asking and comparing these
associations.
Part of the design process -not only for copy
cats- is also formative research by putting the
products on the shelves between other pro-
ducts to study possible confusion, distinction or
attention. 
Media Richness Theory - Media richness theo-
ry postulates that media varies in information
richness (later called media richness) based on
their capacity to facilitate a shared meaning 
within a given time interval. The theory asserts
that four factors influence this media richness:
the ability of the medium to transmit multiple
cues (e.g., vocal inflection, gestures), immedia-
cy of feedback, language variety, and the per-
sonal focus of the medium. According to the
Media Richness Theory, richer media enables
users to communicate more quickly and to bet-
ter understand ambiguous or equivocal messa-
ges. Consequently, this would lead to better
performance on equivocal tasks. In contrast,
leaner media were better for low equivocality
tasks because rich media provided communica-
tors with too much information and superfluous
messages (Daft and Lengel, 1986, p. 558). For
an example, see the example presented in -
Communication mix from Fuji.
Merging - Making one organization of two or
more organizations is often not an easy job.
Because positions and jobs of people are at
stake, it is only natural that in such a situation
of uncertainty emotions play a very big role.
Besides, in a merging process there usually is
no time available to take cultural differences
into account with the result that later on these
differences make co-operation between mem-
bers or units difficult.
In case of a merger, the TOCOM model can be
used to analyze to what extent the organiza-
tions look alike or differ as well as to wether
something very different must be designed or
not. Important for a successful design is the
(biased?) image organizations have of each
other. If these images could be a hindrance for
co-operation, the consultant has almost no
other option than paying much attention to get
people who are supposed to work together, to
get acquainted with each other for example by
discussing the mission of the organization.
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One of the arguments for merging organiza-
tions is cost-effectiveness. Unfortunately, the
result is often that much more effort is needed
for co-ordination (communication), and as we
all know co-ordination costs money. Besides,
the more people, the more co-ordination and
consultation.  
Message (see also - Communication mix)
Formulating and presenting a strategic messa-
ge is difficult. Some questions to consider are:
- Do several internal and external groups per-
ceive the message in the same way?
- Did you consider their involvement in the past
and the present?
- Is the message consistent with earlier 
messages?
- Does the message show where the organiza-
tion is going and how it is doing?
- Does the message show the role of the target
groups in and for the organization?
- Does the message make the target groups
feel involved?
- Which facts and emotions are presented and
which are left out?
- How do words contribute negatively of positi-
vely to an adequate perception?
- Should you be precise or tell the story 
broadly?
- What should the audience do with the 
message?
- Can we support an accurate interpretation by
interaction or a follow-up? 
- How does the channel of means contribute
negatively of positively to an adequate 
perception?
- Does the message come from top 
management? (It should).
Metaphor - Figurative language based on com-
parison in a different knowledge domain. For
example, it is difficult to imagine in concrete
terms how hard it is to implement change. A
manager who wants to make this clear could
use the (traditional) image of a large sea tanker
sailing on the North Sea that wants to turn
around. This evokes an image of an enormous
ship that sails, is slowed down, and very slowly
steered in another direction. This image makes
clear how difficult it is for an organization to
implement change, by using the sea tanker
metaphor. The use of meta-
phors is also known as sym-
bolic management, which
can play an important part in
the process of change
(Cleary, 1992, Akin and
Palmer, 2000). Using meta-
phors could be seen as a
part of story telling.
Metaphors often have a
soundbite function. It is an
effort to close a discussion
or an issue by framing it in a certain direction.
For example if you are saying 'you are shooting
yourself in the foot', is framing the argument in
such a way that the other gets the blame, and
you are of the hook. Probably the best way for
the other is to launch another metaphor but it
not easy to produce one at once.
Perhaps the most dominant researcher of
metaphors within an organizational context is
Morgan (1986) with his well-known book
Images of organization. He is one of the many
researchers who published about the power of
metaphors in organizational life. If you want to
know more about this subject, we advise to
read the book Methaphor and Organizations
edited by Grant and Oswick (1996). The aut-
hors compiled most of the research and look
from interesting different perpectives at meta-
phors. 
On the next page another example of a visuali-
zed methaphor. The goal was to get an idea
about the future of a business park with the
University of Twente as its inspiring centre.
(Binsbergen, Boer & Woudstra, 1990)
Mission statement/vision - In the research lite-
rature, there is a lot of confusion among scho-
lars on how to define the concept of mission (or
mission statement) and vision. For pragmatic
reasons, we define a vision as the description
of the direction an organization will go. The
mission describes the organization's current
situation and the near future 'why we are on
earth'. A frequently repeated definition of a mis-
sion statement is, "a broadly defined but endu-
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ring statement of purpose
that distinguishes the organi-
zation from others of its type
and identifies the scope of
its operations in product
(service) and market terms"
(Pearce, 1982).  
According to most scientist
who investigated this area,
mission statements are
designed to fulfill three basic
purposes: (a) to inspire and
motivate members of organi-
zations to perform better; (b)
to guide resource allocation
in a consistent manner; and
(c) to define a balance
among the competing inte-
rests of various organizatio-
nal stakeholders. In addition,
potential functions of mission
statements are providing a sense of direction,
promoting shared values amongst organizatio-
nal members, and refocusing an organization
during a crisis (Smith, Arnold & Bizzell, 1991).
Van Gemert & Woudstra (1996) published a
review of the literature and grouped the func-
tions of a mission statement into five groups:
1. Defining function: in indication of the scope
of a company, the direction in which it is deve-
loping and the positioning in the environment.
'a unique window through which to gain a clear
understanding of a comapany's values and
directions" (Nash, 1988). Differentiation func-
tion: tell you how unique a company is. An
important identity and image function.
2. Evaluation function: a touchstone against
performances, claims, culture and behavior can
be evaluated. It is a framework for decision pro-
cesses, like policy development or personnel
recruitment and selection.
3. Motivation function: people need challenging
though viable goals. The language of the 
mission statement can influence the effect of
this function.
4. Culture-creation function: explicit values can
sketch a climate in which staff feels involved.
Besides these categorization from the literature
Van Gemert & Woudstra (1996) suggested
three other functions:
1. Renewal function: (re)formulating a mission
can result in leading a company into another
direction, a new strategic plan.
2. Support function: participation of organiza-
tional members can lead to a broad support 
3. Communication function: how do we intro-
duce a mission statement and how should it be
formulated and presented?
The first five functions can be used as product
criteria, the last three are process functions.
In a mission statement, one finds a description
of the organization's core values, beliefs and
long-term objectives (including the subjects
which distinguish it from other organizations).
Usually the following aspects are taken into
account:
- Who are the clients/customers/stakeholders 
- What do we have to offer (products and 
services)
- How do we work (including the technology we
use)/ How do we satisfy customer needs
- What are our objectives
- What is our philosophy 
- What is the role of our personnel 
- What is our role in society
Sometimes the desired outcome is part of the
mission statement as well, for example, the
total stockholders return, job and customer
satisfaction, reputation index. David (1989)
identified nine key components: customers,
products/services, location, technology, concern
for survival, philosophy, self-concept, concern
for public image, and concern for employees.
But other authors identify sometimes more than
20 key components, so the opinions differ a lot.
In all mission statements there should be an
emphasis on the role of clients/customers. 
Without giving them enough attention, the orga-
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nization will soon be out of business.
Depending on the message an organization
wants to communicate, other stakeholders are
also present in the mission statement. 
In the development of a mission a stakeholder
analysis should be done because these stake-
holders (internal -for example, top managers,
supervisors, workers-, as well as external - for
example, shareholders, customers, suppliers,
government bodies-), often make contradictory
demands on the organization.Each group wants
that the organization operates in such a way
that their demands are met. Therefore the mis-
sion statement has to take care of all these
demands or claims. This is called the Claimant
Approach (Pearce, 1982). 
Other authors mention four key aspects: purpo-
se (why do we exist), strategy (competitive and
distinctive position), and values (where do we
believe in), and behavior standards. Important
for the communication consultant are: the
development process and obtained support,
values, the extent of ambiguity (Eisenberg,
1995), and the uniqueness.
Names (and corporate logos*) should reflect a
company's trustworthiness. In research done by
Javed (2003) the names of 5000 major interna-
tional corporations were analyzed with the follo-
wing criteria:
1. Suitability: how truly a name describes itself
and the nature of its business. 83% failed this
criterium.
2. Personality: how a name stands out among
other competitors with honesty. A lot of compa-
nies have overtly creative, nonsensical names.
47% failed.
3. Registerability: how the company globally
owns a name with its identical dotcom.
Companies should avoid names that confuse
customers searching the web. 85% failed. And
also important, 93% of the companies did not
own a global trademark with an identical
domain name.
4. Respectability: how a name matches its real
image with actual goals and results. The follo-
wing categories were used to classify the cor-
porate name identity:
- Charlatans: deceptive and confusing share-
holders. Example: MarchFirst inc, Global
Crossong.
- Ghosts: images from the early part of the last
century with re-invented logos and antiquated
names, or projecting futuristic images.
Example: St Peters' Online Bank, Devine-E-
commerce.
- Alphabetti Soup. Example: XPGHRT Inc,
BooBoo Inc, HIH
- Stars: one of a kind globally protected.
Example: Sony, Philips, Microsoft.
Needs analysis or needs assessment - 'May be
defined as: a systematic set of procedures
undertaken for the purpose
of setting priorities and
making decisions about pro-
gram or organizational
improvement and allocation
of resources. The priorities
are based on identified
needs.' (Witkin & Altschuld,
1995, p.4. Needs analysis
makes sure that priorities
and criteria for solutions are
being set. It leads to action
to improve programs. See,
for instance,
Witkin&Altschuld (1995) who
developed a phase model
based on three phases: pre-
assessment (purpose, major needs areas, exis-
ting information), assessment (scope, data
gathering, and analysis) and post-assessment
(priorities, alternative solutions, and implemen-
tation). There are a lot of different methods to
conduct needs analysis and every method has
its advantages and disadvantages. Some
known examples are: surveys, interviews and
the critical incident technique or causal analysis
is an often used method (see also - (Mapping)
Communication problems).
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Negotiation strategies - Negotiation is the bar-
gaining process that often occurs when parties
are confronted; negotiation enables the parties
to systematically reach a solution.
Confrontation is successful when managers
engage in a "win-win" strategy. Win-win means
both departments adopt a positive attitude as
well as try to resolve the conflict in a way that is
mutually beneficial. (Daft, 2001).
Negotiation used in a more strategic way during
a merger or other change process, has some
practical rules, like: listen first and talk later,
communicate face-to-face, don't reassure 
people but only tell them what you know or not
know and what you are doing, do never specu-
late about the future unless you have a particu-
lar reason for it, tell bad news at once to redu-
ce uncertainty and prevent rumors, use simple
statements in stead of obscuring the message
by a lot of context, frame messages certainly in
the beginning of the process as a problem in
such a way that people can arrive at their own
conclusions, reassure the people you want to
go on with of their value, try to measure the
change process. (Paraphrasing Andy
Szpekman, President AHS Communications/
Melcrum Publications).
More practical guidelines are mentioned by
Larraine Segil and Avi Goldstein (Melcrum
Publications). Consider and clarify your own
assumptions and those of your counterparts,
agree on the process to follow, think about who
else should be involved, separate people from
problems, try to find out what your counterparts
are trying to achieve and why, take care of the
emotions in the process in stead of only looking
at the outcome, do not talk to much but practice
two-way communication, look for accepted
standards like performance rates and financial
figures.
Networks and Network analysis - See also
environmental factors and relationship manage-
ment, and for network organizations Types of
organizations. The kind of network depends on
the variables. For example, a network of orga-
nizations at a corporate level could consist of a
network with the headquarters of a company in
the middle with lines to marketing departments
all over the world, the marketing departments
visualized as small or large circles dependent
on the amount of sales. A network visualizing
individual relations could consist of lines depic-
ting the frequency of information exchange as
is done in research about informal communica-
tion. The information process parallel to a cer-
tain network increases heavily with the number
and complexity of the persons or organizations
involved. Compare, for example, two persons
who communicate with each other with five per-
sons who communicate with each other. The
number of links is respectively one and ten. If
the number of links grows too much, an organi-
zation is no longer manageable from a point of
information processing and some kind of co-
ordination or hierarchy is needed to restrict the
number of links.
Network analysis can be done at different
levels as the unit of data-analysis. The levels
should also be considered as research steps
towards identifying cliques, communication
roles like liaisons, bridges and isolates, and
measuring for example connectedness and
openness. Network analysis can be done in the
entire organization or any sample of subsys-
tems.
1. Personal level: measures the degree to
which individual member is integrated in the
network with other members. The greater the
number of links the more integration. Outcome:
number of links, special communication roles
like liaisons, bridges and the kind of topics of
conversation.
2. Clique level: four variables can be measured.
a) clique connectedness: the degree of linka-
ges between members by communication
flows. In this way linkages within cliques can be
compared with other cliques using this cliques
as the unit of research. b) clique dominance,
looking for centralization (and possible informa-
tion overload), c) clique openness: a group that
communicates more open with the environment
is more open to innovation, d) clique integra-
tion, the degree of  embedding in the organiza-
tion's network by looking for liaisons.
3. System-level analysis: One can compute
structural indices: a) system differentiation, the
number of different cliques within a (sub) sys-
tem. More differentiation means slower diffusion
of innovation and less collaboration in the entire
(subsystem). b) system connectedness, links
between cliques. c) system openness, degree
of information exchange with the environment.
Network analysis could be an instrument for
redesign of the communication and even orga-
nizational structure by comparing the formal
and the informal structures. (Rogers and
Argawala-Rogers, 1987, 1995). See also
Monge and Contractor (2001). 
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Several network roles can be identified:
- Isolates: organization members who have
minimal contact with other members in the
organization. 
- Opinion leaders: are informal leaders. They
guide organization members' behaviors and
influence organization members' decisions. 
- Gatekeeper: control information flow between
organization members. They are in the middle
of a network and convey information from one
person to the other. They can help key organi-
zation members to avoid information overload
by channeling only important information.
- Cosmopolites: they connect an organization to
its environment. They provide organizational
information to representatives of an 
organization. 
- Bridges: are members of an organization who
connect a clique to which they belong with
members of another clique. 
- Liaisons: connect two cliques without themsel-
ves belonging to either one (Kreps, 1990),
Objectives - see goals.
Organizational Change - see Interventions,
types of organization. Deetz (1998), Deetz,
Tracy, Simpson (2000).
Organizational goals - Previously, much has
been said about the characteristics of operatio-
nal goals, also with reference to the formulation
of communication goals. Organizational goals
serve legitimacy, employee direction and moti-
vation, decision guidelines, and performance
criteria. Here, we first present the basic sub-
jects organizational goals should relate to (Daft
2001, p53-55):
- Overall performance: financial health (profita-
bility, growth, volume)
- Resources: acquisition of input from the envi-
ronment (financial, employees, clients, 
materials, information)
- Market: market share
- Employee development: training, promotion,
safety, growth
- Innovation and change: new products, ser-
vices, processes
- Productivity: the amount of output (if possible
related to the available resources: for example
production per worker)
Secondly, the distinction made by Collins and
Porras (1997, 2000) is relevant in the process
of positioning:
- Long term utopic goals (we want to be the top
university in Communication Studies of Europe
with an international masters programme for
which students beg to join).
- Enemy goals (we will put other communica-
tion programmes out of business).
- Role model goals (we will be as excellent as
Texas A&M).
- Internal change goals (we will become the
number one programme in Europe on distance
learning).
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Example of a specific communication network
Organizational levels - The hierarchical division
of responsibilities leading to a situation in which
one person "supervises" the other, as a result
of which there are "employers" and "employe-
es," and a hierarchy comes into being. The hie-
rarchical division of the organization can take
shape in, for example, groups, departments,
and business units. The individual can also be
considered as an organizational level (compe-
tence management).  
People-oriented or work-oriented - What is the
organization's primary focus (its objective): do
they want people to enjoy their work, to learn a
lot, etc. (HRM), or is the individual in the ser-
vice of the organization to deliver a product. 
Photo-sort - This is an instruction-instrument,
which can stimulate organizational members or
other stakeholders to show their feelings
towards a product or organization, by sorting
photos according to their attitude towards the
objects and discuss the results after the ses-
sion. Almost any photo's can be used.
However, in more sophisticated photo-sort
instruments photos are tested before on the
existence of certain personality characteristics.
(Theory of) Planned Behavior (Fishbein &
Ajzen, 1975, O'Keefe, 2002) -The Theory of
planned behavior is made in addition to the
Theory of Reasoned action. The TPB suggests
that in addition to the attitudinal and normative
influences identified by the TRA, a third ele-
ment- perceived behavioral control (self effica-
cy)- also influences behavioral intention.
Perceived behavioral control refers to the per-
son's perception of the ease or difficulty of per-
forming the behavior. The model is useful for
the development of public campaigns as well
as for insight in the behavior of organizational
units.
Plans -see activity plan and policy plan.
Policy plan - Such a plan can consist of the fol-
lowing parts:
- Cover and title page
- Management summary
- Table of contents
- Objective and legitimization of the communi-
cation plan 
- Analysis: justification by means of a brief
description of developments, trends, influences,
problem diagnosis and bottlenecks
- (New) Mission and goals of the organisation 
- (New) Vision of communication 
- Message priority (proposition/pay-off)
- Strategy: Communication goals, target groups
and communication mix, and estimated return
on investment
- Implementation: (management of communica-
tion, co-design, planning)
- Evaluation: planning and methods
- Budget specification
Literature: Van Doorn (2002), Michels (2003),
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Theory of planned behaviour (Schifter and Ajzen, 1985)
Waardenburg (2000), Van Gemert and
Woudstra, 2000 and 1999b. See for a public
information plan Vos (1991) and Seydel (2000). 
Positioning - Porter (1996) distinguishes
between three kinds of strategic decisions as a
condition for the design of a distinctive value
chain (the successful configuration of organiza-
tional activities):
Variety-based positioning: to what kind of pro-
ducts and services do we restrict ourselves 
Needs-based positioning: what kind of needs
do we seek to fulfill for which customers/clients
Access-based positioning: how can we reach
clients (external communication) and who don't
we want to reach
To design a successful value-chain all three
strategic decisions have to be taken into
account in an integrated way because they are
interdependent. Paramount is also that no new
activities are added to an already designed or
existing value-chain without renewing the whole
configuration. 
Of course, the outcome of the strategic deci-
sions and its resulting configuration of activities
(the value-chain) have to take into account the
TOCOM-variables, the organizational resources
and the organizational skills. By constanly
asking the so-called 'why-question', resources,
structure, culture and environmental problems
can be taken care of. That is, the feasibility of
the (new) organizational design, the fit of the
strategic decisions and the organizational
design.   
Porter describes three fit-levels:
- First-order fit level: all activities or organizatio-
nal processes contribute to the chosen strategy
- Second-order fit level: those activities not only
contribute but they also strengthen each other.
- Third-order level fit: activities should encom-
pass interaction with external stakeholders to
create value by making use of their knowledge
and judgments.
It is easy to see that communication, particular-
ly co-ordination and control, will become more
complex with each level. 
We talked about the configuration of activities
or organizational processes. In organizations,
these processes are often related to the divi-
sion of labour. Different units contribute to the
products and services delivered to the clients.
Usually, a distinction is made between primary
and secondary (or supporting) processes. Each
of these processes (and or units) cost money
and, of course, the total of money must not be
higher than the benefits brought up by products
or services. Although, seldom-specified com-
munication is an important money item particu-
larly in the secondary processes. Just imagine
how many people have to talk to other people
to organize their work and to fulfill their tasks,
think of the co-ordination and control costs. The
purpose of an analysis of a value chain is also
to determine the costs of each contribution.
However, it is difficult to estimate the benefits of
each contribution. Different units often compete
with each other for the scarce money that is
available and therefore their judgment is 
biased.  
Analyzing of costs 
1. Identify the different activities and evaluate
them: what are the critical activities
2. Identify major costs drivers of the different
activities: for example wage rates, communica-
tion (co-ordination, consultation, communication
means), hrm, technology and automation, hou-
sing, r&d, complaints, responsiveness to
clients, capital equipment, level of job satisfac-
tion, level of customer satisfaction, reputation
and image, marketing, product and service per-
formances, location of members, customers,
suppliers.  
3. Identify how what activities cause costs in
other activities
4. Identify opportunities for reducing costs and
make recommendations- (Grant, 1998, 209-
211)
Post modern organizations - Post modern orga-
nization is used as a contrast to buraeuacratic
organizations. It comes close to the adhocracy
as described by Mintzberg. The term was first
used by Drucker (1957) but it took some time
before organizational theorists used it for their
own purposes. It could be defined as a network
of self-managed and controlled teams with
many centers of co-ordination that enhance or
diminish according to the required tasks. Its
members are highly empowered, involved in
their job and believing in the concept of a lear-
ning organization. (after Boje and Dennehy,
2000).  See also types of organization, lemma
virtual organizations.
Problems - Mapping communication problems
as a result of the consultants' interviews or
other research can help to get a good overview
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of the relevant problems. The way of mapping
usually, tells you something about the consul-
tants view on the problems. Therefore, it is
important as part of the design strategy to deci-
de, based on good arguments, what you are
going to do with the information you will have to
compile. The main reason for this is, that it has
impact on the way you structure the informa-
tion.
Problems can be categorized beforehand, for
example (communication) policy problems,
marketing (communication) problems, internal
(communication) problems, culture problems,
and structure problems. 
Besides problem characteristics already men-
tioned in the matrix, one could look at:
- Immediate cause
- Examples of the problem
- Kind of problem in TOCOM-terms
- History
- Possible causes, mentioned by whom
- Possible solutions, mentioned by whom
- Earlier solutions
- Earlier research and results
- Costs (financial and emotional) for conti-
nuation of the problem
Communication problems can also be
analyzed with the help of a causal sche-
me. However, it is often not easy to differ
between organization problems and com-
munication problems. In a causal sche-
me, problems, sub problems and causes
are visualized through words connected
with lines and sometimes with arrows to
show the connection between them. 
If communication problems can be cate-
gorized as decision-making, procedures,
information flow, or communication chain
management a flow scheme is appropria-
te for analysis. 
Important to consider: If you use peoples
names in your analysis and you do not keep
your analysis confidential (and therefore limits
its target group) you are risking losing your
reputation in the organization.
Another possibility to gather information about
communication problems is brainstorming in a
focus group or in an organizational unit. This
format looks only suitable for situations when
the problem is already reduced to a rather sim-
ple problem or activity. On the next page you
can find an example (poster format) used by
the Dutch police (Noord en Oost Gelderland).
To localize a problem one could place it in a
map where the urgency and importance of a
problem can be set out. Urgency: what would
happen if we don't solve the problem immedia-
tely? Importancy: what impact has a solution on
the organization?
'Fishboning' is a very effective way to identify
causes of problems. It is a way to carry out
causal analyses. This method can be used to
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Example: Mapping the problem in a matrix
Problem owner Stakeholders Organizational
level and/or unit
Urgency
Problem A
Problem B
map communication problems as well as other
problems like, for example manufacturing pro-
blems (Witkin & Altschuld, 1995). Ishikawa was
working in quality control manufacturing and
that is why he identified four categories (repre-
sented in the drawing as ribs) that present
potential sources of manufacturing failures lea-
ding to product defects. The general fishbone
structure can be visualized as seen on the fol-
lowing page. 
Although, other ribs could be included in the
fishbone diagram, generally their number is
kept under 10 and is often limited to 4 or 5.
Causes can be shown radiating from lines
extending from the four ribs of the skeleton or
from other twigs. All causes are considered
equally plausible at this stage, and each per-
son's ideas are placed on the diagram without
commentary or discussion. The process is con-
tinued until no more ideas are offered. After
having mentioned all the causes of the different
categories of problem causes, the causes are
mapped in the fishbone diagram. (Ishikawa,
1983). Other approaches are using
- the 5W's, Who, What, When, Why and
Where. 
- the TOCOM- problem areas, however you will
find out very quickly that filling the fish bone
structure is not very easy because of the inter-
dependency of the problem areas.
To conclude, a problem can be seen as an
opportunity, for yourself, for others, for the
organization. May be, this strikes you as con-
sultants' new speak, but aproaching a problem
with enthousiasm and optimism will certainly
help you. Besides the skill of framing situations
is one of your core competences! 
Problem solving techniques - There are several
general problemsolving techniques, usually sui-
table in the first phase of analysis. 
Reflection technique: playing the devil's advo-
cacy by criticizing every detail of a plan and
extremely looking for the disadvantages. 
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Communication plan of Team    Date.
Bottlenecks (which bottlenecks does our team have?)
Success conditions (under what preconditions will we be successful?)
Stakeholders (who are involved and who do we want to reach?)
Organization and communication goals (which goals do we want to reach? Are they:
Specific? Measurable? Acceptable? Realistic? Time limited?)
Action/steps (which steps do we have to take to improve the communication?)
Organization (how do we organize these steps?)
Future (how do we know in a year's time that we have been successful?)
No ideas? Think about:
- Consultancy structure (who, when, about what)
- Behavior, style, skills
- Agreements about communication and information processes
- Timing of communication
- Dealing with differences in information needs
- Communication means (and mix)
- Co-operation in the team
- Co-operation with other units
Space for remarks
With permission of the Police Department North and East Gelderland (The Netherlands)
Scenario technique:  (mainly a brain storm and
information search technique) - A description of
a possible future situation. The objective of for-
mulating a scenario is not primarily to make
predictions, but rather to show what may occur
in various possible situations in the future, and
what the consequences of various manage-
ment decisions may be: if situation A then
what? The scenario technique helps to simplify
decision-making by using positive and negative
images and by avoiding a tunnel-vision. The
scenario technique is a typical design strategy.
Using the scenario-technique organization-wide
by means of involving members, can contribute
to commitment.
In which situations scenario technique is a use-
ful instrument? 
1. when the environment is unstable which 
causes too much uncertainty
2. when there is no accepted frame of 
reference (the mission)
Applying game theory in scenario design gives
the opportunity to take into account the interac-
tion (bargaining) between stakeholders, particu-
larly those involved in the competition. The sta-
keholders are seen as interdependent players
in a game. Game theory offers: a systematic
analysis by framing the (possible) process of
decision-making (Grant, 1998, 73):
- Identifying the players
- Specifying each player's options
- Establishing the payoffs from every combina-
tion of options   
- Defining sequences of decisions
Combining these phases with principles from
strategic management, the following approach
could be useful:
1. Identify the stakeholders* and other external
forces*
2. Identify the options of the stakeholders and
determine which trends and uncertainties can
be recognized in the other external forces.
3. Determine the scope for the scenarios.
Determining the scope is necessary because it
is almost impossible to incorporate all stakehol-
ders and trends in a scenario.
4. onstruct the first version of the scenarios, try
to visualize them in matrices.
5. Check the scenarios for robustness
(Schoemaker, 1995): 
- Are the chosen trends and uncertainties 
relevant.
- Are the scenario's (stories!) convincing and
internal consistent; check for instance on the
presence of archetypes (clear non ambiguous-
terms are wanted), contradictions (should be
avoided) and the time span.
- Check whether you really did put yourselves
in the shoes of the stakeholders.
6. Finish scenarios
7. Define consequences 
There are simple game models like the 'priso-
ner's dilemma' that predict competitive versus
cooperative outcomes and more complex
models that predict effects of reputation
(Weigelt & Camerer, 1988), information (Tirole,
1990), and commitment (Ghemawat, 1991) 
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General Fishbone structure (Ishikawa, 1983)
Visualization techniques: a lot of the question
lists in the CCPA can be visualized in drawings,
a scheme or a matrix, and presented on a flip
over. In that way groups of people can easily
share their thoughts in a structured way. A few
examples:
- a matrix of possible solutions with advanta-
ges, disadvantages, stakeholders, costs and
return on investment. 
- the fish bone scheme (See communication
problems*)
- describing the current and desired organiza-
tion as a metaphor (words and or picture)
- a story board, in which the successive steps
are shown
- a swot analysis
- concept structuration, like an organigram or a
stakeholder analysis
- cause-result schemes
- research instruments as web cobs for deter-
mining identity and image views
Brainstorming: brainstorming about new ideas,
themes, options, strategies, can be successful
when participants are willing to have an open
discussion. That is, a discussion without critici-
zing each other or each other's ideas. Although,
it is not the right way to discuss people's perso-
nal agenda's and strategies during a brainstorm
phase, it would be rather naive not take into
account these topics. 
A well known brainstorming method is the
IndividualGroupIndividual (IGI) method, which
was developed by Rossiter and Percy (1997),
and Kabanoff and Rossiter (1994). The IGI
method is derived from the Nominal Group
Technique that was developed by Delbecq, Van
de Ven, and Gustafson (1986). Within a time
limit of 15 minutes individuals have to write
down as many ideas about a certain subject or
problem as they can think of. Talking is not 
allowed. After 15 minutes the chairperson col-
lects al the ideas, one item per person random
and writes them down on a screen, flip chart or
a white board. Each person explains his idea to
the other participants. The others are asked to
comment and to combine ideas. After these
sessions there is individual voting for the best
ideas or rather set of ideas. Total time is about
1.5 hours. This method is propagated by
Rossiter and Percy for successful advertise-
ments but can easily be applied in other situati-
ons.   
Procedures and protocols - Fixed rules about
how to carry out tasks. These rules have turned
out to be appropriate in similar situations in the
past, and have subsequently been adopted as
the norm (see also enactment theory) or are
the result of branche agreements or conve-
nants or are the result of laws. A method of
applying procedures, and at the same time
being able to implement a quality system in an
organization, is ISO certification. As a result of
legislation, hospitals work with protocols to
ensure the quality of the care and at the same
time to make clear what the legal liability of the
people involved is. The oil industry has its safe-
ty procedures also as a result of legislation.
Procedures and protocols also have a function
to make processes more transparent.  
Process- or result-oriented - This distinction is
based on the extent to which the members of
an organization dare to take risks. If the organi-
zation's members are process-oriented, they
will comply with formal rules and rarely take ini-
tiatives, so as not to disrupt the process. If they
are result-oriented, they will not seek assuran-
ce in the customary process, but they will focus
on how to achieve these results. They run a
greater risk of failure
Public image of an organization - See image
and reputation.
Quality systems - The system of procedures or
protocols that ensures that business processes
operate effectively and efficiently. (See, for
example, ISO). These procedures also have an
effect on the regulation of behavior by means of
verbal and written communication
Q-sort - This is a comparing appreciation sys-
tem, where statements about a company are
written on cards. The respondents have to say
whether the statements are applicable, neutral
or not applicable. They have to scale the state-
ments on importance.  
Relationship management - See also networks
and environment. The maintenance of contacts
with stakeholders outside the organization,
focused on their possible value for the organi-
zation in the short or the long term. A model:
Relationships can be more traditional or emer-
gent. In emergent relationships, for example
potential customers should have the opportuni-
ty to get information (interactive with quick res-
ponse) of the organization whenever they choo-
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se to. It is obvious that an electronic relation-
ship has its advantages here.  
Relationship management is an important
public relations tool. See for example Heath
(1994, 2001), and Leadingham and Bruning
(2000).
Reputation - Corporate reputation is the overall
estimation in which an organization is held by
its constituents. A corporate reputation repre-
sents the 'net' affective or emotional reaction-
good or bad, weak or strong- of customers,
investors, employees, and general public to the
company's name (Dowling in Van Riel, 1997). A
company's reputation can have several dimen-
sions of reputation (e.g. for marketing, quality,
product-innovation, etc.). All these dimensions
together determine the reputation of a compa-
ny. A reputation is based on all former and cur-
rent activities of a person or company and can
only arise when consistent behavior on a long-
term basis occurs. Reputation is closely con-
nected to credibility (Herbig et al, 1994).
Fombrun defines defines six drivers to compo-
se the reputation quotient he developed. These
drivers are determinative for the reputation of a
company. The drivers that determine the corpo-
rate reputation are: emotional appeal, financial
performance, products & services, social re-
sponsibility, vision & leadership and workplace
environment. As can be seen in the figure
below, the reputation determines the perception
of a company and the attitudes towards a com-
pany (Fombrun, 2000, Van der Jagt, 2002).
See also image. 
The 'Fombrun'-drivers are valid for profit-organi-
zations. For non-profit organizations and NGO's
the drivers must be partly adapted.
Research on reputation is done by Fombrun
and Shanley (1990), Fombrun and Van Riel
(1992), Fombrun, Gardberg and Sever (2000).
The concept of reputation is not only used for
organizations as part of the corporate branding
or public branding, but also for products. When
building a product brand three elements are
important. 
- The reputation of the product (or service). The
reputation can be based on, for example, credi-
bility, performance and sustainability. 
- The relation with the customer or client. This
relation should add something to the life style
of the customer. Customers should be proud of
the product. 
- The balance between advantages (quality, for
example) and disadvantages (costs, for exam-
ple) when you buy a product or use a service.  
If an organization has more brands available,
the process of positioning the brand (focus on
reputation, relation or balance) is called
management of brand portfolio. See also mar-
keting and brand personality).
Marketeers usually talk about the image of a
product instead of reputation. An interesting
example is the image of Heineken beer in the
Netherlands. Heineken always was a premium
beer, relatively expensive. Because of a severe
fight for market share the Dutch supermarkets
offer Heineken below cost price. Heineken is
afraid for the image of its product because it is
now cheaper than non-premium beers and they
are afraid that customers won't buy Heineken
anymore when prices will be back to normal.
Related concepts of reputation are corporate
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associations and corporate image. Different
from associations and image, the concept of
reputation is about the perception of a group of
people and not about the perception of indivi-
duals. Sometimes reputation is used more
holistic and sometimes more specific, for exam-
ple 'this institute has a good reputation for its
services'.
Resistance - The opposite of acceptance, is the
disinclination of one or more members of the
organization to conform to the policy decisions
of one or more other members of the organiza-
tion. It is assumed that employees express their
need for security, and their attachment to the
current situation, by resisting change.
Petrini & Hultman (1995) made a distinction
between active (or intentional) and passive
(non-intentional) resistance to change. The
characteristics of active resistance are:
- Making fun of the desired change.
- Putting the blame for the problems on others.
- Using fear appeal to persuade other people.
- Holding information back.
- Using the grape vine to dissiminate wrong
information, and malicious gossip.
- Sabotage business and communication 
processes.
- Trying to intimidate, threaten and manipulate
people.
The characteristics of passive resistance are:
- Verbally accepting the change but avoiding it
in practice.
- Not accepting it because for some reason
people are unable to execute the change.
- No open communication; people withhold
information (and/or emotion) because they
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don't understand how important it is to be open. 
- Showing a lack of motivation.
- Showing no initiative. 
Often a change process is a reorganization pro-
cess. In these situations the organizational
power is restructured, positions are attacked
and defended, and therefore one can hardly
blame people for not practicing an open com-
munication all the time. 
Individual members can feel threathend by fear
for an unknown future, for new informal and for-
mal relations, for a different culture and climate,
for having less opportunities for job enrichment,
for the risks they or their organization will
encouncter in a changed situation, and of
course they often feel that they don't get
enough respect for their performances in the
past. 
Overcoming resistance is not easy. It helps of
course, if the organization can be persuaded to
agree with the results of an analysis that show
that continuation of the current direction leads
to its destruction. After that people should be
motivated to participate in the development of a
new and promising vision. An organizational
member will think 'what's in it for me?', and the-
refore a consultant or CEO has to show them
'what's in it for you!'
How many people should particiapate and from
which organizational layer, depends on, for
example the amount of people who are working
in the organization, the culture and climate, the
urgency (is there enough time for a lot of dis-
cussion?), the legal positions (investment orga-
nizations with a lot of shares, the trade unions).  
In the case of reorganizations most people can
live with uncertainty about their tasks and the
units they have to work in, but it is unethical to
have a continued uncertainty about keeping
their jobs and salaries.  
Resources - TOCOM describes the factors of
communication related to organizational fac-
tors. One could evaluate the quality of these
factors and consider them as available resour-
ces. In the strategic management literature
(Grant, 1998, p.113), these resources are cate-
gorized in tangible, intangible, and human
resources. In TOCOM, tangible resources are
no part of the model but they are nevertheless
very important. These resources are the finan-
cial resources (costs, profits, internal funds)
and physical resources (location, buildings,
equipment). Intangible resources are technolo-
gical resources like, for example, the number of
patents, copyrights, and knowhow. Moreover,
all other organization and communication fac-
tors of TOCOM (e.g. identity and reputation)
are intangible resources too. This does not
aplly to human competencies. Human resour-
ces are about the competencies (training,
skills), commitment and adaptability of
employees. In TOCOM employees are visuali-
zed in the centre of the model.    
Return on investment - It is often difficult to
show the return on investment for communica-
tion. Of course one could measure for instance
the change in communication climate, or the
impact of a reputation but that does not directly
link your efforts for communication to business
results. Perhaps with the exception of programs
for training personnel and the promotion of pro-
ducts, is difficult to establish such a link. One
important recommendation: define and give 
priority to the most essential product or service
of your organization, to survive or to give the
biggest profits and start investing in these befo-
re investing in communication. Try to answer
the question: what can (the) communication
(mix) contribute to the growth of the prioritized
product or service.
Risk communication - see crisis 
communication.
Rule based communication - see coupling.
Secondary target groups - A spin-off of the
messages sent to the primary target group. For
example, the union of communication students
'Communique' of the Communication Studies
Programme at the University of Twente, publish
the?C?. It is a journal for students, employees,
and alumni. This is the primary target group;
the journal's raison d'être is to reach this group.
At the same time, it is possible that others, who
do not belong to this primary target group, also
receive the message. In the case of this jour-
nal, these can be the parents of the students,
representatives of companies, or students from
other faculties. This is the secondary target
group. Although the message is not meant spe-
cifically for them, the spin-off is a favorable side
effect.
Segmentation analysis - The objective of seg-
mentation analysis is to analyze competition not
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at a corporate level but at a product or service
level. 
Segmentation analysis has 5 stages (Grant,
1998, pp.86-92): 
1. Identify Key Segmentation Variables.
Basically, discrete characteristics of products,
services and consumers.
2. Construct a segmentation matrix. For exam-
ple, in the column discrete services and in the
row discrete consumers, or discrete products
and a branch segmentation. You can multiply
the matrix by adding for instance the countries
you want to sell your products or services.
3. Analyze segment attractiveness. Apply the
Five Forces Analysis to one of the individual
segments. What segments have the greatest
profit potential? 
4. Identify key success factors in each indivi-
dual segment: how do customers choose and
what is needed to survive competition. 
5. Select segment scope: broad versus narrow.
Where can we share costs and resources, what
are similar key success factors, what are the
benefits of segment specialization?
For the benefit of product designers Eger,
Bonnema, Lutters and van der Voort (2004)
describe lifestyles coupled with age as seg-
mentation categories:
- Children (0-9 year), most of the times the
parents make decisions
- Adolescents (10-19 year), they have a lot of
time but not much money; visit pop concerts,
house parties and pubs. They love music.
- Starters (20-29 year), not much money, usual-
ly a lot of time. The study and do not live with
their parents anaymore. They love discounts,
drink beer, practice football, tennis and hockey.
Trendy, and they are immortal like adolescents.
- Families (30-39 year) spent their money on
their house, their car and their children. They
want a house with a garden. When they are
getting older they earn more money and no
time.
- Career (40-49), they can spent a lot of money,
children are leaving the house, the mortgage is
almost finished, they are busy, buy A-brands
and are looking for culture instead of sports.
- Young seniors (50-59), much money and often
a lot of time. They have all the products they
want and if they want something thy look for
quality. They spent their money on vacations,
dinners and concerts. They are aware of their
mortality and take care of their health. They are
looking for hobbies.
- Seniors (60+), almost the same as the young
seniors. However. Health becomes more and
more important. Mobility can become a pro-
blem.
Self-organizing teams - Teams that coordinate
al their activities together and are able to
change processes and goals. Usually, this type
of organization needs a lot of interaction and
co-ordination time. If interaction is done effecti-
vely, team members show much commitment.
Self-organizing teams are the opposite of
bureaucracies. 
A pitfall for self-organizing (or self-directed)
teams is that they fail to see that there is some-
one, who is not part of the team due to other
tasks, is responsible (hierarchical or functional)
for their actions. Because self-organizing is an
emergent process, the supply of information to
other stakeholders, particularly those who are
(partly) responsible, is paramount.
Self-organizing teams are the end of the so-cal-
led empowerment process. The empowerment
process has the following continuum (Ford and
Fottler 1995; McCaffrey, Fearman and Hart
1995), from starting with job enrichment, partici-
pation groups, quality circles, cross-functional
teams, to self-organization. 
However, the problem with empowerment is,
that management has to share and give up
their own responsibilities and power.
Consequently, teams that are sometimes called
self-organizing, consist in reality organizational
members with enriched tasks and some, but
restricted, responsibilities. This can, as a matter
of fact, be a perfectly effective way of organi-
zing.
Services - A rather traditional distinction can be
made between products and services.
Traditional, although the differences between
producing tangibil products and intangibil ser-
vices are often intertwined. Besides, more and
more services are marketed as products. We
are familiar with product brands and corporate
brands, but one never sees the words service
brands. Because services are typical examples
of communication we describe the common
characteristics of services (Clark and Salaman,
1996):
Intangibility: you cannot touch or smell services,
with the exception of the material goods that
are the result of a service (or part of the ser-
vice?). 
Interaction: buyer and seller, consultant and
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client need interaction to do business
Heterogeneity: the extent of standardization.
The service can be standardized or unique.
Perishability: services are time bound.
Service quality model (servqual or gapmodel)-
Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry, 1985, 1993)
introduced a model that decribes the possible
gaps (seven in total) between the perceptions
of the marketeer and the customer for -among
others- the predicted service and desired ser-
vice, personal needs, past experience, expecta-
tions, and communication.
Seven-forces model - The model was develo-
ped by Berenschot as an instrument for organi-
zational change. The seven forces are the con-
sultant's frame work for diagnosing and interve-
ning. The forces can be grouped in three main
forces (Claus, 1991). 
Sense making forces
- Need as a force for movement
- Vision as a force for direction
- Success as a force for belief
Action forces
- Systems as a force for confirming
- Competencies as a force for making things
feasible
- (Communication) structures as a force for pro-
vocation and stimulation
Process force
- Spirit as a force for giving power   
Situational analysis (external) - The public envi-
ronment (stakeholders with an (ability) to
impact your organization)
1. The competitive analysis (who are competing
for attention with the stakeholders you already
identified; which organizations have overlap-
ping agendas and audiences; and to what
extend)
2. The macro environment (see environmental
forces*)
(Radtke, 1998, p. 4 and further).
Skills - The extent to which someone is able to
use the variety of (verbal and non-verbal)
means of communication. Communication skills
or competencies are an important part of
management skills and are, of course, related
to behavior and leadership qualities. See also
competencies, and for communication compe-
tences Jablin and Sias (2001)
Socialization processes - The processes that
help individuals to settle into the organization,
learn and adopt the organization's usual practi-
ces. These socialization processes are very
important for the culture-forming aspect of orga-
nizations. The culture (seen as the dominant
ethic concerning how the work should be done
and the standards to which interactions
between the organization's members should
conform) exists thanks to the loyalty of the
majority of a group. By means of socialization
processes, new employees are "initiated" into
the working methods, i.e., the culture. This lear-
ning process for new employees is both formal
(e.g., training) and informal (e.g., conversations
during breaks, and behavior which can be imi-
tated).  
Stakeholder (-relation, - analysis) - Individuals,
groups, or organizations who can affect, or are
affected by the organizations actions or existen-
ce. (See also Environment). In the literature,
stakeholders are also called actors or players.
The visualization is sometimes called battle-
field!
Daft (2001, p69) mentions the following stake-
holders with criteria for effectiveness:
- Owners: financial return
- Employees: satisfaction, pay, supervision
- Customers: quality of goods and services
- Creditors: creditworthiness
- Community: contribution to community affairs
- Suppliers: satisfactory transactions
- Government: obedience to laws and regula-
tions. 
The importance of certain stakeholders is, of
course, strongly related to their power to influ-
ence the course and performance of the organi-
zation (any level again!). Particularly in, and for
the benefit of, crises situations a good stakehol-
der analysis is obligatory for survival.
For a stakeholder analysis the following catego-
rization (see also environment) can be of help:
1) Enabling linkages (facilitators like stockhol-
ders)
2) Functional input linkages (employees with
their knowledge, skills and experiences)
3) Functional output linkages (customers buy-
ing products or services)
4) Normative linkages (branch organizations,
certification or accreditation institutes, legisla-
tion)
5) Diffused linkages (media, pressure groups,
'society')
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For the sake of  the analysis, one could 'matrix'
these stakeholders by looking at the power they
have over you of you over them, the legitimacy
(are their demands made rightly) and the
urgency to deal with them and the problems
they cause. One can speak of multiple stake-
holder management when an organization suc-
ceeds to involve stakeholders in the communi-
cation (and decision making) process.  
Other categorizations that can be relevant in
specific situations are always the result of the
network the direct stakeholders are embedded
in. For example in a situation of a university
who wants to register more students, one
should analyze not only who are the competi-
tors* but also what other people (intermediate
stakeholders) influence the choice for a certain
university, like friends, parents, high school
deans. In the reputation* research other stake-
holders are mentioned.    
For many managers management means
making financial profit only. Looking at manage-
ment from this perspective one could encounter
the following pitfall. Organizations also have a
public responsibility and if an organization
neglects this there is a reasonable chance that
public actors will interfere with the company's
policy and behavior to protect their interests
(Deetz, 1998). The main task of management
according to Deetz is managing the interests of
all stakeholders instead of making money for
the organization.
Instead of the term stakeholders, sometimes
other terms are used like, for example, 'battle-
field map' or 'players' to indicate a stakeholder
network of competitors. However, these con-
cepts often have a different elaboration. For
example, customer needs, customer groups
and customer products or solutions are catego-
rized for each competitor. See for more infor-
mation Abell (1980), Ghemawat (1999) en
Kotler (2000). 
Another approach is called the Actor Quadrant
Approach (Gehrels, Van Venetie, Thevenet,
2003). Below an adaption is described. The
approach is used at the start of strategic pro-
jects. The actors are positioned in the matrix
according to the extent of co-operation. As a
result of the position in the matrix a communi-
cation or persuasion strategy can be develo-
ped. 
Each actor can also be categorized as impor-
tant or less important. 
The matrix can of course change over time as
a result of the persuasion strategy.
Story - "An ideal (normative) sustainable corpo-
rate story is a realistic and relevant description
of an organization, created in an open dialogue
with stakeholders the organization depends
on." C.B.M. van Riel (2000), in: M. Schultz,
M.J. Hatch & M.H. Larsen (p.158). Trying to
establish such a corporate story can be part of
an intervention and communication change pro-
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Stakeholder analysis follows these steps (Hill & Jones, 1998, p39):
1. Identify stakeholders Who  are the relevant internal and external sta-
keholders
2. Identify interests and concerns of stakehol-
ders
What do they contribute to the organization and
what do they get/want in return
3. Identify what claims stakeholders are likely
to make on the organization
Same question and,
To what extend do we have to compete for the
identified stakeholders
4. Identify the stakeholders who are most
important from the organization's perspective
Who are the most important from the perspecti-
ve of survival or change 
5. Identify the resulting challenges What will our strategy be towards stakeholders
criteria for successful stakeholder relationship
Criteria for success (Coombs 1999):
" Staying close 
" Organizational credibility
" Meeting expectations
gram as a result of comparing the actual situa-
tion and the desired situation. A corporate story
can be used as one of the basics for esta-
blishing a mission statement. For a (desired)
corporate story to become sustainable, one
should incorporate the stakes of all relevant
groups. If an organization wants to use the cor-
porate story as an internal or external public
relations document it should be short and moti-
vating.  
More general, a story is the relating of an
event, usually including examples of desirable
or undesirable behavior within the organization
(Martin and Powers, 1991; Neuhauser, 1993;
Smith and Keyton, 2000). Stories are a reflec-
tion of a tradition within the organization: who is
the hero of the story - the hard worker or the
creative employee? The function of stories in
an organization is a relatively new area of inte-
rest within the field of research into organiza-
tions. An analysis of stories may, for example,
show who the organization sees as "heroes"
and what is seen as the "rhetorical vision", and
how these contribute to organizational culture
(Wilkins, 1984).
More about narrative methods in communica-
tion research can be found in Boje (2001),
about textual analysis in general see
Steehouder (2000).
People get their identity through stories. Stories
about what happened to them. People can tell
you the stories of their life. Of course part of
these stories are illusions because one has to
change them somewhat; otherwise they don't fit
in your world view. Asking people about stories
(for example by means of the critical incident
method) is asking for retrospective stories.
Individuals also have prospective stories. For
example a story about how they see their future
life, their goals.
What applies to individuals also applies to orga-
nizations. Stories from the past shaped the
identity of the organization. These stories are
available in documents like annual reports,
company magazines, accreditation reports,
press releases. They are also available through
verbal communication. Prospective
stories are for example mission
statements, the ceo's presentations
about strategy, metaphors visuali-
zing the organizations desired iden-
tity.  Prospective stories are used
as a management tools to enhance
organizational change. 
Story telling is used for identity
research but also for the re- or
deconstruction of reality. An exam-
ple of the second form is looking
into the stories that contributed to the success
(mobile telephones) or failure (Philips Video
2000) of innovations.
Story telling is of course a very old phenome-
non. Particularly religions and their organiza-
tions used the telling of stories as a method to
seduce people to become a member. People
give testimonies about how they became better
people by seeing the light. Usually these narra-
tives have the same structure. A person has a
lot of success in earning money, and after
some time he thinks 'is this all there is?' After
some struggle he transforms to another person
where success has a different meaning.
Sometimes the struggle is the result of illness,
detaining in prison, and sometimes a poor man
stays poor but becomes mentally rich (and
sometimes -also with the help of the lord- earn
much money). Transformational metaphors and
narratives are used to evoke powerful associa-
tions and emotions. (Hoepfl and Maddrell,
1996, about evangelical metaphors and the
appropriation of emotion)
Symbols - In a section of what Miller (2003,
p.106) calls cultural artifacts and behaviors, ten
possible research items are mentioned with
added rearch questions. The ten items are:
- Architecture
- Furniture
- Technology
- Dress
- Written documents
- Art
- Forms af address
- Decision-making style
- Communication during meetings
- Network configuration
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Coalition partner
Be businesslike, objective
and concise
Friends
Be frank and straightforward
Opportunists
Ask opinion
Sceptics
Supply information
Enemies
Be clear
Opponents
Show respect
SWOT analysis - An analysis of the Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats of the
situation under study. It is used to analyze the
internal and external position of the company
on the market, as well as the characteristics of
the organization. A SWOT-analysis is a good
start for the formulation of a strategy. In addi-
tion, this type of analysis can be used also for
organizational units and for specific processes.
For instance it can be used for the organiza-
tion's communication and/or the functioning of
the communication department of an organiza-
tion. 
It is not always easy to interpret a SWOT-ana-
lysis because a strength can sometimes be
considered a weakness and the other way
around, the same applies to threats and oppor-
tunities.   
Target groups - The desired change in (or
maintenance of) knowledge, attitude and beha-
vior is a basis for the division into target
groups. The following criteria may be conside-
red in determining a target group. (Wapenaar,
1989, Van Woerkum, 1995, Boer, 2000):
- Homogeneity: Transferring a message to a
group with homogeneous characteristics is
easier than to a heterogeneous group.
- Capacities: Is the person or target group
capable of realizing the goals in terms of know-
ledge, skills, influence, time, money and other
facilities?
- Involvement: Is the person or target group
loyal enough to the organisation to put an effort
into working towards the desired goals? Are
they active, passive or apathetic?
- Resistance: How does the person/target
group feel about the desired changes? 
- Position and role: What is the function of the
person/target group, what activities are they
involved in; what is their position in terms of
power and networking both within and outside
the organisation?
- Importance of the target group for the organi-
sation: In finding solutions to communication
problems or when implementing new policy, it is
useful to consider to what extent a target group
(e.g., a certain department, a protest group, a
government department) may benefit or delay a
process.
Based on these criteria, one can make a divi-
sion and, subsequently, a prioritization into tar-
get groups. In the phase of designing a com-
munication plan, the choice of goals and target
groups is justified based on the results of the
problem analysis and the criteria mentioned
above. The coherence between goals and tar-
get groups may become clearer in a matrix. In
justifying the choice, the question of what will
be the effect for (other) stakeholders must also
be answered.
Task analysis - see function analysis.
Theory - We often forget that becoming the per-
son we are is dependent on working with theo-
ries. During our life we learn by forming hypo-
thes and testing them continuously. You cannot
study communication without any ideas about
what is going on. And you cannot communicate
without using theory. Think about situations
when you talk with your friends (conversation
rules), you read the paper (selection rules for
information), you use your mobile phone (selec-
tion rules for the communication mix), you
install your dvd-player (comprehension proces-
ses), you buy a car (negotiation rules), you are
in a meeting (leadership styles), and so on.
Sometimes you have to start your research wit-
hout any theoretical ideas. From the results you
built your own theory. It is called grounded
theory. 
Let us return to theories in general. What is a
theory and what is a good theory?  Theories
are a kind of maps that help you find your way.
They give you insight from the perspective the
theory is offering you. Life is too complicated to
offer you a general theory; therefore it always
offers you a selection - a coherent selection- of
reality. Probably, you encountered a lot of con-
tradictions about for example, the outcomes of
health research. Some of these outcomes sup-
port certain theories, some attack them. These
differences are the result of different research
methods, different assumptions, and different
circumstances or just bad research. Such out-
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Internal
+ -
Strengths Weaknesses
Opportunities Threats
+ -
External
comes often confuse the general public. Insight
into the complex processes of doing research
and thinking about the underlying theories can
help you explain uncertainty.
So what is a theory? "A theory is a systematic
and plausible set of generalizations that explain
some observable phenomena by linking con-
cepts (constructs and variables) in terms of an
organizing principle that is internally consistent"
(Heath and Bryant, 2000, p.10). 
And what is a good theory? According to Heath
and Bryant the following criteria should make
the difference.
1. a theory is more than a simple hypothesis. A
hypothesis is a single statement that can be
tested. Hypotheses together could eventually
contribute to the development of a theory.
2. a theory must explain your observations
3. a theory predicts patterns of actions, proces-
ses and outcomes
4. even a complex theory ought to be described
on a little piece of paper
5. a theory is internally consistent
6. a theory must give you the opportunity to fal-
sify by means of empirical research. 
7. a theory should address '[] the ethical chal-
lenges of being morally responsible.' (Heath &
Bryant, 2000, p.15). A good communication
theory should be able to help people by means
of communication. 
A theory is built on concepts (and constructs).
Constructs are always concepts, but concepts
are not always constructs. The term concept
has a broader connotation than constructs.
Concepts and constructs should be reliable and
valid.  After defining the concepts, their rela-
tionship should be established to understand
the consequences of changing one or more of
the concepts. This relationship can be pictured
in a model.
Dainton & Zelley (2005), look at theories from
the perspective of usefulness. The distinguish:
- Accuracy: is the theory (model, concepts, rela-
tions) supported by research, or in other words,
does the theory do what it promises?
- Practicality: does the theory offers any help in
solving communication problems, and can that
be proved?
- Simplicity: is the theory as simple as possible,
or are only the necessary concepts and rela-
tions described?
- Consistency: is the theory internally and exter-
nally consistent? Internal consistent does mean
that the concepts and the relations between
them (the cause and effects) don't contradict
each other. Externally consistent does mean
the the theory does not contradict other widely
held theories.
- Acuity: does the theory make a complex situa-
tion comprehensible?  
Type of organization - The most widely accep-
ted division of types of organization is that of
Mintzberg. Mintzberg's typology makes a dis-
tinction between different types of organization
in which environmental influences regarding
dynamics, complexity, differentiation, and ani-
mosity, together with the organization's age and
scope (as regards staff), determine the type of
organization (or configuration) which is most
appropriate. 
- Simple organization
The simple organization is characterized by a
strong centralization of co-ordination and autho-
rity at the strategic head, which consists of one
person. This description mainly applies to new,
young, and small companies. In many cases
there is an entrepreneur-proprietor. In the main,
only a strategic head and the production wor-
kers are present. 
- Machine bureaucracy 
The machine bureaucracy is characterized by
numerous formal procedures and regulations, a
mainly function-oriented division of labour, and
large departments at the production level. In
addition, the organization is highly centralized
and there is a sharp division between manage-
ment and "workforce." This type of organiza-
tion* can be found particularly in stable and
relatively simple environments. Government
agencies, banks, insurance companies, and
most production companies with mass produc-
tion have this type of organizational structure.
The concept of bureaucracy (or mechanistic) is
developed by Weber and is also used as an
characteristic of organizations opposite to orga-
nistic organizations.
- Professional bureaucracy
The professional bureaucracy can usually be
found in a stable, complex environment. These
organizations therefore need to develop high-
quality knowledge about products and custo-
mers. The complexity of the work means that it
requires highly-qualified staff to carry it out.
Skills are standardized, and these professionals
work relatively autonomously, because much
authority is decentralized. Organizations such
as schools, universities, hospitals, accountancy
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firms, and courts of law typically have this
structure. 
- Divisionalized organization
The divisional zed organization is actually a
conglomerate of organizations. It consists of
various separate organizational units (divi-
sions), often made necessary by large-scale
business activities. The units are held together
by the strategic head by means of results
management. Authority is highly decentralized
among the divisions. The organizational struc-
ture of a division is not always the same, but
there are often signs of a mechanistic bureau-
cracy. 
- Adhocracy
The adhocracy is the most recent of the organi-
zation types, and is typical of innovative organi-
zations. There is little formalization, broad high-
grade tasks, and decentralization of authority.
There is often a formal functional division of
labour, but in practice a project structure is
used. Co-ordination takes place by mutual
agreement. Organizations of this kind are found
in dynamic, complex environments. 
One could add:
- Functional organization
The divisional zed organization consists usually
of business units, while the functional is charac-
terized by a division of labour based on functio-
nal units like marketing, production, communi-
cation, finance etc.
- Matrix organizations
Characteristic of matrix-organizations is that its
members work in interdisciplinary teams and do
not only have hierarchical superiors but also
functional superiors (dual hierarchy). Co-ordina-
tion problems easily occur in such situations
certainly if  power problems occur.
- Project organizations
Projects are done temporarily and usually in
cross-functional teams. Sometimes people ope-
rate in more teams than one at the same time.
Projects can be executed in self-organizing
teams if three requirements are fulfilled: an
identity that makes sense-making possible,
enough information to know how to react to the
environment and good relationships. (Wheatley
& Kellner Rogers, 1996). However more often
projects are strongly coordinated, project hours
and performances monitored, and securely
planned to obtain milestones.
- Virtual organizations
Organizations that communicate mainly by
computer or phone and in some cases are wit-
hout offices. An important problem within these
organizations is to what extent a corporate cul-
ture is necessary to keep the organization alive
and how to create such a culture. See Crandall
and Wallace (1998), Van Dijk (2000,2001), De
Vries et al (2000), De Vries (2003), Igbaria and
Tan (1998), Wiesenfeld, Raghuram, Garud
(2000, 2001). See also post-modern organiza-
tions.
- Network organizations
A virtual organization is a network organization.
However, in some literature the characteristic of
network organizations is not its virtuallity but its
capacity for innovation and renewal. '[] net-
works of loosely coupled and collaborating
dependencies are gradually created among
basically autonomous units, both internally and
externally.' (Broekstra, 1996, p. 63). Loosely
coupling causes vague boundaries within and
between companies (Badaracco, 1991).
Limerick and Cunnington (1993) created the
paradox 'collaborative individualism' as a cha-
racteristic of network relations. A similar para-
digma for large global corporations was develo-
ped by Bartlett and Ghosal (1989). 
A precondition for innovation and renewal is
knowledge creation. Interesting for the co-ope-
ration and communication between multi-natio-
nals with organizations in western countries
and oriental countries is the difference in the
process of knowledge creation. Nonaka and
Takeuchi (1995) discovered that in the oriental
world tacit knowledge (experience, emotion,
metaphors) is the way knowledge is created,
while in the western world explicit knowledge is
characteristic. Badaracco, (in Broekstra) calls
these distinction embedded and migrotary. 
Probably an adhocracy is organized as a lear-
ning organization. According to Daft (2001,
p25), 'The learning organization promotes and
collaboration so that everyone is engaged in
identifying and solving problems, enabling the
organization to continuously experiment, impro-
ve, and increase its capability.' 
More traditional organizations have to change
heavily to become a learning organization.
They have to (Daft, 2001, pp.25-29):
- Change vertical structures to horizontal.
Vertical structures do not enhance collaboration
between functional departments and cannot
respond quickly enough to rapidly changing
environments. Flat organizations are more 
flexible.
- Change routine tasks into empowered roles.
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Tasks and roles are different. Tasks are about
narrow job descriptions with a lot of control. In
a role a person can take his responsibilities
according to his abilities and competencies.
- Change from formal control systems to shared
information. In large and complex organiza-
tions, often-formal systems are installed to
manage the amount of information necessary
to survive. In a learning organization one wants
to profit from the characteristics of small inno-
vative organizations: all members have all infor-
mation and can respond quickly to problems.
Information is not used for control but for orga-
nizational learning and quality. Information tech-
nology can play an important role here.
- Change from a competitive strategy to a colla-
borative strategy. This change does not mean
that an organization should become less com-
petitive but the way to become a leader in the
field should be reached by collaboration of all
its members networking with customers, sup-
pliers and other stakeholders instead of strate-
gy development by top management.
- Change from a rigid to an adaptive culture.
Successful organizations often develop a rather
rigid culture, which is fine in a stable environ-
ment. However, if the environment is changing
a culture that cannot respond to it is less suita-
ble for survival. Characteristics of an adaptive
culture are: openness, equality, continuous
improvement, willingness to change, willing-
ness to pass boundaries, willingness to take
risks and make mistakes. Such a culture asks
from people commitment to the organization as
a whole, asks for respect towards each other,
and asks for disregarding status symbols and
status bound activities.
Value chain - The term value chain refers to the
idea that a company is a chain of transforming
inputs to outputs that customer's value. The
process of transforming inputs into outputs is
composed of a number of primary activities and
support activities. Each activity adds value to
the product. See also positioning
Values (see also Mission statement) - By
means of describing the values, the manage-
ment of an organization informs stakeholders
what conduct they strive for.   
An example of a cluster of values is the follo-
wing (Scott, Jaffe, Tobe, 1993, p 42-43):
1. Social responsibility;
2. Mastery, individualistic pursuits to become a
winner;
3. Self development;
4. Relationship, working with other people, co-
operation and sharing experience;
5. Continuity, focus on maintaining a stable 
situation;
6.Lifestyle.
In a study by Kotter and
Heskett (1992, in Hill &
Jones 1998) they identified a
set of values that were asso-
ciated with high performing
organizations. These values
were: respect for the most
important stakeholders, res-
pect for leadership and an
entrepreneurial conduct for
all management levels, res-
pect for and willingness to
support change efforts.
Values for poor performing organizations were
the opposite of the values mentioned above:
arrogance, lack of respects, punishing people
who took responsibility and initiative, and a his-
tory of resistance in change processes.
Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983) and O'Neill and
Quinn (1993), developed the Competing Values
Approach to organizational effectiveness. As a
result of their research, four models of effecti-
veness values could be developed based on
two underlying dimensions: focus and structure.  
The focus can be on internal or external issues.
The structure dimension encompasses flexibility
versus stability or control. Combining these
dimensions four 'types' of organizations can be
described.
Although looking rather different, these four
models with competing values can exist within
the same organization. In each model, there is
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another emphasis from management
towards focus and structure.  It is possi-
ble to visualize an organization (or units)
along these four dimensions. 
An advantage of this model is its relative
simplicity. It is a good model to discuss
the position of an organization according
to management, emphasis as one of the
prototypes or as a combination, and dis-
cuss actual situation versus desired situa-
tion. 
From a communication perspective, we
feel obliged to stress that the word com-
munication in one of the models should
be understood as formal and planned
communication to enhance decision
making. Because of the absence of the
word communication in the other models
there could be a suggestion that commu-
nication is not a basic requirement for
effective organizations, whatever form this
communication might have.   
Some organizations present their values in a
particular document apart from the mission
statement, with names like, 'our company valu-
es' or 'credo'. Credo's (and mission statements)
are often part of the annual report. Sometimes
such credos are used in employee advertise-
ments
Burton and Obel argue that their seven dimen-
sions do not completely fit but are nevertheless
rather similar to those developed by Koys and
DeCottiis. These dimensions are Atonomy and
Credibility; Cohesion and Conflict; Trust/support
and Trust; Pressure and Scapegoating;
Recognition and Morale; Fairness and
Rewards; Innovation and Resistance to
change.
It is interesting that Zammuto and Krackover
could map their seven dimensions in the
Competing Values Model. They created the four
different climate types: group climate, develop-
mental climate, rational goal climate and the
internal process climate. Based on the research
by Zammuto and Krackover, a study of 246
Danish firms by Burton et al. (1998) confirmed
the validity of the seven dimensions. Besides
by doing a cluster analysis they found four
types of climate very similar to those of
Zammuto and Krackover.  
We already described the competing value
model by Quinn and Rohrbaugh (1983). Their
view is in accordance with the TOCOM model.
That is, Quinn and Rohrbach argue that they
will probably never find an organization that is
an example of an ideal model of their typology
of culture models that different models can
exist within units of one organization.
Burton and Obel mention that the CVM is hea-
vily researched and they are clearly impressed
by its robustness, reliability and applications.
'The competing values framework is a very ver-
satile typology for capturing the complexity of a
variety of management issues. The applications
include strategy (Bluedorn and Lundgren,
1993), human resource policies (Yeung, et al,
1991; Giek and Lees, 1993), organizational
change (Hooijberg and Petrock, 1993),
management information systems (Cooper and
Quinn, 1993) as well as culture (Denison, 1990;
Cameron and Freeman, 1991), and climate
(Zammuto and Krakower, 1991). Thus, the
competing values approach enables us to sort
out the relationship between culture and 
climate.'(p115). 
Vision - see also mission. The dominant belief
(over-arching vision) within the organization of
what is the best means of communication, and
the conviction that communication can contribu-
te to achieving organizational objectives. 
There are several ways to help developing a
vision (Lewis, 1997). An example will be pre-
sented here. This example is a way to determi-
ne what people think about one specific part of
the organization, for example, the way an orga-
nization pays attention to working small-scaled.
Every member should point out, for example
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during a meeting in what way the organization
pays attention to this subject. See the figure on
the side to see how this can be established for
the example of small-scale activity.
In the next figure, several starting points will be
shown, to get a vision on communication. 
Wrap-up report - After finishing a project, wri-
ting and discussing a reflection on your activi-
ties should be structural. It should consist of: 
a.) a management summary 
b.) a global process description, necessary to
understand the process for other readers, 
c.) success and fail factors: what went well and
what went wrong, with special attention for the
communication towards the client organization
and the consultancy bureau you are a member
of. 
d.) what can be lessons for your own develop-
ment, 
e.) what can be lessons for future projects for
your consultancy bureau.
If you are not the only participating consultant
of your bureau, or when you write the wrap-up
for a project team in your client organization
(too), particular meta-communication (did you
practice it, why not, results) and collaboration
(planning and control?) should get attention.
Useful is also to reflect on the consultancy pro-
cess (particularly your behavior) considering
the kind of values in the mission statement of
your consultancy bureau (section d and e) and
those of the client organization (section c).
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Contigency theory 114
Coordination 114
Corporate
- governance 115
- logo's 130
- names 139
- reputation 148
- story 153
Coupling 116
Crises Communication Strategies 116
Critical Incident Technique 118
Cross-selling 118
D
Decision making process 118
Destep 118
E
Ecco-analysis 118
Elaboration Likelihood Model 119
Empowerment 119
Enactment theory 119
Environment 120
F
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Focus group 122
Framing 122
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G
Goals & Objectives 123
Grouping 123
H
History 123
I 
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Image 125
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Communications
Intercultural communication 125
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Interdependency 116
J
Jargon 128
K
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L
Laddering 128
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Leadership 128, 129
- styles 128
- charisma 128, 129
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M
Marketing 133
- communications 133
- communication mix 135, 136
- mix 135, 136
Media Richness Theory 136
Merging 136
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O
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- goals 123, 141
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- communication activity 105
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Procedures 147
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Public image of an organisation 125, 148
Q 
Quality systems 147
Q-sort 147
R
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Reputation 148
Resistance 149
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Return on investment 150
Risk communication 116
Rule based communication 116
S
Secondary target groups 150
Segmentation analysis 150
Self-organizing teams 151
Seven forces Model 152
Situational analysis 152
Socialization process 152
Stakeholder 152
- relation 152
- analysis 152
Story 153
Symbols 154
SWOT analysis 155
T
Target groups 155
Tast analysis 122
Types of organization 156
V
Value chain 158
Value 137, 158
Vision 137, 160
W
Wrap-up report 161
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Fig: The TOCOM Model in colours; this version might be easier to interpret for some readers and
is of special consideration for those readers who suffer from (partial) colour blindness.








